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ABSTRACT 
The conventional design philosophy of bridges allows damage in the pier through yielding. A 
fuse-like action is achieved if the bridge piers are designed to develop substantial inelastic 
deformations when subjected to earthquake excitations. Such a design can avoid collapse of the 
bridge but not damage. The damage is the plastic hinge formation at location of maximum forces 
and stresses that can lead to permanent lateral displacement. This can impair traffic flow and 
cause time consuming repairs or in some cases even complete demolition of the bridge. Rocking 
can act as a form of isolation by not fixing the foundation to the ground but to allow it to uplift 
and thus act as a mechanical fuse, limiting the forces transferred to the base of the structure. 
Rocking isolation enhances the seismic resistance of the structure and their post-earthquake 
serviceability. In this context, this research proposes a novel rocking isolation technique which 
uses elastomeric pads incorporated beneath the footing of the bridge piers and external restrainer 
in the form of shape memory alloy bar (SMA). The rocking mechanism is achieved by restricting 
the horizontal movement of footing by providing stoppers at all sides of footing. The pads are 
designed to remain elastic without allowing their shearing. The pier, the footing and the 
elastomeric pads are supported on concrete sub base which rests on firm strata such as stiff soil, 
hard rock or on pile cap. By performing nonlinear dynamic time history analysis and nonlinear 
pushover analysis, the proposed bridge with the novel resilient pier foundation is compared 
against an existing conventional bridge on spread foundation as well as on pile foundation. The 
proposed pier rocking on elastomeric pads and external restrainer has been found to have good 
re-centering capability and negligible residual drifts during earthquakes. It is also found that by 
allowing the foundation to uplift, the forces at base of pier are effectively reduced but the 
horizontal displacements at pier top are increased. However, these excessive pier displacements 
can be controlled by the sacrificial external SMA bars attached from the footing to the base slab 
of the foundation. 
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CHAPTER 1   INTRODUCTION 
 
1.1 Background 
Bridges and flyovers are major lifelines of any country and failure of such structures during seismic 
event leads to economic loss to the country and traffic disruptions to the general public. For many 
years the bridge piers are designed by adopting conventional bridge construction (CBC) in which 
bridge components are cast-in-place without any provision for quick repairs that may be required 
after some severe seismic event.  
In the recent years, the world has seen major earthquakes which destroyed the mobility and resources 
of the countries causing structural damage to bridges as shown in Fig.1.1. These strong earthquakes 
have proved that role of bridges is the most vulnerable component of the transportation network. 
The damaged bridges would require several years in order to repair and replace with the new ones. 
Societies expect accelerated constructions, minimal damage and rapid upgrading for bridges which 
are sources of transportation.   
The bridges must be designed in such a way that they can withstand very strong earthquake in order 
to avoid complete failure of the structure. Also, the safety of people is very important during the 
seismic events which is the prime concern in the current bridge industry.  
One of the important aspects in design of bridges is the post-earthquake serviceability. In order to 
incorporate this aspect, the current seismic design philosophy needs amendment. The seismic energy 
must not be dissipated in the main structural components of the bridge so that severe damages which 
lead to catastrophic failure of the bridge can be avoided. 
Thus, there is a need of the hour to have such a foundation which shall suffer from only minimal 
damage and can be restored to its working condition (serviceable state) by using smart materials 
which shall act as sacrificial elements or energy dissipators. 
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Fig. 1.1 Structural damages to bridges in recent earthquakes 
 
1.2 Current design approach in Bridges 
The traditional design of bridges and flyovers based on various design codes allows the pier to 
develop substantial inelastic deformations when subjected to severe earthquakes while the 
superstructure is designed to respond elastically to earthquake loading. Such a design could be safe 
from collapse but not from damage. The damage is the plastic hinge (Fig.1.2) formed at location of 
maximum forces and stresses that can lead to permanent lateral displacement of the bridge. This can 
impair traffic flow and cause time consuming repairs or in some cases even complete demolition of 
the bridge.  
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Fig. 1.2 Conventional bridge design with plastic hinge formation (Chen and Duan, 2003). 
 
The solution to avoid such damages is to have an alternative design guideline which will allow the 
foundation to uplift while undergoing large deformations but suffer from very less damage with 
added bonus of re-centering of pier after large magnitude of earthquakes. Current design codes do 
not have any design specifications and methodology to avoid these post-earthquake damages which 
are very important considering the frequent earthquakes which occur all over the world causing 
danger to the general public and society. 
Performance-based earthquake engineering (PBEE) evaluates the behaviour of a structure under a 
certain seismic action by achieving stated performance objective related to a level of damage to the 
structure. The concept of performance-based design is well documented in SEAOC (1995). Table 
1.1 shows the performance levels in terms of percentage drift (a ratio of pier horizontal displacement 
to its height) as mentioned in ATC 40 (1996) and FEMA 356 (2008). Five different damage states 
(Table 1.2) for bridge piers have also been recommended by Dutta and Mander (1999). 
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Table 1.1 Performance levels, corresponding damage state and drift limits [ATC 40 (1996) and FEMA 356 
(2008)] 
 
Table 1.2 Damage/Limit state of Bridge Components [Dutta and Mander 1999] 
 
 
The plastic hinge in bridge pier can be avoided by increasing the natural period of vibration but at 
the same time the robustness of structure should be maintained by not making it too slender but 
ductile enough to resist the strong earthquake motion. To achieve this, we need to isolate the base 
itself so that entire structure rocks on its foundation by means of structural rocking. In order to avoid 
any uplift of foundation additional restrainers made up of smart materials could be installed to have 
complete resilient foundation which shall have the least damage when subjected to very strong 
seismic motion.   
 
 
 
 
 
 
Damage state Drift (%)
Repairable <0.5%
Irreparable <1.5%
Severe <2.5%
Failure >2.5%
Performance level
Near Collapse,Limited Safety
No damage <0.2%
Collapse
Fully operational ,
Immediate Occupancy
Operational
Life safe
Description Drift (%)
First yield 0.50%
Cracking, spalling 0.70%
Loss of anchorage 1.50%
Incipient column collapse 2.50%
Column collapse 5%
Slight
Moderate
Extensive
Complete
Damage state
Almost no
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 1.3 A Review of Bridge Failures during Recent Earthquakes 
The following are the failures that are still identified in some of the recent earthquakes as follows  
(a) Span Failures due to unseating of bridge deck 
These failures are common when a bearing is provided between superstructure and the 
substructure. This type of failure is common in simply supported bridges where adequate 
seating may not be achieved when the bridge experiences strong ground motion. For very 
tall height pier such system should be avoided and the option of monolithic construction 
should be ideal. The Fig.1.3 shows the example of such kind of failure in the 2008 Wenchuan 
China earthquake. 
 
 
Fig. 1.3 Span Collapse of Baihua Bridge, 2008 Wenchuan, China, and Earthquake (a) Aerial View (b) 
Damage to the pier P5 (www.jsce.or.jp) 
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(b) Amplification of displacements due to soil effects 
When bridges are built on soft soil, the amplification of displacements due to loss of strength 
of soil (such as liquefaction in sandy soil) is a very common type of failure observed in past 
years for bridges supported on pile foundation. One such failure due to liquefaction is the 
collapse of Showa Bridge after Niigata earthquake (Fig.1.4). A similar failure was observed 
in Nishinomiya Arch bridge during 1995 Kobe earthquake (Fig.1.5). 
 
 
Fig. 1.4 Collapse of the Showa Bridge after Niigata Earthquake, 1964 (www.ocw.titech.ac.jp) 
 
 
Fig. 1.5 Failure of Nishinomiya Arch bridge during 1995 Kobe earthquake 
(http://factsanddetails.com/japan/cat26/sub160/item863.html) 
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(c) Pounding failures 
When two different span lengths with difference in depth of superstructure are on one single pier 
cap, the possibility of pounding damage is likely to occur. The clearance between the two 
superstructures should be well-judged so that seismic displacements are not underestimated. The Fig 
1.6 shows the damage caused due to pounding of the girders on the adjacent cross beam. 
 
 
Fig. 1.6 Pounding between two adjacent bridge spans at Vondh Bridge, India 
(http://www.iitk.ac.in/nicee/skj/Research_Papers/2002_spectra_Bhuj_Roads%20&%20Bridges.pdf) 
 
(d) Abutment Slumping 
Incomplete consolidation of abutment fill is the main reason of abutment rotation and slumping. The 
seismic acceleration increases the lateral pressure which may generate high passive pressure. This 
makes the inadequately consolidated soil tend to slump towards the bridge and thus pushes the lower 
part of the abutment inward with the moving soil (Fig 1.7). The contact between the top of the 
abutment and the superstructure restricts the inward displacement at the top, resulting in the rotation 
of the abutment (Priestly 1996). 
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Fig. 1.7 Abutment Slumping and rotation (a) Before Failure (b) After Failure (Priestly 1996). 
 
(e) Pier failures 
The most common pier failure modes are in flexure and shear. The concept of building the ductility 
capacity in regions of high forces was not common in design of bridge piers during early 1970s. 
Low seismic lateral forces were typically used to characterize the seismic action. Column 
longitudinal reinforcement was often lap spliced immediately above the foundation with inadequate 
splice length to develop the strength of bars.   
Shear failure is more common in short piers due to high shear/moment ratio resulting in crushing of 
the pier. The spacing of the ties/stirrups will play vital role during large magnitude of earthquakes. 
The pier detailing has to be made in a very intelligent way where the designer should know the 
possible weak zones in which the pier can fail.  These failures are still observed in the recent 
earthquakes as shown in Fig.1.8. 
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Fig. 1.8 Common Pier failures in recent earthquakes (a) Flexure failure 2008 Wenchuan China 
Earthquake (b) Shear failure 2008 Wenchuan China Earthquake (www.jsce.or.jp) (d) Flexure failure 
2016 Kumamoto Japan Earthquake (https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/2016_Kumamoto_earthquakes) 
 
f) Pier cap failure 
Generally, the pier cap failure is due to incorrect termination and anchorage of the main bars in order 
to sustain the negative moment at top of the cap. The shear reinforcement spacing is also important 
to avoid crack due to inadequate shear detailing at the cantilever arms as well as point of 
concentrated load which are the bearing locations as well as jack locations for future replacement of 
bearings. One such failure is shown in Fig.1.9 during Tehuacan earthquake 1999. 
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Fig. 1.9 Pier cap Failure (Tehuacan earthquake 1999, Puebla) 
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1.4 Motivation for Research 
With the past failures as described in previous section, an alternative to the existing bridge design 
practice is required. The poor seismic performance in majority of bridge failures is due to the old 
elastic-based design philosophy which is based on yielding of structures and a lack of attention to 
structural detailing of bridge piers and superstructure. The typical bridge failures are shown in Fig 
1.10 which are mainly due to pier yielding, deck unseating and pounding of deck. The causes of 
bridge failures are shown in Fig 1.11 indicating which type of failure this research has its focus on. 
To reduce the damage to minimum level the foundation of the structure should not be restrained but 
allow the foundation to uplift so that the moments can be released and transferred to other sacrificial 
elements. In this context, the research looks into rocking isolation of structures which is evolving an 
increasing demanding concept in field of earthquake engineering. 
 
Fig. 1.10 Typical bridge failures (Cardone et al 2011) 
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Fig. 1.11 Causes of Bridge Failure  
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 1.5 Research Gaps 
This research has focus on rocking structures as future of structural engineering and the gaps 
identified in subject of rocking isolation is as follows:  
➢ The researchers in the past and present were using external prestress tendon and external 
dampers to stimulate the rocking isolation in order to have a low damage design. The 
issue with this external prestress tendon and external dampers is their maintenance and 
periodic checks in the long run of the structure’s life. The external prestressing of pier 
also increases the construction time and the complexities in terms of anchorage and its 
details. We need a simple connection and at the same time a robust one to absorb the 
strong seismic motions for it to be functional even after some severe and catastrophic 
natural events without having any major repairs. 
➢ Rocking behaviour of bridge structures has been investigated numerically and 
experimentally in order to avoid major damages and formation of plastic hinges at the 
critical zones. However, still a gap in knowledge exist to have such a foundation which 
shall be easy to construct by avoiding the post-tensioning of pier.  
1.6 Research Aim and Objectives 
This research has its focus on understanding the behaviour of a novel structural controlled 
rocking pier which uses special elastomeric pads and smart materials (like Shape Memory Alloy 
bars) in order to have the least damage in the bridge pier foundations. Furthermore, the research 
presents simplified method on analysis and modelling for the proposed rocking bridge pier. This 
will enable the bridge design offices to implement this type of novel foundation in the actual 
practice. In order to avoid deck unseating type of failure, the seismic response of integral bridges 
with the proposed rocking pier is studied in this research. The following are the aims and 
objective of this research: 
1. Numerical models with individual pier model of the fixed pier, conventionally isolated pier, 
conventional rocking pier and the resilient rocking pier resting on shallow foundation will 
be developed in order to study the basic behaviour of such piers which have isolation in the 
form of rocking. 
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2. Sensitivity analysis based on individual pier model shall be performed by changing the 
important parameters involved to study the behaviour of the proposed foundation. 
3. The full bridge model of rocking integral bridges resting on shallow foundation shall be 
developed. The seismic performance of the bridge with the proposed novel foundation shall 
be compared with an existing conventional bridge. 
4. The application of the proposed rocking foundation on elastomeric pads will be applied to 
pile supported bridges. A full three dimensional model shall be developed to study the 
behaviour of the proposed resilient bridge pier on pile foundations with the effects of pile 
soil interaction and ground response analysis. 
1.7 Research Scope and Overview of Thesis 
This research proposes a novel rocking isolation technique for bridge pier which rocks on 
elastomeric pads and external restrainers. The research explains the concept of rocking isolation 
in field of bridge engineering and how the proposed rocking pier with shallow foundation on 
firm strata behaves during an earthquake. The research is based on advanced numerical 
modelling of lumped mass pier model and full bridge model along the effect of soil structure 
interaction. The thesis is described in the following chapters as explained below. 
 
Chapter 1 mentions the current trend in design of bridges and introduces concept of rocking               
isolation which can be used to avoid heavy damages in bridge pier. It also presents the research 
gaps and the objectives of proposed research study 
Chapter 2 begins with earthquake engineering and the causes of earthquakes. It then mentions 
the code of practice for seismic design of bridges. It gives broad view of method of analysis used 
and finally presents relevant research made in past in field of rocking isolation of isolated bridge 
piers and columns. It also introduces smart material and its application in seismic isolation of 
bridges and presents review of key findings observed in the past research on rocking isolation 
along with critical comments. 
 Chapter 3 presents the methodology and the concept of proposed resilient bridge pier using 
elastomeric pad and special alloy known as Shape Memory Alloy (SMA) bars. It states the 
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assumptions, retrofit strategy, advantages of the proposed system and the mechanics bridge pier 
rocking on elastomeric pads and external restrainers.  
 
Chapter 4 describes the advance numerical modelling of rocking pier on elastomeric pads and 
external restrainers. Individual lumped mass pier models are developed for fixed pier, 
conventional isolated pier, conventional rocking pier, rocking pier on pads and the proposed 
rocking pier. A comparative study is been made on basis of dynamic nonlinear analysis. 
 
Chapter 5 presents the results of parametric analysis to understand the behaviour of the rocking 
pier on elastomeric pads alone as well as with external restrainers based on lumped mass pier 
model approach.  
 
Chapter 6 compares the seismic performance of an actual overpass motorway bridge in Greece 
with the proposed bridge (on spread foundation resting on stiff clay) having new rocking isolation 
concept. The bridge modelled using the proposed novel rocking isolation technique shows good 
re-centering capability during earthquakes with negligible residual drifts and reduced forces in 
the pier as compared to the existing bridge considered in this study. 
Chapter 7 shows the application and comparison of the proposed rocking bridge on pile 
foundation. The seismic resilience of existing rail over bridge in India and the proposed rocking 
isolation technique which uses only elastomeric pads installed at top of pile cap have been 
compared with the effect of soil structure interaction and ground response analysis. 
Chapter 8 outlines the conclusion, recommendations and future work of this research study. 
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CHAPTER 2  LITERATURE REVIEW 
 
2.1 Introduction 
The need to design bridges to resist seismic actions has evolved seismic engineering as area of 
growing interest. For areas where strong ground shaking is expected, the bridges are designed to 
have damage through the formation of plastic hinges formed at location of maximum stress 
concentration. During recent years, alterative solutions have been developed in order to have the 
least damage sustained by bridge structures when subjected to severe earthquakes. 
This chapter reviews the literature relevant to this research work as mentioned in section 1.6. It 
begins with the fundamental causes of earthquakes and performance of bridges in the recent 
earthquakes. A brief historical development of earthquake engineering practice and major lessons 
learnt from bridge failures is presented. A review of seismic design philosophy adopted for bridges 
in the current codes of practice is outlined. The review also includes modelling techniques of 
bridges, seismic hazard analysis, and selection of earthquake ground motion and fundamentals of 
ground response analysis. The main emphasis is given to research made in the field of rocking 
isolation by the modern researchers till date. The chapter ends with a summary highlighting the 
critical review of current research made in rocking motion as an alternatively growing seismic 
hazard mitigation technique. 
2.2 Earthquake Engineering 
It deals with the effects of earthquakes on people and the impact on environment including the 
methods of reducing those effects. Earthquakes may cause damage to engineering structures and 
often result in loss of life. The structures need to be designed to withstand the impact of earthquake 
and prevent collapse as it is the structures that kill people and not earthquakes. Earthquake 
engineering is a very broad field, drawing on aspects of geology, seismology, geotechnical 
engineering, structural engineering, risk analysis and other technical fields. 
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2.3 Causes of Earthquakes 
1 Plate tectonics theory: The basic hypothesis of plate tectonics is that the earth’s surface consists 
of number of large, intact blocks called plates and these plates move with respect to each other. The 
ground shaking causes sudden release of energy in the Earth’s crust. This energy may originate from 
different sources such as dislocation of the crust, volcanic eruptions and man-made activities. The 
greatest level of seismicity occurs at the boundary between two or more plates. Depending on type 
of movement, plate boundaries are classified as (1) diverging plate boundaries, where plates move 
away from each other due to rise of magma. (2) Convergent plate boundaries, where two plates 
converge with one another, such as edges of continents, wherein the denser ocean plate sub ducts 
the lighter crustal plate. (3) Transform fault boundaries which are found when plate move past each 
other. 
2 Faulting: When two groundmasses move with respect to one another, elastic strain energy due to 
tectonic processes is stored and then released through the rupture of the interface zone. The distorted 
blocks snap back towards equilibrium and an earthquake ground motion is produced. This process 
is referred as “elastic rebound”.  The resulting fracture in the Earth’s crust is termed as “fault”. 
During the sudden rupture of the brittle rock, seismic waves are generated. These waves travel away 
from source of the earthquake along the earth’s outer layers. The different types of fault is shown in 
Fig 2.1. 
 
                    (a)                                         (b)                                       (c) 
Fig. 2.1 Types of fault (a) Normal (b) Reverse (c) Left lateral strike slip  
(Bhattacharya et al, 2018) 
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3. Seismic Waves: Fault ruptures cause brittle fractures of the Earth’s crust and dissipate up to 10% 
of the total plate tectonic energy in the form of seismic waves. Earthquake shaking is generated by 
two types of elastic seismic waves: Body waves and surface waves. Body waves travel through the 
Earth’s interior layers. They include longitudinal or primary waves (P-waves) and transverse or 
secondary waves (S-waves). P waves have relatively little damage potential as they cause only push 
or pull in rock. But the S-waves causes vertical and horizontal motion and thus cause significant 
damage.                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                  
2.4 Bridge Performance in Recent Earthquakes  
The typical damage sustained by highway bridges can be grouped under the following (AASHTO, 
LFRD Reference Manual, 2014) 
1. Unseated spans due to insufficient support length 
2. Pier failure in flexure and shear due to inadequate detailing for ductility. 
3. Structural damage due to ground failure, liquefaction and fault rupture. 
Earthquakes in the past have shown the shortcoming of current design methodology and construction 
practices at the cost of structural failures and loss of lives. Table 2.1 shows bridge failures in the 
past and the lessons learnt from such failures.  
Fig 2.2 shows span failure for bridges resting on bearings (Showa River, Niigata 1964, Over crossing 
San Fernando 1971, Bay Bridge Loma Pieta 1989 and Chile 2010). Due to severe earthquakes, if 
girders does not have sufficient seat length, the excessive seismic vibration causes girder to dislocate 
from bearing leading to failure of superstructure.  
The current concept of pier yielding by means of plastic hinge formation in piers may lead to severe 
damages if the reinforcement detailing of pier is not correctly carried out. Fig 2.3 shows that such 
failure occurs at locations (top/bottom of pier) which are subjected to large bending moment and 
thus these locations needs special attention when reinforcement detailing is to be done.  
Grounds conditions also play an important role during earthquakes. The Fig 2.4 shows bridge 
failures due to fault rupture and are more severe if bridge is located near the fault rupture. Thus, 
proper assessment of ground conditions must also be ascertained before the final execution of 
bridges. 
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Fig. 2.2 Examples of unseated spans due to insufficient support length (LFRD manual, 2014) 
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Fig. 2.3 Examples of Column and pier damage due to lack of ductile detailing (LFRD manual, 
2014) 
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Fig. 2.4 Examples of structural damage due to ground failure (LFRD manual, 2014) 
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Table 2.1 Bridge failures in the past and major lessons learnt (LFRD manual 2014 and Bhattacharya et al 
2018) 
 
Earthquake Major Lessons Post-earthquake developments 
Niigata, Japan 
(1964) 
Extensive damages due to 
liquefaction were observed. The 
newly constructed Showa bridge 
collapsed and few middle spans of 
bridge fell into the river 
Soil liquefaction studies started. 
Procedure to estimate the depth of 
liquefaction  was established  
Northridge, CA 
(1994) 
Adverse load distribution in piers 
with unbalanced stiffness, unseating 
in skewed bridges, flared column 
failures, cross-frame damage in steel 
plate girder superstructures  
 
Balance pier stiffnesses in multi-span 
continuous structures, longer support 
lengths, new details for flared 
columns, explicit design of load path 
in plate girder superstructures, 
displacement-based design  
Kobe, Japan 
(1995) 
Damage to steel superstructures and 
bearings, non-ductile response of 
concrete columns. 
Increase in minimum connection 
forces, full scale testing of Japan-
designed bridge columns on E-defense 
shake table in Kobe. 
Chi-Chi, Taiwan 
(1999) 
Many bridges collapsed as they were 
located close to or just above the 
faults 
Considerations for design of important 
structure in the vicinity of the plate 
boundaries and faults were 
implemented in practice.   
Nisqually, WA  
(2001) 
Liquefaction, cross-frame damage in 
steel plate girder superstructures  
 
Site remediation, estimation of lateral 
flows due to liquefaction, ductile cross 
frames for plate girder bridges  
Wenchuan, 
China  
(2008) 
Span unseating and abutment 
damage due to rock falls, curved 
girder unseating  
Stabilize adjacent rock slopes, explicit 
design of load path in curved bridge 
superstructures; longer seat lengths 
Maule, Chile 
(2010) 
Span unseating due to inadequate 
shear keys, rotation in skewed and 
non-skewed spans, liquefaction-
induced column settlement and shear 
failures, tsunami-induced scour and 
column damage 
Explicit design of load path in all 
bridge superstructures including 
diaphragms and connections; longer 
support widths for skewed bridges, 
remediation of liquefiable sites under 
bridge foundations to minimize 
settlement and lateral flow. 
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Earthquake Major Lessons Post-earthquake developments 
Christchurch, 
New Zealand 
(2011) 
Liquefaction induced lateral flow 
damages abutment piles and when 
resisted can buckle single span 
bridge superstructures in 
compression, aggressive retrofitting 
program reduced extent of bridge 
damage  
 
Ground improvement under bridge 
approaches to reduce extent of lateral 
flow (site remediation), benefits of 
seismic retrofit program demonstrated  
 Palu, Indonesia  
(2018) 
 The Ponulele Bridge (Jembatan 
Palu IV), which was also the first 
arch bridge in Indonesia was 
destroyed by the earthquake and 
tsunami.  
Research is accelerated to build 
tsunami resistant bridges. 
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2.5 Review of Different Codes on Seismic Design Philosophy of Bridges 
Generally, structures are designed to resist seismic loading in such a way that it can withstand a 
large amount of plastic deformation without significant drop of its strength. This concept is known 
as ductility-based design.  The seismic design of reinforced concrete members is based on two 
approaches. In the first approach, the structure is designed to resist the strong earthquake without 
occurrence of damage or cracks. This approach is uneconomical because large cross-sections as well 
as reinforcing steel will be required to resist the seismic forces due to strong earthquakes. 
In second approach, a certain degree of cracking or minor damage is allowed in the structural 
member and designed in such way that it has ability to undergo considerable inelastic deformations. 
This approach is followed by all the existing codes such as the American code, the Japanese code, 
the Euro code and the Indian code for seismic design of bridges and buildings. 
2.5.1 Indian Road Congress (IRC)-Seismic design Philosophy of Bridges 
 
For seismic design of bridges, the IRC -6 (2016) code uses the seismic coefficient method and the 
response spectrum method. The procedure is as follows: 
(a) Obtain the natural period considering only individual pier model and not the entire bridge. 
(b) Obtain the horizontal elastic acceleration coefficient due to design earthquake from code 
spectrum. 
(c) Obtain the seismic weight of each component. 
(d) Obtain the seismic inertia forces generated in each component by multiplication of the 
above. 
(e) Apply these inertia forces generated in each of the components at the centre of mass of the 
corresponding component. A linear elastic analysis of the entire bridge structure is 
conducted to obtain the stress resultants at each cross-section of interest. 
(f) Obtain the design stress resultants in any components by dividing the elastic stress 
resultants by response reduction factor prescribed for that component. 
(g) For structures in higher seismic zone ductility detailing is carried out. 
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2.5.2 AASHTO Code-Seismic design Philosophy of Bridges 
The American Association of State Highway and Transformational Official (AASHTO, 1996) uses 
the concept of Load Resistance Factor Design (LRFD, 2014) for design of bridges. Modern seismic 
design of bridges in the U.S. accepts the fact that a bridge will be damaged and responds inelastically 
during the design earthquake. But not all damage is acceptable as only ductile yielding is permitted. 
The concept of chain analogy (Fig 2.5) is used in capacity design. In this concept, if one link of the 
chain is ductile and that link’s tensile strength is less than the strength of other links, which may be 
even brittle, then the chain will exhibit ductile behaviour based on the behaviour of the one ductile 
link. However, if any of the brittle links have strength lower than that of the ductile link, then the 
chain will exhibit brittle behaviour. In case of bridge, the entire system is analogous to the chain as 
the piers, foundations, abutments and superstructure comprise the links in the chain. 
 
 
 
Fig. 2.5 Chain Analogy for Capacity design (after Paulay and Priestly, 1992) 
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The broad view of the seismic design philosophy of the AASHTO (1996) code for bridges is as 
follows: 
1. The structural elements are chosen that will deform inelastically and form a plastic 
mechanism. The damage is sustained under the action of earthquake loading and the yielding 
links are identified with the assignment of their capacity. 
2. Those elements are detailed for ductility to resist the applied loading. 
3. A complete load path in the structure is developed showing which elements will not fail 
before the yielding links reach their maximum resistances or capacities. 
4. The substructure performs as the main energy dissipating structural components while 
keeping reaming components (capacity protected elements) as elastic. 
 
 
2.5.3 EUROCODE (EC8)-Seismic design Philosophy of Bridges 
 
There are ten Eurocodes in a total of 58 parts covering: basis of design; action on structures; design 
of structural elements in concrete, steel, composite steel and concrete, timber, masonry and 
Aluminium; together with geotechnical and seismic design. The Eurocode 8 (2004) part 2 describes 
the seismic design philosophy for earthquake resistance of bridge structures.  
The general statement of the seismic design of bridges is that “Communications shall be maintained, 
with appropriate reliability after the design seismic event”.  This means that the bridge should 
remain functional without disturbing the flow of traffic that would cross the bridge. 
The two limit states on which design is to be based are serviceability limit state and ultimate limit 
state. The ultimate limit state is a state still relatively far from actual collapse of the bridge. Flexural 
yielding (formation of plastic hinges) is allowed in the piers and the bridge deck should remain 
elastic to avoid damage expect those in expansion joints and continuity slabs. 
The bridge shall be designed so that its behaviour under the design seismic action is either ductile 
or limited ductile depending on the seismicity of the site. For bridges of ductile behaviour, capacity 
design shall be used to ensure that an appropriate hierarchy of resistance exists within the various 
structural components to avoid any brittle failure modes in the bridge structure.  
For simple bridge, the code uses the concept of seismic coefficient method. The codes specifies its 
spectrum for various soil types along with a soil factor. The elastic spectrum is made up of four 
portions: increasing response acceleration, constant response acceleration, constant response 
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velocity and constant response displacement, separated by three corner periods. The reference peak 
ground acceleration is not mentioned in the code and is obtained from the national authority. For 
complex bridge the code prefers nonlinear time history analysis where the accelerograms or the input 
ground motion is matched to elastic spectrum of EC8 using available commercial software (Seismo 
Match) 
 
2.5.4 Japan Road Association (JRA) -Seismic design Philosophy of Bridges 
Japan is one the most seismically active countries in the world and often suffered significant damage 
from large earthquakes. The earthquake disaster prevention technology for highway bridges has 
been developed based on such bitter damage experience. 
The current seismic design philosophy for bridges in Japan uses the concept of seismic coefficient 
method and the ductility design method. In ductility design method, it is assumed that a principal 
plastic hinge is formed at the bottom of pier. 
The JRA (1996) considers two types of earthquake ground motions. Type I ground motions were 
essentially estimated from an attenuation equation for response spectra that is derived from statistical 
analysis of 394 components of strong motion records. This level of earthquake is highly probable 
during the service life of bridges and hence their elastic behaviour is required without any damage. 
Type II ground motions were determined by simply taking envelopes of response accelerations of 
major strong motions recorded at Kobe in the Hyogo-ken Nanbu earthquake. This level of 
earthquake possesses higher intensity and is less probable during the service life of bridge and hence 
the extent of acceptable damage is different depending on the importance of the bridge. 
The following is the procedure of seismic design of bridges in Japan: 
1. Principal design loads are first obtained. 
2. If the bridge is not complex, the seismic design is done by seismic coefficient method with 
suitable unseating prevention devices. It is also checked by the ductility design method in 
which seismic forces are statically applied to a structure and ground, considering the lateral 
capacity, ductility and energy absorption capacity in the nonlinear range of structure. 
3. If the bridge is complex, the seismic design is done by dynamic response analysis using both 
types of ground motions mentioned above. 
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2.6 Method of Analysis for Bridges 
The following are the type of analysis involved in bridge design 
1. Dead Load Analysis: In this type of static analysis, the bridge is analyzed for its self-weight known 
as dead load. The chosen computer program uses stiffness method which involves restraining the 
structure at the first step. The second step involves applying unit displacements and finally the 
solution is obtained by superimposing the effects. 
2. Superimposed Dead Load Analysis: This is also a static analysis which involves loads which are 
crash barrier, kerb, footpath, median verge and wearing coat load applied on a bridge deck. 
3. Wind Analysis: These analysis are carried as per code (AASHTO, EUROCODE, IRC, and 
GREEK CODES) requirements. They can be static for small span bridges and dynamic for long 
span bridges 
4. Seismic Analysis: This analysis is the most important analysis in design of bridge. The seismic 
analysis of the bridge is carried out to determine the force and deformation demands on the structural 
system and its individual components (PEER 2008/3). The following are the types of seismic 
analysis as shown in Fig.2.6. 
 
Fig. 2.6 Types of Seismic Analysis 
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A) Equivalent Lateral force Method: The total horizontal force is applied at the vertical center of 
the mass of superstructure and distributed horizontally in proportion to the mass distribution. 
This method is ideal where response can be captured by a predominant translational mode of 
vibration. 
B) Response Spectrum Method: This method is an elastic seismic analysis in which structure is 
assumed to be elastic under earthquake excitation. For a set of equivalent earthquake forces 
static analysis is conducted for each of the natural mode of vibration. The resulting modal 
static response is then multiplied by the spectral ordinate to obtain the peak modal response. 
Such procedure therefore reduces the dynamic analysis to a series of static analysis and avoids 
the lengthy computation required from a response history analysis (PEER 2008/3). This 
method fails to capture the non-linear behaviour of a complex structure and thus not suited 
for long span bridges and bridges with special foundations. 
  
C) Time history analysis: This is the most sophisticated method of dynamic analysis. In this 
method the mathematical model of the structure is subjected to accelerations from earthquake 
records that represent the expected earthquake at the base of the bridge. This method consists 
of step by step direct integration over a time interval. The equation of motion is solved with 
displacements, velocities and accelerations of pervious step as initial functions. In elastic time 
history analysis, the stiffness characteristics of the structure are assumed to be constant for 
whole duration of the earthquake. Nonlinear time history analysis accounts for the 
nonlinearities or strength degradation if different elements of the bridge as well as the load 
pattern or ground motion intensity (PEER 2008/3). The stiffness of the structure is assumed 
to be constant through the incremental time only. The modifications to the structural stiffness 
caused by cracking, formation of plastic hinges are incorporated between the incremental 
solutions. During the analysis, the capacity the main bridge components is evaluated as 
function of time based on nonlinear behaviour determined for elements and materials. The 
main disadvantage of this analysis method is the high computational time and large amount 
of output information produced.  
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D) Pushover analysis: This method is nonlinear static analysis used to quantify the resistance of 
the structure to lateral deformation. It provides load versus deflection curve of the structure 
starting from state of rest to ultimate failure of structure. In general, permanent gravity loads 
are first applied to the structure and then a horizontal lateral load or displacement is 
incrementally applied to the mass center of the bridge until the structural displacement 
capacity is reached. Under the increasing load application, a series of plastic hinges develop 
at critical sections of the structure, leading to force distribution and gradually to a failure 
mechanism. As a result, it is possible to obtain the nonlinear relationship between the lateral 
force applied and the deformation of the structure, usually expressed in the form of pushover 
curve that is base reaction versus the control node displacement. The method suggest that 
structural damage is a function of only the lateral deformation of the structure. Thus, the 
effects of strong ground motion duration and cumulative energy dissipation are clearly 
neglected, rendering the method as approximate (PEER 2008/3). The conventional push over 
analysis methods are the following: 
1. Capacity Spectrum method, CSM 
2. Improved Capacity Spectrum Method, ICSM 
3. N2 Method 
4. Displacement Coefficient Method, DCM 
5. Modal Pushover analysis 
The CSM and N2 methods differ in the use of approximate inelastic spectra while ICSM is a 
modification of the CSM procedure. Only the first method is discussed in detail as it used in the 
research and other method can be found in suitable literature. 
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1. Capacity Spectrum method, CSM [Acceleration Displacement Response Spectra (ADRS)] 
The capacity of the structure and demand imposed upon it are not independent. As the demand 
increases the structure eventually yields and as its stiffness decreases its period lengthens. Seismic 
capacity is the capacity to resist the seismic effects while seismic demand is a description of the 
earthquake effects on the structure. The performance point is identified when the capacity equals the 
demand. One such method to evaluate the performance of the structure is acceleration displacement 
response spectrum method. In this method, the demand spectrum is overlaid on the capacity 
spectrum which are functions of spectral acceleration and spectral displacement. If the performance 
point lies within the central portion of the damage control performance range (Fig.2.7) then it 
indicates that the structure would have less damage than the desired one. This is an approximate 
method which is better valid for the structures dominated by first mode of response and not very 
effective for structures with higher mode participation in their earthquake response. 
 
Fig. 2.7 Typical Capacity spectrum (ATC 40) 
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The following are the steps involved to construct ADRS as per ATC-40 (1996): 
STEP 1: Construction of elastic spectrum  
An elastic response spectrum (Fig 2.8) is based on site specific seismic coefficients Ca and Cv (both 
may be equal to the effective peak acceleration).  
 
Fig. 2.8 Elastic spectrum in traditional format 
 
STEP 2: Conversion of elastic spectrum to ADRS spectra 
This is done by evaluating the value of spectral displacement by using the equation Sd =T2/4π.Sa 
(g). The radial lines are plotted by picking up the ordinate at the constant period from the elastic 
spectrum (Fig 2.9). T is the time period and Sa (g) is the spectral acceleration. 
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Fig. 2.9 Elastic spectrum in ADRS format 
 
STEP 3: To develop capacity spectrum 
For this the pushover analysis is first performed to obtain the pushover curve (capacity curve) from 
the chosen computer program. The capacity curve is converted to capacity spectrum (Fig.2.10) using 
the equations given in ATC 40. However, this can be obtained from the computer program itself. 
 
Fig. 2.10 Capacity spectrum of a structure 
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STEP 4: Superimposition of capacity spectrum and elastic spectrum 
The two spectrums are simply are overlaid as shown in Fig.2.11 
 
Fig. 2.11 Superimposition of spectrums 
 
STEP 5 Evaluation of performance point: The location of the performance point must satisfy two 
relationships: (1) The point must lie on the capacity spectrum curve in order to represent the structure 
at given displacement and (2) The point must lie on the spectral demand curve, reduced from the 
elastic 5% damped design spectrum, that represents the nonlinear demand at the same structural 
displacement. If the reduced demand spectrum intersects the capacity spectrum at or near the initial 
assumed point on the capacity spectrum, then it is the solution for the unique point where capacity 
equals demand. If the intersection is not reasonably close to the initial point then the engineer can 
assume a new point until a solution is reached. This is the performance point (Fig.2.12) where the 
capacity of the structure matches the demand for that specific earthquake. This is also available in 
the chosen computer programme. If the performance point lies within the central portion of the 
damaged control performance (Fig.2.7) it indicates that for this earthquake the structure would have 
less damage for that particular earthquake only. 
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Fig. 2.12 ADRS plot 
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2.7 Modelling of Bridges  
This section gives overview of the modelling approach for seismic analysis of bridges. Depending 
on what response of structure is expected following are the different type of elements used in 
modelling of bridges: 
(a) Truss element: This element is ideal for modelling truss member where axial force is 
dominant. The truss element has only one degree of freedom. It can be used for 2D or3D 
truss configurations. 
(b) Beam element: This element is subjected to only loads and moments. It has six degree of 
freedom with three rotations and three translations   
(c) Frame element: This element is subjected to lateral loads, axial loads and moments. It has 
properties of both truss and beam elements. A 3D frame element includes the effect of biaxial 
bending, torsion, shear and axial deformations. 
(d) Plate element: This element can model two normal moments and shear deformation. It is a 
two dimensional solid element that acts like a flat plate.    
(e) Shell element: This element can model plate bending, shear and axial loading. Shell element 
internal forces are reported at the element mid-surface in force per unit length and are 
reported both at the top and bottom of the element in force per unit area.  
(f) Solid element: It is generally an eight noded element for modelling three dimensional 
structures. Generally where thickness also plays a major role in analysis these elements are 
used. Example in bridges for solid element would be pile cap , well cap and pier cap 
2.7.1 Structural Modelling of bridges 
As mentioned in bridge design practice of Caltrans (2015), there are three basic approaches of 
structural modelling which are shown in Fig 2.13 and described as follows: 
(a) Lumped mass model: In this approach the mass of superstructure is concentrated at the top 
node of model. Depending on the superstructure boundary conditions, the constraints at the 
top node are imposed. For integral/monolithic connection the rotations are locked in order 
to simulate the rigid behaviour of deck. 
(b) Structural Component model:  In this approach, the entire structure is modelled as 
beam/frame element. Effective moment of inertia can be used when analysing large 
deformation under loads. 
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(c) Finite element model: In this approach, the bridge structure is discretized with finite-size 
elements. This approach is ideal to study particular aspect of structure in detail. 
 
Fig. 2.13 Levels of Modelling for seismic analysis of bridge (Priestly et al 1996) 
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2.7.2 Modelling of Soil Structure Interaction 
To model soil structure interaction two approaches are widely accepted as follows: 
1. Winkler Model: In this model, the soil medium is represented by closely spaced, discrete, 
linearly elastic springs (Fig2.14 and Fig 2.15). According to this idealization, deformation 
of foundation due to applied load is confined to loaded regions only. A number of studies in 
the area of soil structure interaction have been conducted on the basis of Winkler hypothesis 
for its simplicity (Bhattacharya et al, 2018). 
 
 
 
Fig. 2.14 Winkler model for structure on spread foundation 
 
 
 
Fig. 2.15 Pile soil interaction using non-linear springs 
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2. Continuum Model: In this model, soil is modelled as continuum elements (Fig 2.16) and 
suitable properties are assigned to the elements so that actual soil behaviour can be simulated. 
Such models require higher computation time and are being adopted where the impact of soil 
deformation is governing. Special and expensive computer programmes are required to solve 
the structural analysis using continuum elements. Generally, use of these elements would be 
ideal in cases of complex soil structure interaction where the code of practice cannot be used. 
 
 
 
Fig. 2.16 Soil continuum model for single-span underpass (Rhodes 2011) 
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2.8 Seismic Hazard Analysis 
This involves the quantitative estimation of ground shaking hazard at a particular site. Seismic 
hazards may be analyzed deterministically as when a particular earthquake scenario is assumed or 
probabilistically, in which uncertainties in earthquake size, location and time of occurrence are 
explicitly considered. 
(a) Deterministic seismic hazard analysis (DSHA):    
 A typical DSHA (Fig 2.17) can be described as a four step process (Guire et al, 1990) consisting 
of the following: 
1. Earthquake sources which produce significant ground motion are identified at the site. 
2. Source to site distance are selected for each source zone.  
3. Controlling earthquake in terms of ground motion parameter is selected. 
4. The ground motion parameter is defined as the hazard at the site by the controlling earthquake. 
 
 
 
Fig. 2.17 Steps involving in the deterministic seismic hazard assessment (Guire, 1990) 
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(b) Probabilistic seismic hazard analysis (PSHA):  
Probabilistic seismic hazard analysis determines the seismic hazard at a site in the form of hazard 
curves expressing the probability of exceedance of a ground motion parameter within a specified 
period of time. Probabilistic seismic hazard analysis allows for the quantification of uncertainties in 
size, spatial and temporal distributions of future earthquakes, and make it possible to quantify these 
uncertainties in a rational manner by means of probability distributions. A typical PSHA (Fig.2.18) 
can be conducted in four steps: 
1. Earthquake sources which produce significant ground motion are identified at the site. This is 
similar to DSHA. 
2. Seismicity or temporal distribution of earthquake recurrence is characterised. A recurrence 
relationship which specifies the average rate at which an earthquake of some size will be exceeded 
is obtained. 
3. In this step the relevant ground motion parameters are computed using attenuation relationships 
considering all possible earthquake scenarios. 
4. Finally, the uncertainties in earthquake location, earthquake size and ground motion parameter 
prediction are combined to obtain the probability that the ground motion parameter will exceed 
during a particular period. 
 
 
Table 2.2  Comparison between Deterministic and Probabilistic Seismic Hazard Analysis 
DSHA PSHA 
It calculates the probability of ground motions 
for single scenario earthquake (historical, worst 
case or otherwise) 
It calculates the probability of exceeding all 
levels of ground shaking at a certain location 
considering all different earthquake scenarios  
This is useful for emergency planning, seismic 
risk awareness , simple assessment or high risk 
facilities  
This is useful for reinsurance/insurance, design 
code exceedance and earthquake hazard 
Hazard is only defined in terms of ground 
motion produced at the site of controlling 
earthquake. 
Uncertainty in earthquake location, earthquake 
size and ground motion prediction are 
combined to obtain the probability. 
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Fig. 2.18 Steps involved in the probabilistic seismic hazard assessment (Bhattacharya, 2018) 
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2.9 Selection of Ground Motion 
Earthquake motion causes horizontal and vertical ground motions. Usually, the vertical ground 
motion has lower magnitude in most of the earthquakes. Also, in bridges the gravity loads are high 
and thus can develop resistance for vertical ground motions. The structures which are designed to 
carry gravity loads will not be able to resist the horizontal ground motion. Thus, it is necessary to 
check the adequacy of the structure to withstand the horizontal ground motion. 
For structures to resist earthquake effects, seismic loads in the form of ground shaking are required. 
Seismic design codes generally define ground shaking or seismic loading in the form of design 
spectrum or the spectrum obtained from PSHA analysis. For complex structures, nonlinear time 
history analysis are required and hence the question of correct way to choose acceleration time 
history arises. 
Three different sources available for design engineers to obtain acceleration time series are: 
1. Accelerograms from real earthquakes. 
2. Artificial acceleration time series compatible with design spectrum. 
3. Synthetic records from seismological models. 
The first source is rarely used in practice as it is quite unlikely that the shape of the spectra will 
match the expected bedrock spectra at a particular site. The second source is most commonly used 
in all seismic design codes. The acceleration time histories are matched to the design spectrum which 
is a result of statistical analysis that considers the influence of several sources. Spectrally matched 
records are slightly on conservative side as they match a flat and smooth broad-spectrum. The third 
source is the accurate one but since it may not be available for all site locations it is very rarely used. 
The following is a brief review of some codes for selection of ground motion for nonlinear time 
history analysis: 
(a) Selection of Ground motions as per ASCE code: 
According to ASCE code the earthquake records should be selected from events of 
magnitude, fault distance and source mechanisms that are consistent with maximum 
considered earthquake (MCE). 
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(b) Selection of Ground motions as per Euro code (EC8):    
            The selection of real ground motion (or simulated) records should consider the range of 
magnitude, fault distance and site class. When at least seven different records are used, then 
the average of the response should be considered as the design value. The mean of the 
spectral acceleration at zero period should be the PGA multiplied by the soil amplification 
factor of that site class. 
(c) Selection of Ground motions as per Turkish Seismic code: 
The real earthquake records are selected to match specific features of the ground motion, 
generally based on either elastic response spectrum or an earthquake scenario with the 
minimum parameters being the magnitude, distance and site classification. This code allows 
the use of artificially generated, previously recorded or simulated accelerograms as input 
ground motion for linear and nonlinear seismic analysis. 
 
2.10 Ground Response Analysis 
This analysis is used to predict ground surface motion for development of design response spectra. 
A complete ground response analysis will involve the rupture mechanism at the source of earthquake 
and how the ground motion is influenced by the soils that lie above the bed rock. 
2.10.1 Fundamentals of wave propagation 
Body waves travel away from the source in all directions when a fault ruptures below the earth 
surface (Fig.2.19). As they reach boundaries between different geologic materials, they are reflected 
and refracted. Since the wave propagation velocities of shallower material are generally lower than 
the materials beneath them, inclined rays that strike the horizontal layer boundaries are usually 
reflected to a more vertical direction. One dimensional ground response analysis are based on the 
assumption that all boundaries are horizontal and that response of the soil deposit is predominately 
caused by secondary waves when soil particles vibrates out of plane. For one dimensional ground 
response analysis, the soil and bedrock surface are assumed to extend infinitely in the horizontal 
direction. This assumption is in reasonable agreement with the measured response in most of the 
cases (Kramer, 1999). 
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Fig. 2.19 Propagation of earthquake waves 
 
2.10.2 Procedure for Seismic Ground Response Analysis 
The procedure (Yoshida, 2005) consists of following steps: 
1. To collect data (soil profiles, mechanical properties, input earthquake motion). 
2. To model them in computer programme (Like Deep Soil, SHAKE). 
3. To execute the computer programme. 
4. To interpret the results. 
2.10.3 Amplification of Earthquake Wave (Yoshida, 2005) 
When the wave radiates in all direction, the amplitude becomes smaller as the wave front expands, 
while the distance from the fault increases. This phenomenon is known as attenuation of the 
earthquake waves. Different mechanism work for amplification and/or attenuation 
(deamplification). The mechanisms (Yoshida, 2005) that cause amplification are explained as 
follows: 
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First Mechanism: Change of Velocity. 
The decrease in wave velocity causes amplification of earthquake waves since energy density is 
larger near ground surface and the wave velocity is smaller. 
Second Mechanism: Reflection at Ground Surface. 
The earthquake wave is amplified twice when it is reflected at ground surface. Phases of the incident 
and reflected waves are identical at the ground surface but phase lag occurs in the underlying layers. 
Therefore, amplification becomes smaller as it gets deeper and the earthquake wave at ground 
surface is generally larger. Fig 2.20 shows reflection at free and fixed boundary. 
Third Mechanism: Reflection from underlying layers. 
The wave reflected from underlying layers return to the ground surface. Energy of the earthquake 
motion is accumulated and trapped by the multiple reflections between surface and underlying 
layers. Therefore both amplitude and duration of earthquake motion increase.  
 
 
             (a)                                                 (b) 
Fig. 2.20 Reflection of wave at ground surface and at base (a) at free boundary (b) at fixed 
boundary (Yoshida, 2005) 
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2.10.4 Attenuation of Earthquake Waves (Yoshida, 2005) 
 
It is possible that the maximum acceleration shall be less at ground surface. The acceleration depends 
on the overburden stress and the shear strength. It becomes smaller as the shear strength becomes 
smaller or as the depth of the weak layer becomes deeper as also seen from equation below. 
 
Fig. 2.21 Equilibrium of one dimension soil column (Yoshida, 2005) 
 
 
For the stress and force acting on soil column the equilibrium condition is written as (Fig.2.21): 
 
           𝑢𝑎𝑣𝑒 =̈  Average acceleration above depth z 
             τ     =    Shear stress of soil. 
             g     = Acceleration due to gravity. 
                𝜎𝑣   = Overburden stress. 
                𝜌   = Density of soil. 
(2.1) 
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2.10.5 Methods of Ground Response Analysis  
A number of techniques are available for ground response analysis. The method differ in the 
simplifying assumptions that are made in the representation of the stress-strain relations of the soil 
and the methods adopted to integrate the equations of motion. The method of analysis can be broadly 
grouped into three categories as follows: 
1. Linear analysis 
2. Equivalent linear analysis 
3. Non-linear analysis 
 Linear analysis: These are extensively used to study analytically the dynamic response of soil 
deposits. The soil does not behave elastically and its material properties can change in space and in 
such situations closed-form analytical solutions are not possible and numerical techniques such as 
finite element or finite difference are plausible options. 
Equivalent linear analysis: This method is based on the lumped-mass model of soil deposits on a 
rigid base to which the seismic motions are applied. This method can be generalized to incorporate 
wave propagation with an energy transmitting boundary. The seismic excitation can be applied at 
any level in this model. 
Non-linear analysis: This is usually performed by using a discrete model such as finite element and 
lumped mass models where time domain step-by-step integration of equations of motions are carried 
out. For this type of analysis the stress-strain characteristics of the soil must be realistically 
modelled. 
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2.11 Rocking Isolation 
2.11.1 General 
Bridge structures are pivotal to transportation and thus they are among the most important research 
contents in urban disaster prevention and mitigation. The substructure and the bearing are most 
likely to be damaged. Collapse of whole bridge caused by destruction of pier and unseating of 
superstructure caused by insufficient deformation capacity of the bearing often occurs in an 
earthquake. To avoid the collapse and damages in bridge pier, rocking mechanism can be an 
alternative seismic isolation strategy. The potential use of a rocking mechanism has been highlighted 
by earthquakes engineers since the 1960s (Housner 1963; Meek 1978; Ichinose 1986) 
The concept of rocking isolation is that bridge foundations are allowed to uplift by not fixing or 
anchoring to the base. This leads to large deformations but far less damage with added bonus of re-
centering of the pier after very large earthquakes. By uplifting the structure, a mechanical fuse is 
generated and thus the forces that are transferred to the foundation of the structure are reduced.  
During the rocking mode, the moment in pier due to flexure is released and the earthquake load is 
balanced by the rotational inertia with respect to the supporting footing. This prevents the bridge 
pier from yielding. Compared to fixed-base bridges, bridges supported on rocking foundations may 
have additional economic benefit because fixed base bridges require larger spread foundations as 
well as more number of piles. 
There are two types of rocking isolation: 
(a) Geotechnical rocking isolation: This relies on yielding of soil (Fig 2.22) till full mobilization 
of foundation capacity is achieved. The foundation is deliberately under designed so that it 
rocks in order to have minimum damage (Anastasopoulos, 2013). Such type of rocking 
isolation causes excessive settlements, residual drifts and sinking of footing in yielding 
foundation soil. 
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                              Fig. 2.22 Geotechnical rocking isolation (Anastasopoulos, 2013) 
 
b) Structural rocking isolation:  
This relies on external sources such prestress tendons, restrainers and special pads inserted below 
the base to achieve rocking of pier so that the damage is minimum and at the same time the 
robustness of the structural system is maintained. 
The design of South Rangitikei Railway Bridge in New Zealand in 1981 used structural rocking by 
adopting the concept of dissipative rocking at the pier-to-foundation interface by means of 
elastomeric bearing (Fig.2.23). The rocking pier system is allowed to step with each leg alternately 
lifting off the pile cap during earthquakes. It has also steel torsional-beam dampers between the 
separation interfaces to prevent overturning.  
The other examples which uses the concept of rocking are the North Approach Viaduct of the Lions 
Gate Bridge, located in Vancouver, British Columbia (Fig. 2.24) as well as the Rio Vista Bridge in 
Sacramento, California (Fig. 2.25) (Palmeri & Makris, 2008). The Lions Gate Bridge used a 
triangular shaped flexural yielding device at the anchorage interface. 
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Fig. 2.23 South Rangitikei River railway bridge in New Zealand, with piers allowed to uplift; detail of 
the base of the piers and the rocking mechanism (Makris, 2015) 
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Fig. 2.24 Rocking Bridge: The North Approach Viaduct of the Lions Gate Bridge, Vancouver, British 
Columbia (Palmeri & Makris, 2008) 
 
 
 
  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 Fig. 2.25 Rocking Bridge: The Rio Vista Bridge in Sacramento, California (Palmeri & Makris, 2008) 
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2.11.2 Studies on Rocking Isolation 
 
Housner (1963) first introduced the concept of pure rocking of structures in which the structure was 
allowed to rock and thus reducing the acceleration by increasing the period of vibration and since 
then there have been a number of bridges to which the concept has been applied. The concept of 
rocking was extended to form hybrid system, giving more control over the performance of the 
structure and a more favorable response during seismic loading.  
Beck and Skinner (1974) proposed new technique to enhance the earthquake resistance of tall 
reinforced concrete bridges by using elastomeric pad and energy absorbing devices to prevent 
overturning of the structure as shown in Fig 2.26. The damper absorbs the excessive seismic 
vibrations while the elastic pad allows the structure to be behave linearly and avoid plastic hinge at 
the base of pier. Thus, yielding of pier and hence the damage is prevented in the structure. 
 
Fig. 2.26 Rocking mechanism proposed by Beck and Skinner (1974) 
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An example of viable solution was highlighted by Palermo et al (2012)  in which bridge substructure 
system consisted of post-tensioned rocking walls coupled through dissipative U- shaped flexural 
plates (UFP) devices which gets activated by the vertical relative sliding of the precast concrete 
walls that occur during their rocking motion as shown in Fig. 2.27. 
The issue of maintenance of these tendons in the long run arises since they tend to lose the prestress 
force with time and such a solution is not robust in the current construction industry which is very 
demanding and concerned with rapid installation of components of the structure required to build in 
least possible time. 
 
(a) 
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(b) 
 
(c) 
Fig. 2.27 Controlled rocking of (a) pier to foundation (b) foundation to piles (c) coupled rocking pier 
to foundation. [Palermo and Mashal, 2012] 
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Liu and Palermo (2015)  proposed concept of dissipative controlled rocking (DCR) which is 
combination of free rocking, post-tensioning, and dissipative devices. It was observed that DCR 
(Fig.2.28) behaves more like a fixed base structure while free rocking has isolation effects and 
experiences lowest accelerations. They proposed a structural system in which plastic hinge could be 
avoided by means of combining isolation devices with dissipative controlled rocking and thus 
increasing the structural robustness of the structure by quickly diminishing the vibration so that the 
displacements of the dissipaters are below yield and the pier does not rock due to high elastic 
stiffness of the dissipaters.  
Although, the researchers could succeed to minimize the residual displacement by using the concept 
of DCR which uses dissipaters and post-tensioning of pier the issue of fast construction and 
durability remains since post-tensioning of pier at site shall be time consuming if the flyover has 
many such piers and the devices installed to dissipate energy may require periodic maintenance.  
 
 
                          
 
 
Fig. 2.28 Comparison of damages with conventional concept and new rocking isolation concept [Liu 
and Palermo, 2015] 
 
Jacquelyn and Kutter (2014) identified many unique features of rocking on unattached piles and 
demonstrated that it is viable design concept. The scope included detailed description of the new 
design mechanism raised by rocking foundation on unattached piles which may not be faced in 
traditional foundation design. 
Conventional 
capacity design 
Isolation by 
lead bearings 
Isolation by 
rocking of 
foundations 
Dissipative 
controlled rocking 
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Although the unattached piles shall allow rocking of the structure and thus avoid plastic hinge 
formation at the interface of pile cap and pile, the construction at that zone shall be complicated and 
time consuming considering the current demanding trend of easy and fast construction practice. 
Antonellis and Panagiotou (2014) investigated the three-dimensional seismic response of 
conventional fixed based pier, piers rocking on pile foundations that are designed to remain elastic 
and pier rocking on shallow foundation that designed to remain elastic as shown in Fig 2.29 (a). The 
rocking of pile foundation was achieved by wrapping the protruding part of piles into the pile cap 
by neoprene sheet and rubber pad as shown in Fig 2.29 (b). Springs were used to model the soil 
beneath the shallow foundation and also at the interface of rocking pile foundation. The conventional 
fixed-based bridges experienced significant inelastic deformations at the DE and the MCE level of 
shaking. The rocking foundations resulted in nominally elastic response of the piers and deck at 
MCE level of shaking with small residual lateral displacements. The bridges with rocking 
foundations experienced higher levels of axial compression than the fixed based bridges.  
The researchers  here highlighted how rocking interface between pile and pile cap could be achieved 
by means of neoprene wrap and the rubber pad but the how fast these can be achieved at site and its 
durability in long run remains an issue to achieve rocking to have minimum damage when 
foundations are deep. 
                        
                                                          (a)                                                                (b) 
Fig. 2.29 (a) Rocking on piles and shallow foundation (b) Interface at pile and pile cap [Antonellis 
and Panagiotou, 2013] 
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An alternative modeling technique for post-tensioned (PT) rocking bridge piers connected with 
energy dissipation (ED) bars was proposed by Roh et al (2014). The proposed modeling technique 
for bridge pier system consists of a rocking column and two inelastic rotational spring elements as 
shown in Fig.2.30. The analyses revealed that the use of ED bars with higher yielding moment 
strength decrease the peak displacement while it increases the peak acceleration response.  
To achieve the post-tensioning at site is not easy and this solution for reducing the damages in the 
structure by means of rocking does not suit to the current construction industry. 
 
 
                                         (a)                             (b) 
Fig. 2.30 Rocking of bridge piers (a) Schematic Configuration (b) Alternative modeling technique. 
[Roh et al, 2014] 
 
The experimental response under quasi-static and pseudo-dynamic loading regimes of two hybrid 
bridge piers with external replaceable dissipaters has been presented and compared with a traditional 
monolithic cast-in-situ pier and a post-tensioned solution by Marriot et al (2009). Testing of two 
hybrid bridge piers with external mild steel dissipaters (compared to internal dissipaters) highlighted 
inherent stability, energy dissipation and re-centering characteristics when compared to traditional 
reinforced cast-in-situ concrete. The hybrid specimen (Fig.2.31) showed minor flexural crack 
compared to conventional one.  
The novelty of these high performance seismic-resisting systems, based on unbonded post-
tensioning techniques along with fully replaceable mild steel yielding dissipaters is well appreciated. 
But the issue of loss of prestress force with time and easy construction of pier remains an issue. The 
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current need of something more simplified yet durable during strong seismic motion is required to 
be studied and explored in order to find a robust solution for damage free structures. 
 
Fig. 2.31 Prototype bridge pier and dissipation options for rocking systems [Marriott et al, 2009] 
                                  
Post-tensioning (PT) of pier used by researchers [Mohamed et al 2011, Cho et al 2006 and Nikbakht 
et al 2015] to have minimum residual displacements has a disadvantage when it comes to 
construction cost since it become tedious to use PT system for medium scale bridge project since 
pier can be prestressed only after certain minimum interval of time after it is fully constructed.  
 
Sakai and Mahin (2004) proposed a design wherein the longitudinal post-tensioning strands replace 
some of the mild steel bars and the seismic performance of such partially prestressed columns is 
investigated through a series of quasi static and dynamic analyses. They found that 86% reduction 
of residual displacement occur when half of longitudinal mild reinforcement is replaced by 
unbonded strand and applying prestress force equal to axial force induced by the dead loads only. A 
column with larger post-yield stiffness which can be controlled by varying the area of post-
tensioning strand perform better for both the residual and maximum displacements with the 
unbonded prestressing strands during seismic loads. 
It can been seen that many of researchers [Sakai et al 2004, Zatar et al 2000 and Dawood et al 2012] 
used  full and partial prestressing strands to study the seismic performance of rocking piers. These 
piers suffered from minimum damage along with some energy dissipating elements in order to 
increase the lateral strength of the pier and reduce the permanent deformations. But at the same time 
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the feasibility of post-tensioned pier is not common in small and medium scale construction of 
substructure for bridges and flyovers and thus the construction industry shall be reluctant to have 
such a solution which shall not only add cost to the project but also increase significant time.  
Marriot et al (2011) experimentally investigated biaxial response of post-tensioned precast bridge 
pier with external replaceable mild steel dissipaters. A numerical model (Fig.2.32) was also 
developed in which elastic multi-spring contact elements were used to model the rocking interface 
between pier and foundation while truss elements were used to model the tendon behavior and non-
linear in elastic springs were used to model the external steel dissipaters. Under biaxial testing both 
conventional and hybrid specimen showed reduction in strength and ductility capacity with rupture 
of longitudinal reinforcement and external dissipaters. The hybrid pier maintains the structural 
integrity in spite of severe biaxial loading and thus reduces the repairs cost by the simple replacement 
of the external dissipaters. 
 
Fig. 2.32 Numerical model for biaxial testing of hybrid bridge pier [Marriott et al, 2011]. 
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Palermo et al (2004) by performing push-pull and non-linear time history analysis studied 
comparison of seismic response of controlled rocking system with traditional monolithic system. 
The results of cyclic static analysis (push-pull) showed that extensive damage occurred in the 
monolithic pier while in the hybrid pier (Fig. 2.33) yielding of mild steel bar with negligible cracking 
was observed. The ratio between self-centering and energy dissipation characteristics of hybrid pier 
was vital to limit the maximum displacements at the top of pier with zero residual displacements. 
 
Fig. 2.33 Comparison of seismic response of controlled rocking system with traditional monolithic 
system [Palermo et al, 2004] 
 
Espinoza et al (2006) performed shake table and centrifuge experiment to study the rocking of bridge 
pier subjected to multi-directional earthquake loading (Fig 2.34). The rocking is achieved by placing 
the neoprene pad below the footing of reinforced concrete column and selecting the width of square 
footing three times the diameter of the column. The amplitude of motions was kept low so that only 
column could yield and thus foundation had no restraint when sliding of the footing is concerned. 
The analytical model used non-linear Wrinkler springs to stimulate the effect of pad placed beneath 
the footing. They concluded that rocking can act as form of isolation and thus reducing residual 
displacements and force demands on a bridge and also reduced cost due to design of small footing 
and members. 
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Fig. 2.34 Rocking of bridge pier using neoprene pad [Espinoza et al, 2006] 
 
This solution for rocking of bridge piers proposed by the researchers seems to be viable since in the 
long run only the neoprene pads could be changed by means of jack. This will also reduce the 
construction time since the pier is not post tensioned and thus not adding extra cost to the project. 
Agalianos et al (2017) proposed two rocking isolation techniques as shown in Fig.2.35. The first one 
allows the pier to rock on the foundation. The piers are not monolithically connected to the 
foundation but are designed to uplift and rock under seismic motion. They suggested a recess in 
order to avoid sliding of pier in order to promote only rocking phenomenon. The second concept 
promotes rocking of the pier and foundation assembly on the underlying soil. This behavior is 
achieved by intentionally under-sizing of the foundation to promote uplifting. They found that 
toppling collapse was avoided in 80 percent of the seismic excitations for rocking pier concept while 
the rocking footing solution did not observe any collapse. The rocking footing concept had the only 
disadvantage of increased residual settlement of the foundation as bearing capacity of soil was fully 
mobilized.  
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                             (a)                                      (b)                                         (c) 
Fig. 2.35 Rocking Isolation Techniques (a) Conventional system (b) Rocking piers (c) Rocking 
footings (Agalianos et al, 2017) 
 
 
Makris and Vassiliou (2015) proposed rocking bridge bent on pile foundation. The potential sliding 
during impact is prevented with the recess shown in Fig 2.36. The rocking interface are at pile caps 
and cap beam where there is no continuation of longitudinal reinforcement of the pier to pile cap as 
well as pier cap   
 
                    
Fig. 2.36 Free standing rocking bridge bent (Makris and Vassiliou 2015) 
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The concept of steel braced frame with vertical post-tensioning (PT) having replaceable energy-
dissipating elements acting as structural fuses was presented by Eatherton et al (2010) by means 
quasi-static testing and Ma et al (2010) by means of large scale shake table testing (Fig 2.37). The 
uniform storey drift is promoted by the rocking frame with uplift while horizontal ground motion 
being restrained using bumper supports. This system provides enhanced seismic performance by 
having negligible residual drifts and the damage in structural elements is born by fuse elements 
which are easily replaceable. Flag shape hysteresis force-deformation curve is obtained by adjusting 
PT forces and the fuse elements.   
The vertical post-tensioned used by the researchers need careful investigation as the members are of 
steel and need to be strengthen to avoid local buckling due to prestress force applied. Also the 
anchorage required for prestressing requires complex detailing to avoid failure during stressing. 
 
 
 
 
Fig. 2.37 Steel frame Rocking System Ma et al (2010) 
 
Nazari et al (2017) performed experimental studies on single precast concrete rocking wall (Fig 
2.38) which used unbonded prestressing tendons. The system showed self-centering characteristics 
but energy dissipation was very less. 
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Fig. 2.38 Precast wall with unbonded post-tensioning prestressing tendon (Nazari et al 2017) 
 
Hakhamaneshi et al (2013) studied behavior of rocking foundation with different shapes on different 
soils. They found that the ratio of actual footing area divided by the footing area (A/Ac) and the 
aspect ratio of the critical contact area (B/Lc) are correlated to the moment capacity and magnitude 
of the residual uplift (Fig 2.39). Their test results showed that large A/Ac causes residual uplift and 
magnitude is greater for footing with small aspect ratio of critical contact area (B/Lc).They 
concluded that for footing on sand, the residual settlement occurs for A/Ac less than about ten and 
the magnitude of settlement increases as A/Ac decreases. 
 
Fig. 2.39 Schematics of rocking footing [Hakhamaneshi et al ,2013] 
 
Rocking isolation of typical bridge pier (Fig 2.40) having spread foundation was studied by Mergos 
and Kawashima (2005) .They found that as dimensions of footing increases, the rocking and uplift 
decreases due to increased resistance against overturning. They also found that the vertical 
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component is insignificant when rocking isolation of inelastic foundation is considered. It was 
concluded as the yield strength of soil reduces the isolation effect of rocking foundation increases 
and the settlement leads to residual tilt in the footing  
 
                                                            (a)                                              (b) 
Fig. 2.40 (a) Without foundation uplift model (b) With foundation uplift model [Mergos and 
Kawashima, 2005].  
The rocking response of a slender column with vertical restrain of elastic tendon (Fig 2.41) that 
passes through its centerline was investigated by Vassiliou and Makris (2014). The research shows 
that vertical tendons are effective in suppressing the response of smaller columns subjected to long-
period excitations. As the size of column or frequency of excitation increases, the effect of vertical 
tendon becomes increasingly immaterial given that most of the seismic resistance of large rocking 
column originates primarily from the mobilization of the rotational inertia of column.  
 
Fig. 2.41 Vertically restrained rocking column [Vassiliou and Makris, 2014] 
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Table 2.3 Key findings on rocking of bridge piers 
Researchers Description Key findings / Critical 
Comments 
Palermo et al (2004) 1. Studied seismic response of controlled 
rocking bridge pier with conventional one on 
basis experiment analysis.  
2.Used unbonded post-tensioned tendon for 
self-centering and mild steel bar as internal 
dissipater  
1.The hybrid specimen 
showed negligible cracking 
with the proposed specimen 
and zero residual 
displacements 
2. Although damage free 
structure was achieved but 
post-tensioned pier would 
add the cost as well as time 
during construction practice. 
Espinoza et al  (2006) 1.Performed shake table test to study rocking 
of bridge pier subjected to multi-directional 
earthquake 
2.Rocking was achieved by neoprene pad 
below the footing 
1. Rocking reduced the force 
demands and was possible to 
have reduction in footing 
size. 
Kam et al (2010) 1. Post-tensioned tendons along with viscous 
dampers as external dissipaters were used to 
study rocking of bridge piers. 
1. The system had good self-
centring capability for near 
fault and far field earthquake. 
2. The issue of maintenance 
of viscous dampers in long 
run does arise and thus not 
making a viable concept to 
bring the idea into practice. 
Marriott et al (2011) 
 
 
 
 
 
1.Investigated biaxial response of post 
tensioned bridge pier with external 
replaceable mild steel dissipaters 
1. The structural integrity is 
maintained in spite of severe 
biaxial loading and cost of 
repairs would be only of 
replacing mild steel bars. 
2. The loss of force in post-
tensioned pier with time and 
to prestress the same in 
future would be a 
disadvantage for this concept 
to be implemented in 
construction field. 
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Researchers Description Key findings / Critical 
Comments 
Mohamed and Shalan 
(2011) 
1. Studied the cyclic behaviour of self-
centering bridge bents of precast post-
tensioned concrete filled tubes (PPT-CFT) 
with energy dissipators and neoprene 
isolation. 
1. By placing neoprene at 
joints of pier the system 
experienced smaller seismic 
force demands and thus 
proved to be economical 
solution. 
 
 
 
Mashal et al (2012) 1. Explored dissipative controlled rocking on 
single and multi-pier test specimen. 
2. Single pier had energy dissipation device 
at the bottom only while the multi-pier 
system had the device at top and bottom of 
the pier 
1. Single pier specimen was 
subjected to small level of 
rotation than the multi pier 
system since it had 
dissipation device at both 
ends. 
2.Un bonded post tensioned 
tendons were used in both 
specimen which would not 
expedite the construction 
time if such proposal is 
implemented in practice  
Antonellis and 
Panagiotou (2013) 
1. Proposed Rocking of pile foundation by 
means of wrapping the protruding part of 
piles into the pile cap by neoprene sheet and 
rubber pad. 
2. The forces on pile were considerably 
reduced and thus proved to be an economical 
solution with negligible damage. 
 
The rocking interface used 
rubber pad and neoprene 
sheet at junction of pile cap 
and pile but issue of 
maintenance of this rubber 
pad and its replacement over 
the years is a serious issue. 
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Researchers Description Key findings / Critical 
Comments 
Gabriele (2014) 1.Presented study of innovative bridge 
hollow core circular column with post-
tensioned tendons  
2.Energy dissipation devices were used in 
form of steel dowel bars grouted into 
concrete 
1.  The system did not 
observe any damage at 3% 
drift corresponding to design 
basis earthquake. 
2. As many joints were 
created being multi-pier 
system, this solution may not 
be durable as grouting is 
adopted to have dowels at 
pier joints. 
Jacquelyn and Kutter 
(2014) 
1. Proposed Rocking of pile foundation 
where the piles are unattached to pile cap by 
mean of socket shear connection.  
Although the shear key 
connection behaved well 
controlling settlements and 
sliding, the issue of this 
connection is critical in long 
run and the durability cannot 
be guaranteed. 
 
Makris and Vassiliou 
(2014) 
1. Proposed rocking pier concept by means of 
vertical tendon and explained the dynamics 
of rocking frame. 
2. Sliding at the pivot point during impact is 
prevented with a recess at the pile cap and 
the cap beam. 
1. Vertical tendons supressed 
the rocking response when 
size of columns were small 
but the same was not true 
with increase in size of 
columns as well as the 
weight of the cap beam. 
Guo et al (2015) 1.Proposed self-centring precast concrete 
having post tensioned basalt fibre reinforced 
polymer tendons 
2.The bottom of pier had glass reinforced 
polymer along with external dissipator 
1. The proposed structure 
remained damage free at 4% 
drift while some dissipaters 
ruptured in large load cycles. 
 
Roh et al (2015) 1.Proposed modelling technique by using 
rotational springs for PT rocking bridge piers 
with energy dissipation bars 
1. The peak displacement 
was reduced by using high 
strength ED bars but this 
solution cannot be easily 
adopted as post tensioning of 
pier would consume time. 
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Researchers Description Key findings / Critical 
Comments 
 
Hung et al (2011) 
 
1.Used neoprene pad to stimulate rocking 
foundation of bridge by means of 
experimental study  
 
1. The soil was stimulated 
using neoprene pad and thus 
lateral displacement of pier 
was issue since controlled 
rocking was not considered. 
Motaref (2014) 1. Proposed rubber pad in the plastic hinge 
region along with jacketing of column by 
using carbon fibre reinforced polymer in 
segmental bridge columns. 
1.This novel concept of using 
elastomeric pad in plastic 
hinge region not only 
increases elongation but 
makes the structure 
considerably damage free but 
advanced concrete material 
needs good expertise to 
achieve the quality of a 
durable mix 
 
Table 2.4 Type of external dissipator used in controlled rocking 
Researchers External dissipators used 
Palermo (2005) Viscous and friction dampers 
Marriott et al (2008) Viscous fluid dampers and steel dampers 
Rodgers (2009) High force to volume dampers 
Iqbal (2010) U shaped flexural plates 
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Tables 2.3 provides overview of key finding from the literature review carried out. Many of these 
researchers used prestress tendons to promote rocking in pier along with external dissipators (Table 
2.4). Although, the researchers were successful in achieving the objective of achieving reduced 
residual drift, the ease of construction and long term effects still remain an issue. For example, if a 
bridge have many piers, it will be not that easy to post-tension all the pier and significant time and 
cost will be consumed for the execution of the project. Furthermore, provision for future prestress 
of pier will be difficult to implement and thus is not a practical option. Other researchers provided 
an option of rubber pad in plastic hinge region which is indeed a good way to absorb heavy forces 
generated from severe earthquakes. However, the replacement of pad in the plastic hinge region is 
difficult to achieve and thus does not seem to be a viable option in the long run.  
2.11.3 Energy Dissipation in Rocking Isolation 
 
The reference to this section is based on PEER (Pacific Earthquake Engineering Research Center) 
report (2010/101). 
Energy dissipation in rocking foundations for rigid blocks on a rigid half space was formulated by 
Housner (1963). If the base is elastic, the only way energy is dissipated in the rocking mechanism 
is by radiation damping (due to radiation of seismic waves away from foundation) as assumed by 
Housner in his formulation and formulated in design procedures by Priestly et al (1996). However, 
the foundation uplift increases bearing pressures and commonly loads the soil into the nonlinear 
range. The material hysteresis becomes a significant portion of energy dissipation. Based on several 
centrifuge tests (carried out at University of California, Davis on single pier bridge bent on shallow 
foundation) the assumption of the foundation as a rigid body on an elastic half space with only 
radiation damping is not valid in the case of shallow foundations rocking on soil (Ugalde et al 2010). 
This is because the predicted energy by radiation damping is an order of magnitude less than the 
measured values from centrifuge experiments. The rocking response is greatly determined by energy 
dissipated in soil hysteresis which is not include in the procedures proposed by Priestley. The 
dominance of material damping and hysteresis damping in soil is also shown in pseudo-static and 
dynamic loading of structures on shallow foundation by Gajan (2006). 
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2.12 Shape Memory Alloys 
2.12.1 General  
Shape Memory alloys (SMA’s) are, metals, which exhibit two unique properties, pseudo elasticity 
and the shape memory effect. Arne Olander first observed these unusual properties in 1938 but not 
until the 1960s were any serious research advances made in the field of shape memory alloy. The 
most effective and widely used alloy include NiTi (Nickel-Titanium), Cu Zn Al and Cu Al Ni. 
SMAs are unique materials with a paramount potential for various application in bridges. The 
novelty of this material lies in its ability to undergo large deformations and return to its undeformed 
shape through stress removal (super elasticity) or heating (shape memory effect) as shown in Fig. 
2.42 In particular, Ni-Ti alloys have distinct thermo mechanical properties including super elasticity, 
shape memory effect and hysteresis damping.  
         
Fig. 2.42 Behavior of SMA [Des Roches et al, 2004] 
 
The fact that the SMA can undergo a solid to solid phase transition (or molecular arrangement) give 
rise to characteristics of superelasticity and SMA effect. The SMA exist in two stable forms; the 
Austenite and Martensite form. At low temperature, SMAs exist in the Martensite form which is the 
soft and easily deformable phase. In the undeformed state, the molecules are twinned. Upon 
deformation, the molecules are no longer twinned but are now in the deformed Maretensite stage. 
Austensite is the stronger phase and this phase occurs at higher temperature. The molecules are in a 
cubic arrangement at this phase. 
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Primarily, SMA a play a key role in the development and implementation of smart materials/devices 
which can be integrated into structures to provide functions such as sensing, energy dissipation, 
monitoring, self-adapting and healing of structures. 
 
Fig. 2.43 Idealized stress- strain curve for SMA bar [Des Roches et al, 2002] 
The SMA bars can be used as seismic restrainers so that deck can be re centered in their initial 
position at the end of seismic excitation and also control the force transmitted to pier and abutments. 
SMA has its application in rocking isolation as it is a smart material which can act as both dampers 
and restrainer due to its special behavior of super elasticity leading to such as structure which can 
be damage free during strong seismic ground motions. A typical stress-strain for SMA bar is shown 
in Fig.2.43. 
 
2.12.2 Studies on application of Shape Memory Alloy (SMA) in the field of Rocking Isolation. 
 
Three-dimensional finite element modeling of rocking bridge piers under cyclic loading with 
possible options of exploring the increased energy dissipation was studied by Emma and Hao (2010). 
A precast concrete FRP (Fibre Reinforced Polymer) wrapped post-tensioned column was allowed 
to rock on its foundation under cyclic loading. The FRP column showed increase strength and reduce 
stiffness degradation and residual drift as compared to conventional reinforced columns while the 
post -tensioned effect further improved the behavior under sustained loading and showed reduce 
permanent damage. The disadvantage was that it showed reduced hysteretic energy dissipation in 
the rocking column. To overcome this SMA (Shape Memory Alloy) bars and steel bars were used. 
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In terms of residual displacements, the addition of the SMA bars was more efficient than the addition 
of steel bars.  
The FRP needs special expertise to have such a concrete on site and also increases the bridge 
substructure cost and does not seem to be a competent solution in avoiding the possible damage due 
to earthquakes. 
Seismic response of a continuous bridge with bearing protection devices which included rigid 
stopper, yielding stopper, steel restrainer and SMA was investigated by Ghosh and Singh (2011). 
Yielding stopper and Steel restrainer was modeled using elasto-plastic bi-linear link element 
(Fig.2.44).  A link element with high stiffness was used to model rigid stopper. For SMA restrainer, 
a combination of two elastic multi-linear link and one plastic bilinear element which was in series 
with hook element as shown in Fig 2.44. Yielding stopper device showed slightly better performance 
in case of MCE loading while performance of steel restrainer was relatively better than SMA and 
yielding stopper device under DBE loading. SMA device had higher energy dissipation than all other 
protection device and has additional protection against higher ground shaking levels due to strain 
hardening effect at larger strains. 
 
Fig. 2.44 SMA model proposed by Ghosh [2011] 
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Shake-table studies of a four-span bridge model with advanced material (SMA) was presented by 
Carlos and Saiidi (2012). The bridge model with different plastic hinge details using SMAs, 
engineered cementitious composite (ECC), elastomeric pads embedded into columns and 
posttensioning tendons were used for the study by these researchers as shown in Fig.2.45. It was 
found that the combination of SMA and ECC substantially reduced the earthquake damage 
compared to conventional concrete. The elastomeric pads used proved to be effective in reducing 
the earthquake damage even under relatively large displacement ductilities whereas the presence of 
post tensioning forces reduced residual displacements.   
 
Fig. 2.45 Column basic details [Carlos and Saiidi, 2012]. 
 
Using SMA the seismic response of simply supported deck bridges was studied by Cardone et al 
(2011). They found that using SMA- based restrainers the deck displacements were reduced 
considerably with increase in force transmitted to the piers. The restrainers are effective in protecting 
abutments and bearing devices from damage and leads to redistribution of the seismic force of the 
deck to all the piers and thus avoiding failure of the pier which has a fixed bearing. To model the 
SMA device four spring elements are used. The first element which is an elastic spring (GAP1) is 
put in series with three non-linear spring elements. These three elements are multi linear elastic 
spring element (MLE), plastic Wen spring element (PW) and elastic spring element with gap 
(GAP2) as shown in Fig 2.46. The MLE describes the nonlinear elastic behavior of the SMA device 
while PW is used to account for energy dissipation of the SMA device and GAP 2 is used to capture 
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the increase stiffness of the SMA device at the end of the phase transformation from austenite to 
detwinned martensite. 
 
 
 
Fig. 2.46 Model of SMA bearing device [Cardone et al, 2011] 
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Table 2.5 A review of numerical model of SMA bars adopted by the researchers 
Researchers Modelling of SMA bars 
Desroches and Delemont (2002) The SMA restrainers are modelled as tension-
only multi-linear elements using DRAIN-2DX. 
The SMA bars were connected to soffit of 
girder through pier cap in order to limit the 
relative displacement at the piers and 
abutments.  
Andrawes and Desroches(2007) SMA model was implemented in OPEN SEES 
using link elements to describe the super elastic 
behavior in order to limit the hinge opening at 
higher ambient temperature. 
Cardone et al (2010) SMA based seismic devices for seismic retrofit 
of multi span continuous bridges was modelled 
using four spring elements in SAP 2000 as 
follows: 
1. First element (GAP1) is an elastic spring 
element with initial gap to allow thermal 
movements. This element is put in series with 
the next three nonlinear spring elements, 
working in parallel under same horizontal 
displacement.  
2. Second element is multilinear elastic spring 
element (MLE) to describe the nonlinear elastic 
behavior of SMA device. 
3. The third element is Plastic Wen (PW) spring 
element is used to account for the energy 
dissipation capacity of SMA. 
4. The fourth element is an elastic spring 
element with gap (GAP2) to capture the 
increase of stiffness of the SMA device at the 
end of the phase transformation from austenite 
to detwinned martensite. 
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Ghosh et al (2011) The behaviour of the super elastic SMA 
restrainer had been modelled in SAP2000 
through parallel combination of two elastic 
multilinear link elements and one plastic 
bilinear element which is in series with a hook 
element. The multilinear link element has been 
assigned elastic stiffness in both horizontal 
directions and rigid in vertical direction. The 
SMA was used as bearing protection device to 
avoid unseating of bridge during earthquakes. 
Shrestha et al (2014) The SMA restrainer was modelled using 
SEISMOSTRUCT which has in built material 
library of SMA and only properties of SMA is 
given input to the computer programme. SMA 
restrainer was used to mitigate pounding and 
unseating damages on multi span bridges 
subjected to spatially varying ground motions. 
 
Many researchers as mentioned in Table 2.5 were successful in modelling Shape Memory Alloy 
bars. But mostly these bars were used to retrofit the existing bridges and not specifically used for 
rocking isolation. Also, some of the researchers used more than three link elements to capture the 
hysteresis behaviour of SMA bars and thus a lot of complexity is involved especially when a full 
bridge model is developed including pile foundation and the pile soil interaction. In view of this, the 
present research has developed simplified modelling of SMA bars (discussed in Chapter 4) and uses 
these bars as sacrificial elements in the proposed rocking isolation technique. 
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2.13 Concluding Remarks 
The seismic design philosophy for bridges all over the world is based on the fact that non-linear 
behaviour is allowed at the base of pier. The reinforcement detailing of bottom segment of the pier 
is carried out so that the pier undergoes inelastic deformation and behaves in a ductile manner. Such 
an approach can avoid collapse but not damages as seen in the recent earthquakes. In order to 
enhance the seismic resistance of bridges, rocking motion is identified as a seismic hazard mitigation 
technique. This chapter has thus focussed on rocking as an isolation technique which will be the 
increasing demanding concept in the near future of bridge engineering. 
The research made so far in rocking isolation uses concrete to concrete rocking approach with use 
of external prestress tendon in order to control large uplift of foundations. To promote rocking 
phenomenon, the footing of the bridge is deliberately undersized so that soil beneath undergoes 
plastic deformation instead of structure. But this type of geotechnical rocking would risk the 
structure as large settlements are expected and thus such a philosophy would be not be an ideal one. 
Modern researchers have given emphasis on structural rocking where external elements such as 
prestress tendons and dampers are used to control the classical rocking behaviour of foundation 
subjected to high seismic excitations. The prestress tendons not only increases the cost of the bridge 
project but also have difficulty to maintain especially when they are used in bridge piers.  
A foundation having rocking mechanism with simple connections are needed. Such a foundation 
should be able to absorb the strong seismic energy so that it can be functional without requiring any 
major repairs after strong earthquakes. 
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CHAPTER 3 METHODOLOGY 
 
3.1 Introduction 
Resilience of bridges in seismic zones can be realized by taking the advantage of rocking isolation 
which aims at reducing the permanent drifts after a seismic event. The seismic forces at the base of 
the bridge can be reduced by allowing uplift in the foundation when subjected to ground shaking. 
Conventional monolithic connection of bridge pier to the foundation often leads to severe damages 
(or even collapse) during high magnitude earthquakes. 
The word "Resilient" means the one which can recover itself from adverse conditions. The resilient 
bridge foundation uses special materials such as shape memory alloy (SMA), engineered 
cementitious composite (ECC), fiber reinforced polymer (FRP) or elastomeric pads. These are 
incorporated in bridge columns to facilitate construction, enhance performance, minimize damage, 
reduce permanent deformations or totally eliminate the post-earthquake repair costs. The best feature 
of resilient bridge design is its quick response to severe loads and rapid restoration (almost like plug-
and-play) of the structure's damage components after severe seismic event.  
Bridge upgrades based on traditional retrofitting methods are challenging, costly, time-consuming 
and cause extended disruptions. Lack of code provisions for rapid retrofitting/upgrade is also a cause 
of concern in order to develop more sound and resilient bridges. Additionally, current design codes 
allow bridge damages under extreme loading conditions which lead to high repair costs and 
significant downtimes. Thus, bridge design and retrofitting philosophies urgently need a shift toward 
accelerated constructions, minimal damages and rapid restorations. The research till date in resilient 
bridge foundation is not made up to the extent that it can be adopted in practice due lack of 
understanding and the behavior of such systems under seismic excitations. This chapter introduces 
a novel resilient pier with less complexities in the details of the foundation in order to reduce the 
construction time and execute such resilient bridge pier foundations effectively. 
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3.2 Classical Concrete to Concrete Rocking Pier. 
The classical rocking pier (Fig.3.1) consists of precast footing which simply rests on concrete slab 
without any connection between the footing and the base slab. The recess in concrete slab prevents 
the sliding of footing or the walking off phenomenon (Makris and Vassiliou, 2015). These structures 
rock as the reaction switches from one corner of the block to the opposite corner (Kelly, 2009) 
 
 
Fig. 3.1 Conventional rocking pier 
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The classical rocking pier system is based on the following assumptions (Housner 1963; Kelly, 
2009): 
1. Horizontal sliding is prohibited. 
2. The main source of dissipation is through impacts. 
3. Impacts are plastic and hence bouncing is not permitted. 
 
For rocking foundation subjected to uplift (Fig.3.2), the assumptions on rocking interface is divided 
into following three categories: 
Category A: Rocking interface is rigid (between precast footing and firm base-Fig.3.2) and follows 
Housner’s plastic impact with fixed rocking pivot (Ichinose 1986; Meek 1975; Psycharis 1991) 
Category B: Rocking interface is flexible (such as footing resting on soil) but locations of rocking 
pivots are fixed (Sharpe and Skinner 1983; Yim and Chopra 1985) 
Category C: Rocking interface is flexible and can be represented by a bed of independent 
compression-only springs which is known as Wrinkler foundation. This implicitly allows for 
spatially varying rocking pivots with possibility of planar impacts (Anderson, 2003). 
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Fig. 3.2 Uplift in Classical Rocking System 
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3.3 Proposed Controlled Rocking of Bridge Pier Foundation on Elastomeric Pads and External 
Restrainers. 
The proposed rocking bridge pier foundation is shown in Fig.3.3. It rests on firm concrete rock base 
with elastomeric pads placed first on a rough surface and then the footing along with pier is erected. 
The recess made in the base acts like stoppers to restrict horizontal sliding and thus allows only 
rocking of the foundation without any translational movements. After the superstructure and 
substructure loads are activated the pad deforms and then the shape memory alloy (SMA) bars of 
required length are installed. 
 
Fig. 3.3 Proposed Resilient Bridge Foundation (dimensions in mm) 
 
 
PADS- Isolate the base and thus reduces forces in pier 
STOPPERS- Restrict horizontal sliding of footing and 
promote rocking 
SMA bars- Controls uplift of footing and pier displacements  
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3.4 Methodology 
The actual construction sequence simulated by numerical modelling is as follows: 
1. The elastomeric pads are placed first on suitable firm base having recess to install the stoppers 
suitably anchored in the firm base as shown in Fig.3.4 (a) 
2. The footing along with pier and stiff arms is integrally cast as shown in Fig.3.4 (b) 
3. The superstructure load is applied and the initial deformation of pad occurs due to self-weight of 
the system. 
4. The restrainers which are shape memory alloy are then placed as shown in Fig.3.4 (c) in their 
position after the deformation of pad occurs due to self-weight of the pier and deck. 
 
                          (a)                                                     (b)                                                     (c) 
Fig. 3.4 (a) Placing of pads on firm base (b) Erection of footing, pier and deck (c) Insertion of SMA 
bars 
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3.4.1 Assumptions 
 
The following are the fundamental assumptions for the proposed novel rocking isolation technique 
1.0 Horizontal translation of footing and pads are NOT allowed. This is achieved by stoppers or 
rebars through the footing to the central stopper. In practice, a cushion in the form of rubber pad 
is attached vertically alongside of the stopper in order to avoid damage to footing due to 
pounding of the two concrete surfaces. 
2.0  The footing simply rests on the elastomeric pads placed beneath it. There is no connection 
between the footing and pads. 
3.0 The uplift of footing is allowed within permissible limits( to avoid overturning) 
4.0  Pads must be correctly chosen to satisfy buckling criteria ( to avoid initial failure such as in 
serviceable state) given in the appropriate codes. 
5.0 In order to achieve the correct rocking behaviour, the strata on which this system rests should be 
firm like hard rock, stiff soil or pile cap. 
 
 
3.4.2 Advantages of the new rocking isolation technique. 
  
1.0 The post-earthquake serviceability is enhanced as the residual displacements in pier are almost 
negligible. 
2.0 The forces in pier are reduced as the pier footing is allowed to uplift and rock on the elastomeric 
pads placed below the footing of the pier. 
3.0 The desired time period is possible to achieve by changing the configuration of pads and external 
restrainers. 
4.0 The uplift of foundation can be controlled by the external restrainers and thus this novel system 
has application where bridges are expected to undergo relatively high ground motions (0.3g to 0.6g).   
5.0 The new technique has less complexities to achieve rocking mechanism and thus is also 
economical in the terms of the construction time and cost. 
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3.5 Retrofit strategy and Durability for the proposed rocking isolation system 
 After significant earthquakes it is possible that the pads may need replacement . In order to replace 
the pads in the near future, flat jacks are used. The diameter of flat jack (from Freyssinet brochure 
for flat jacks) shall be chosen according to the axial load in the pad. The bridge is lifted by 5 to 10 
mm so that pads can be replaced. The pads in the center of footing are replaced first after the pads 
at periphery are removed. A typical layout for future replacement of pads with jack locations are 
shown in Fig.3.5. In order to protect the foundation from environmental effects a precast concrete 
box is cast along all sides as shown in Fig.3.6 so that the bearing and restrainer do not suffer from 
climatic changes and are intact and protected from any hazards. A solid steel /concrete cover lid can 
be placed just beneath the base of pier having cut out of the shape of pier so that entire system is 
well protected from severe environment effects.  
        
Fig. 3.5 A typical layout for future replacement of pads with jack locations 
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3.6 Construction Stages of proposed foundation and its repair after earthquake.  
The following Figures (Fig 3.6 to Fig 3.11) shows the construction stages and retrofit method for 
the proposed novel rocking system. 
 
Fig. 3.6 Step 1- Installation of precast concrete box and bottom slab for the rocking foundation 
 
 
Fig. 3.7 Step 2-Installation of footing and rubber pads 
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Fig. 3.8 Step 3- Pier and deck cast 
 
Fig. 3.9 Step 4- Installation of restrainers (SMA bars) 
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Fig. 3.10 Step 5- Installation of jacks to lift the pier and deck for replacement of pads and restrainers 
after seismic event. 
 
Fig. 3.11 Step 6- New pads and restrainers are replaced to face future earthquakes. 
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3.7 Mechanics of rocking foundation on pads and external restrainers 
 
 
Fig. 3.12 Proposed novel rocking isolation technique 
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Fig.3.12 shows the uplift of footing having pads and external restrainers. The two pads as seen in 
elevation have lost contact with the footing and only the other two are in contact. 
An expression for resisting moment and overturning moment for the proposed rocking isolation 
technique is explained in this section. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
  L= Footing Length 
  Δr   =   Displacement due to rocking motion 
 Δc   =   Structural Displacement 
 Δ =   Displacement due to rocking motion and the structure itself 
 Ws =   Superstructure Load 
 WP    =   Pier weight 
 WF   =     Footing weight; 
  W   =   Total load = WP+WF 
   H   =   Height of rocking system 
  H1 = uplift at center of footing 
  H2 = Height of stopper 
   θ = Rotation of footing 
RP1, RP2= Reaction in pads in that row 
R tsma =tension force in SMA bar 
R csma =compression force in SMA bar 
P= Horizontal force at centroid of bridge deck. 
 
 
 
 
   P = Horizontal force at centroid of bridge deck 
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Moment of Resistance (MR) at corner point of footing is as follows: 
𝑀𝑅 = 𝑊𝑠 (
L
2
− ∆) + (𝑊𝑃 + 𝑊𝐹). L/2 − 𝑅𝑃1. 𝑐 − 𝑅𝑃2. 𝑏 + 𝑅𝑡𝑠𝑚𝑎. 𝑑 + 𝑅csma. 𝑒                             
      = 𝑊.
𝐿
2
− 𝑊𝑆. ∆ − 𝑅𝑃1. 𝑐 − 𝑅𝑃2. 𝑏 + 𝑅tsma. 𝑑 + 𝑅𝑐𝑠𝑚𝑎. 𝑒                                                             (3.1) 
 
Moment of Overturning (Mo) is as follows: 
Mo= P. (H + H1) – P.H2                                                                                                                    (3.2) 
Tan θ = Δr / H = H1 / (L/2 – a) 
By equilibrium of moments, the lateral force (P) required to initiate uplift in case of proposed control 
rocking is as follows: 
 
P =
W.
L
2
−WsΔ−Rp1.c−Rp2b+Rtsma.d+Rcsma.e
H+H1−H2
                                                                       (3.3)                                                             
  
On the same basis, the lateral force (PCLR) required to initiate uplift in case of classical rocking pier 
system (Fig.3.2) is as follows: 
 
PCLR =
W.
L
2
−WsΔ−Rc a
H+H1−H2
                                                                                                         (3.4)                                                             
  
Thus, it can be seem from equations (3.3 and 3.4) that the proposed rocking system is more stable 
due to enhanced moment of resistance given by the external restrainers and thus the uplift can be 
controlled. Also, the plastic impacts can be avoided as in case of classical rocking as the proposed 
pier rocks on the elastomeric pads placed beneath the footing of pier. 
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3.8 Design approach for the proposed controlled rocking technique  
The following flowchart (Fig. 3.13) shows how the proposed technique should be analysed and 
designed. 
          
 
 Fig. 3.13 Flow chart showing design approach for the proposed technique.  
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With the layout of the bridge known along with the basic dimension of the pier, the axial force in 
pier is worked out. This axial force is distributed in the pad by spacing it uniformly. The footing size 
is then chosen depending upon the number of pads required. The pads are designed to satisfy all the 
criteria (such as buckling stability, distortion limits and rotational stability) as mentioned in Euro 
code (EN 1337-part 3) in order to have enough margin of safety. 
Initial stress (due to self-weight of bridge) in pad is checked (against permissible stresses given in 
codes of practice) by using advanced stage construction analysis in the computer programme chosen 
by the bridge design engineer. With advance nonlinear time history analysis, the uplift in the footing 
is checked. The pads are chosen in such a way that at least two-third (67%) of the total pads do not 
lose or separate from the pier footing. In order to achieve this in areas of high seismic zones, addition 
restrainers such as SMA bars shall be attached to the foundation. This shall help to control not only 
high uplifts but also the excessive pier displacements at the top. The number, diameter and length 
of SMA bar shall be chosen in such way that it is stressed to its full capacity which can be checked 
from the stress-strain curve obtained from the analysis.  
Once the required target of uplift and residual drift is met the pier can be designed for the forces and 
moments developed by taking average of the maximum response obtained from the non-linear time 
history analysis performed in the chosen computer programme. The size of pier may be further 
reduced from what was considered initially depending on the results obtained. 
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3.9 Summary 
This chapter mentioned about the classical rocking which are rigid blocks on rigid foundations. For 
high ground motion such system may develop huge impact forces on the concrete block and thus 
cause plastic deformation. In view of this, a new rocking system is proposed which uses elastomeric 
pads and external restrainers in the form of SMA bars. It is also shown that the force required to 
initiate the uplift is more in case of the proposed rocking system as compared to the classical one 
due the external restrainers. These restrainers shall also control the pier horizontal displacements as 
well as excessive footing uplift when high seismic excitation in horizontal direction is encountered. 
In the end, design approach for the new rocking isolation technique is mentioned and thus acts as a 
guidance to the practicing bridge engineers. 
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CHAPTER 4   NUMERICAL MODELLING OF PIER 
ROCKING ON ELASTOMERIC PADS AND SHAPE 
MEMORY ALLOY BARS 
 
4.1 Introduction 
This chapter describes the advanced numerical modelling of classical rocking pier, rocking pier on 
elastomeric pads and external restrainers. The modelling is based on lumped mass single pier model 
in which the superstructure load is lumped at the top node of pier model. The modelling and 
behaviour of elastomeric pad and shape memory alloy bar is described in detail. The seismic 
performance using nonlinear dynamic time history analysis based on lumped mass approach of 
different rocking pier models has been compared with the conventional pier system adopted in 
current practice of design of bridges. At the end of chapter, convergence analysis is shown by 
changing the mesh size in order to have sound analysis of this proposed novel technique. 
4.2 Numerical Modelling of the pier models 
The controlled rocking pier bridge foundation is modelled in CSi Bridge 2017 which is a finite 
element programme used in most of the bridge design offices in the World (Computers and 
Structures, 2017). This particular programme was chosen because it is efficient in handling the uplift 
of footing required in rocking and the modelling of SMA bar. Furthermore, this computer 
programme can also handle full bridge model including stage construction and prestress tendons 
very easily and precisely. As this research also shows the application of proposed foundation to 
existing prestressed bridges, it was required to develop full bridge model (including soil springs and 
piles) and thus CSi Bridge was the most ideal programme among the other finite element programme 
available in the market. The results of the proposed novel foundation are compared with the 
conventional monolithic pier [Fig 4.1a], conventional rocking pier [Fig 4.1b] and conventionally 
isolated pier [Fig 4.1 c] having bearings at top of pier considered in current design codes as per 
European practice. The parameters adopted for comparison with the conventional pier are residual 
drift, period and forces in piers during a seismic event. It is assumed that footing is resting on rock 
base. Soil modelling is not considered in the present analysis as the soil is considered to be stiff 
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enough which is a typical requirement in isolated bridges is. A nonlinear stage construction case 
was defined wherein SMA bars were installed after the deformation of pads due to self-weight of 
pier, footing and dead load of the superstructure. The nonlinear time history analysis was performed 
using the stiffness at the end of this nonlinear stage construction case. The dead load mass of the 
superstructure having area of deck section as 9.85m² and superimposed dead load of 4.55 t/m for a 
span of 30 m was assigned as concentrated load of 875 t on the pier top which was activated during 
the construction stage analysis performed in the computer programme. For pier models shown in 
Fig.4.1 (a), (b), (d) & (e) the pier top was considered to be monolithically connected to the deck and 
to achieve the pier fixity at top, the rotations about transverse axis are restrained for all cases while 
the pier top is free to move along all axes.  
 
      
 
(a)                                          (b)                                 (c)                                   (d)                                (e) 
 
Fig. 4.1(a) Conventional monolithic fixed base pier (FIX) (b) Classical rocking pier (CC) (c) 
Conventionally isolated pier (CI) (d) Rocking pier on pads (CP) (e) Rocking pier on pads with 
SMA(CP+SMA) 
 
4.3 Material and Geometry of pier foundation. 
A conventional monolithic wall type pier of size 0.9m x 3.8m (Fig.4.2) longitudinally and 
transversely respectively having height of 10 m with spread footing dimension of 3m x 5m x1.5m 
where the first dimension is in direction of traffic of the bridge is considered in the analysis while 
the second dimension is in the transverse direction and third dimension is the thickness of the 
footing. The proposed rocking bridge pier has the same dimension as that of the conventional one 
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along with elastomeric pad and stoppers. The conventional isolated pier having bearings at top of 
pier has also the same system of dimensions as with the conventional monolithic one. The material 
of pier and footing are C35 for concrete with reinforcing steel of 1 percent (4.2) of the cross-section 
area of pier conforming to BS 4449. Tables 4.1 and 4.2 show the concrete and steel properties used 
for the analysis. 
 
 
 
 
Fig. 4.2 Cross-section of pier with 1 percent steel (dimensions in mm) 
 
 
 
Table 4.1 Concrete Mechanical Properties 
Name 
fcm 
(MPa) 
Ecm 
(MPa) 
εc1  
(‰) 
εcu1 
(‰) 
fcm,c 
(MPa) 
εc1,c 
(‰) 
εcu,c 
(‰) 
C35 38 33000 1.8 3.5 43.59 3.1 6.7 
 
 
 
Table 4.2 Reinforcing Steel Mechanical Properties (BS 4449) 
Name 
fyk 
(MPa) 
fym 
(MPa) 
ftk 
(MPa) 
ftm 
(MPa) 
Es   
(MPa) 
εsu   
(%) 
B500C 500 575 575 690 200,000 7.5 
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4.4 Nonlinear modelling of piers. 
To simulate post-yield behavior of piers, a concentrated plastic hinge is assigned to the frame 
element of the pier. Deformation beyond the elastic limit occurs only within the hinges modelled at 
the top and the bottom of pier for fixed and rocking pier, while the hinge is assigned only at bottom 
for CI pier, because negligible bending moments are expected at the pier top in this case. Inelastic 
behavior is obtained through integration of the plastic strain and plastic curvature which occurs 
within the pre-defined hinge length. To capture the coupled axial (P) and bending behavior (M3), 
hinge (P-M3) is assigned to the piers at relevant locations with the input being the moment-curvature 
graph (Fig.4.3) and the hinge length of 1.15 m is calculated as per the equation (4.1) given by 
Priestley (1996). The idealized moment-curvature graph is obtained by balancing the areas between 
the actual and the idealized M-φ, where φ is the curvature, curves beyond the first reinforcing bar 
yield point as per Caltrans seismic design criteria (1990). To capture the hysteresis behavior of 
hinges, back-bone curve is defined in the chosen computer program as shown in Fig.4.4. The 
program will multiply the values defined for the back-bone curve (moment-curvature curve) by the 
scale factor. The scale factor (SF) usually are chosen to be the yield load (force, stress or moment) 
and the yield deformation (displacement. Strain or rotation). In the present case, the scale factor is 
unity as the back-bone curve for hinges follows idealized moment-curvature graph which shows 
constant curvature after balancing the areas between the actual and the idealized Moment curvature 
relationship as mentioned before. The confinement of reinforced concrete sections has been taken 
into account using the Mander (1988) confined model to represent the stress-strain behavior of the 
concrete core (Fig 4.5). The stress-strain curve for steel is shown in Fig.4.6.The models of the 
proposed controlled rocking pier, rocking pier on pads, conventional rocking pier, CI pier and fixed 
pier are shown in Figures 4.8, 4.9, 4.10, 4.11and 4.12 respectively in which the pier is modelled with 
10 frame elements while the footing is modelled with 120 solid elements. In the classical rocking 
pier model, to simulate the separation between the precast footing and concrete slab, gap elements 
were used at each nodes of footing (Ma and Butterworth, 2012). These gap elements represent 
compression only springs and implicitly allow varying rocking pivots, a continuous support force 
and the possibility of planar impacts (Anderson, 2003). The stiffness of the gap elements was chosen 
as 1E7 kN/m. This value is based on sensitivity analysis (Table 4.3 ) performed in which it was 
observed that beyond a particular value of stiffness, change in bending moment of the pier and the 
period of the system was negligible and the system responded in a rigid manner. 
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                                         𝐿𝑃   = 0.1𝐿 + 0.15𝑓𝑦𝑘 . 𝑑𝑏𝑙                                                           (4.1) 
       
      𝐿𝑃  = Plastic hinge length; 𝐿 = Distance from plastic hinge to section of zero moment  
      𝑓𝑦𝑘 = Yield stress in rebar; 𝑑𝑏𝑙 = Diameter of rebar 
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                              Fig. 4.3  Moment-curvature relationship for pier with 1 percent steel 
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                              Fig. 4.4  Back-bone curve for Plastic hinge (P-M3) in CSi Bridge 
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Fig. 4.5  Mander-Confined Concrete Model (Mander 1988) 
 
 
 
Fig. 4.6 Reinforcing Steel Model (Mander 1988) 
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Table 4.3 Variation of vertical stiffness for Gap element in conventional rocking model. 
 
Sr.no Kv 
 
kN/m 
Period 
(s) 
Uplift 
(mm) 
B.M (kN-m) 
@bottom of 
pier 
Time required 
For THA 
analysis 
1 10000 1.03 7.78 6155 25 min 
2 100000 0.804 26 11643 31min 
3 1000000 0.738 28 14936 35min 
4 10000000 0.729 28.3 15858 1hr 35 min 
5 100000000 0.728 28.7 16152 2hrs 36 min 
6 1000000000 0.727 28.8 16171.6 3hrs 
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4.5 Direct Integration Time history Analysis 
This research uses direct-integration time-history analysis which is a nonlinear, dynamic analysis 
method in which the equilibrium equations of motion are fully integrated in a structure when 
subjected to dynamic loading. Analysis involves the integration of structural properties and 
behaviors at a series of time steps which depends on loading duration involved. 
4.5.1 Time Integration parameters 
 
Various methods are available for performing direct integration time history analysis such as the 
Newmark method and central difference method to mention a few. However, the chosen computer 
program recommends to use “Hilber-Hughes-Taylor alpha” (HHT) method (Computers and 
Structures, 2017). The output time step is chosen such that it evenly divides the input time step 
which obtained from the acceleration time history (or displacement time history). The parameter α 
for HHT method defines the variation of acceleration over a time step and determine the stability 
and accuracy of the method. Using α = 0, the method is equivalent to the Newmark method (Chopra, 
2005) and offers highest accuracy of the results. However, when there are convergence issues 
negative values of α is recommended up to maximum of -1/3 as suggested by the developers of the 
chosen computer programme. A slight negative value of -1/24 or 1/-48 recommended by the 
developers of CSi Bridge have solved the convergence problem faced in this research. 
4.5.2 Damping  
 
The damping defined in the model (Fig.4.7) is based on the concept of Rayleigh Damping (Chopra, 
2005). The damping matrix is proportional to mass and stiffness matrix of the structure that is been 
modelled. The mass and stiffness proportional coefficients (a0 and a1) are determined by specifying 
the period (or frequency) for the first two modes (ωi and ωj) and the damping ratio (Ϛ) for material 
of the structure under consideration. The programme determines these coefficients using the 
equation 4.1. 
                     
1
 2
[
1/𝜔𝑖 𝜔𝑖
1/𝜔𝑗 𝜔𝑗
] {
𝑎𝑜
𝑎1
}  = {
Ϛ𝑖
Ϛ𝑗
}                                                (4.1) 
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Fig. 4.7 Damping definition in CSi Bridge 
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Fig. 4.8 Numerical model of resilient bridge foundation with pads and external restrainers (CP+SMA) 
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Fig. 4.9 Numerical model of rocking bridge foundation on elastomeric pads (CP) 
 
Fig. 4.10 Numerical model of conventional rocking pier (CC) 
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Fig. 4.11 Numerical model of conventional isolated pier (CI) 
 
Fig. 4.12 Numerical model of fixed base pier (FIX) 
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4.6 Elastomeric pads supporting the pier footing 
A total of 12 pads with four at each ends of footing and four at center of footing are modelled using 
friction isolators available in the CSi Bridge. The friction isolators have coupled friction properties 
for shear deformations and carry only compression. This particular link element was chosen since 
the footing simply rests on bearings and thus compression is only allowed in the link element while 
friction between pad and footing can be modeled by setting coefficient of friction as 0.8. The range 
of limiting friction (based on shear strain) as mentioned by IRC 83 part II (1987) is 0.4 to 1.2. Thus, 
the average of this range is chosen for analysis purpose. Furthermore, Eurocode EN 1337-Part 3 for 
elastomeric bearings also mentions that more onerous value of coefficient of friction can be specified 
for structures subjected to high dynamic excitations. The friction isolator model is based on 
hysteretic behavior proposed by Wen (1976) and recommended for base isolation by Nagarajaiah 
(1991). The size of bearing is 425mm x425mm with height of 170mm which consists of five rubber 
layers of 30 mm thickness and four steel shims of 5mm thickness was selected after the design of 
pad was made as per Eurocode EN 1337-Part 3. This particular size of bearing was chosen to satisfy 
the buckling stability criteria given in the Eurocode for elastomeric bearings and to avoid any large 
uplift of footing and also to control large vertical initial compression of pads. These pads may be 
specially made to suit the rocking behavior of the bridge foundation. 
 
The vertical (kv) and horizontal stiffness (kh) of bearing is evaluated using following equations: 
(Naeim and Kelly, 1999): 
  𝑘𝑣 =
𝐸𝑐 .𝐴
∑ 𝑡𝑖
;                                                                                                                        (4.3) 
   𝑘ℎ =
𝐺 .𝐴
∑ 𝑡𝑖
;                                                                                                                        (4.4) 
   𝐸𝑐 =
𝐸𝑐′ .𝐵
𝐸𝑐′+𝐵
;                                                                                                                     (4.5) 
   𝐸𝑐
′ = 6.73 𝐺𝑆2                                                                                                                  (4.6) 
Where, G is the shear modulus of the bearing having value of 0.7 MPa, B is the bulk modulus as 
2000 Mpa and S is the shape factor which for square pad is a/4t where "a" is size of rubber pad and 
t is the thickness of each pad. Ec is Instantaneous compression modulus of rubber-steel pad and E'c 
is Effective Compression modulus with incompressibility effect of rubber steel pad. The thickness 
of each rubber pad is denoted by t i 
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The initial vertical deformation of pad with superstructure load is found to be 12.2 mm and the stress 
in pad is found to be 4.66 MPa against permissible stress of 10 MPa as per Eurocode EN 1337-Part 
3.For the CI model, the horizontal bearing stiffness (K bi) is evaluated by keeping the effective period 
of composite system twice that of fixed pier model of 0.62 secs as per Menshin design criteria 
explained in design specification for highways in Japan. The stiffness assigned to the bearing link 
of CI model is given by the equation having its basis explained in Eurocode 8-part 2. 
𝐾𝑏𝑖 =
4𝜋2𝑀𝐾𝑝 
𝑇𝑒𝑓𝑓
2
𝐾𝑝 −  
4𝜋2𝑀 
𝑇𝑒𝑓𝑓
2
 
 
Where, M is deck mass; Kp is stiffness of pier and Teff is the effective period of the isolation 
system. 
 
4.7 Modelling of shape memory alloy bars as external restrainers. 
SMAs are unique materials with a paramount potential for various application in bridges. The 
novelty of this material lies in its ability to undergo large deformations and return to its undeformed 
shape through stress removal (super elasticity) or heating (shape memory effect).In particular, Ni-
Ti alloys have distinct thermo mechanical properties including super elasticity, shape memory effect 
and hysteresis damping.  
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Fig. 4.13 Analytical model of SMA restrainer of 40mm diameter and unit length used in CSi Bridge 
 
(5) 
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The parameters to model shape memory alloy bars are shown in Table 4.4. These properties are 
adopted from DesRoches and Delemont (2002). By using these stress-strain values, an analytical 
model in CSi Bridge is created to have an idealized force-deformation curve of 40 mm diameter 
SMA bar as shown in Fig. 4.13 which shows the primary features of the superelastic effects of shape 
memory alloy bars. The force-deformation relationship is characterized by an elastic region, a long 
horizontal plateau, followed by a significant increase in stiffness which demonstrates a high-level 
energy dissipation and a super elastic hysteresis. The SMA bars are modelled using a double link 
element. The first element is multi linear plastic element (PLE) as shown in Fig 4.14 (a) using Pivot 
model (Dowel et al 1998) to define the hysteresis loop, and a multi linear elastic as shown in Fig 
4.14 (b) (MLE) link is used to shift the hysteresis loop away from the origin. Five shape memory 
alloy bars of diameter 40 mm composed nickel and titanium (Ni-Ti) alloy was chosen on each side 
of the footing and was connected to footing by stiff arms. The number of SMA bar depends upon 
the uplift of footing required and on the peak ground acceleration and is a trial and error process. 
The chosen number and diameter keep the footing in contact with the pad and hence were selected. 
The length of SMA is calculated considering the initial deformation of the pad. The length of SMA 
bar to be installed after deformation of pad is 0.3m considering initial deformation of pad under dead 
load which is 12.2 mm. This particular length of bar was chosen to avoid buckling of bar and to 
avoid large uplift of the footing. With large length of bar the stress-strain curve of SMA bar does 
not get captured showing distortion in the curve and hence the length of bar is limited to one foot 
(0.3m).       
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(a)                                                                (b) 
 
Fig. 4.14 Modelling of SMA bar (a) Multi linear elastic link element (b) Multi linear plastic link 
element 
             
 
 
 
 
 
Table 4.4 Constitutive material properties for NiTi based SMA bar 
Parameters Value 
Austenite to martensite starting stress (1) 523 MPa 
Austenite to martensite finishing stress (2) 588 MPa 
Martensite to austenite starting stress (3) 225 MPa 
Martensite to austenite finishing stress (4) 241MPa 
Yield strain 1.1% 
Recoverable pesudo elastic strain 6.2% 
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4.8 Selection of earthquake excitations 
The fixed pier (FIX), conventional isolated pier (CI), conventional rocking pier(CC), rocking pier 
on pads(CP) and the proposed rocking pier (CP+SMA) were analysed for seven real accelerograms 
compatible to ground Type C-dependent Eurocode 8-1 elastic spectra based on the recommendations 
of the Eurocode 8 (2005) which mentions design of structure for earthquake resistance. The peak 
ground accelerations (PGA) selected was 0.60g to represent relatively high seismic excitation by 
scaling (Kalkan and Chopra, 2010) the real accelerograms. The response spectra of the analysed 
accelerograms are shown in Fig.4.13. The acceleration time histories are shown in Fig. 4.14 (a) to 
4.14 (g) for 0.6g are matched to ground Type C-dependent Eurocode 8-1 elastic spectra using Seismo 
Match programme. The Fourier spectra of the chosen acceleration time histories are also shown in 
Fig. 4.15 (a) to 4.15 (g). These time histories are imposed at the base of the model, which is free to 
move along x-x axis which is the longitudinal direction of the bridge. The duration of all the time 
history analyses is 55 sec to allow for the pier models to balance after the ground motions for 
assessing their post-earthquake condition. The seismic motion is applied only in the longitudinal 
direction of the bridge which is critical for wall type piers since a large depth is always available in 
transverse direction to accommodate the width of the bridge. 
 
Fig. 4.15 Response spectra of accelerograms compatible to ground Type C-dependent Eurocode 8-1 
elastic spectra (PGA = 0.6g). 
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Table 4.5 Characteristics of selected earthquake records 
 
Rrup = Closest distance to fault rupture 
                       
 
(a) 
 
 
EARTHQUAKE DATE OF EVENT STATION MAGNITUDE Duration (s) PGA (g) PGV (m/s) Rrup (km) Fault type PGA/PGV Frequency 
content  
HOLLISTER 20/02/1986 Hollister array 3 5.45 39.89 0.72 0.6 13.11 Strike slip 1.2 Medium
IMPERIAL 15/10/1979 Imperial Valley 6.54 39.46 0.46 0.65 23.85 Strike slip 0.707692 Low
KOCAELI 17/08/1999 Aydin 7.51 34.94 0.77 0.56 349.5 Strike slip 1.375 High
KOZANI 19/05/1995 Kardista 6.4 25 0.74 0.52 79.3 Normal 1.423077 High
KOBE 16/01/1995 Kobe University 6.9 40.9 0.54 1.09 0.9 Strike slip 0.495413 Low
LOMA PRIETA 17/10/1989 Apeel 10-Skyline 6.93 39.89 0.5 0.59 41.88 Reverse oblique 0.847458 Medium
NORTHRIDGE 17/101/1994 Northridge-17645 Saticoy 5.28 39.86 0.62 0.73 11.14 Reverse 0.849315 Medium
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(b) 
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(f) 
 
(g) 
 
 
Fig. 4.16 Acceleration time histories matched to ground Type C-dependent Euro code 8-1 elastic 
spectra for 0.6 g (a) Hollister (b) Imperial (c) Kocaeli (d) Kozani (e) Kobe (f) Loma Prieta(g) Northridge 
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(g) 
 
 
 
Fig. 4.17 Fourier spectra for chosen earthquakes (a) Hollister (b) Imperial (c) Kocaeli (d) Kozani (e) 
Kobe (f) Loma Prieta(g) Northridge 
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4.9 Results and Discussion 
The effective fundamental period for fixed pier was 0.62 s while for CI pier was designed to have 
twice this period of the fixed one as explained in Menshin design criteria. The CC pier had period 
of 0.73 s and CP pier had period of 1.05 s. The proposed pier CP+SMA had a period of 0.87 s. Thus 
by isolating the base, the natural period of system elongates which is advantageous for seismic 
design of the structure. With increase in time period the spectral acceleration decreases and hence 
the damage in the pier. To identify the periods as shown in Fig.4.19 (a) to (d) of the five pier models, 
a displacement of 0.5m which is 5% drift at pier top was applied and then released to oscillate the 
system for 20s.This was also in close approximation with modal analysis option available in the 
chosen computer programme. 
The first three modes of only proposed controlled rocking pier is shown in Fig.4.18 (a) to (c). The 
modal participating mass ratio is significant for the first mode which is 0.93 and for other two modes 
is negligible thus the first mode is mainly important where the structure oscillates in the direction of 
traffic on the bridge.  
Tables 4.6, 4.7, 4.8, 4.9 and 4.10 show the values of responses that are calculated based on the seven 
acceleration time histories for PGA of 0.6g for all three different piers considered in this study.  
 
 
                                                
                                   (a)                                        (b)                                       (c)      
                                                                                                                      
Fig. 4.18(a) First mode of proposed controlled rocking pier (T=0.87 s) (b) Second mode of proposed 
controlled rocking pier (T=0.33 s) (c) Third mode of proposed controlled rocking pier (T=0.22 s) 
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Table 4.6 Time history analysis for 7 different earthquakes for FIX pier model (0.6g) 
 
 
Table 4.7 Time history analysis for 7 different earthquakes for CI pier model (0.6g) 
 
 
Table 4.8 Time history analysis for 7 different earthquakes for CC pier model (0.6g) 
 
 
EQ SF(kN) Footing uplift Residual Drift (%)
UX UZ TOP BOT MAX MIN (mm)
HOLLISTER 78 0 29792 29341.2 -9412.9 -9412.9 4772.6 0 0.82
IMPERIAL 92 0 27538 27538 -9412.9 -9412.9 5723.2 0 0.39
KOACELI 65 0 28028 27459.6 -9412.9 -9412.9 4302.2 0 0.097
KOZANI 62 0 27283.2 26646.2 -9412.9 -9412.9 3978.8 0 0.23
KOBE 123 0 38857 38053.4 -9412.9 -9412.9 5625.2 0 0.105
LOMA 72 0 31801 31193.4 -9412.9 -9412.9 4517.8 0 0.108
NORTHRIDGE 64 0 29576.4 29086.4 -9412.9 -9412.9 4890.2 0 0.302
Average 79.4 30410.8 29902.6 -9412.9 -9412.9 4830 0 0.3
PIER DISP (mm) B.M (kN-m)     AF(kN)
EQ SF(kN) UZ FOOTING Residual Drift (%)
UX UZ TOP BOT MAX MIN
HOLLISTER 193.5 0 0 37112.6 -9413 -9413 3714.2 0 0.0002
IMPERIAL 250 0 0 46690 -9413 -9413 5357 0 0.0016
KOACELI 146 0 29409.8 -9413 -9413 2538.2 0 0.0031
KOBE 206 0 0 42806.4 -9413 -9413 3978.8 0 0.0122
KOZANI 191 0 0 33094.6 -9413 -9413 3028.2 0 0.0017
LOMA 258 0 0 45893.4 -9413 -9413 4282.6 0 0.0038
NORTHRIDGE 199 0 0 39033.4 -9413 -9413 3635.8 0 0.0033
Average 206.2 0 0 39148.6 -9413 -9413 3790.69 0 0.0037
PIER DISP (mm) B.M (kN-m)     AF(kN)
EQ SF(kN) Footing uplift Residual Drift (%)
UX UZ TOP BOT MAX MIN (mm)
HOLLISTER 95 9.1 18551.4 15582 -14925 -6076 3410.4 20 0.038
IMPERIAL 145 17.1 25548.6 15180.2 -22452 -2440.2 4145.4 36 0.0094
KOACELI 68 3.7 19355 13622 -14788 -6125 3371.2 9.6 0.017
KOZANI 67 3.5 19639.2 13592.6 -17630 -5027.4 3361.4 9.1 0.163
KOBE 168 18.6 22990.8 15885.8 -20129 -3802.4 3733.8 39 0.111
LOMA 152 14.2 20668.2 14357 -18532 -3782.8 3586.8 30.9 0.072
NORTHRIDGE 100 6.5 22961.4 14357 -20139 -2753.8 3675 15 0.015
Average 113.6 10.4 21387.8 14653.8 -18371 -4286.8 3612 22.8 0.061
PIER DISP (mm) B.M (kN-m)     AF(kN)
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Table 4.9 Time history analysis for 7 different earthquakes for CP pier model (0.6g) 
 
 
Table 4.10 Time history analysis for 7 different earthquakes for CP+SMA pier model (0.6g) 
 
B.M = Bending moment in pier; AF =Axial force in pier (-ve compression); SF =Shear force in pier;  
Ux = Displacement in horizontal direction; Uz =Displacement in vertical direction 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
EQ SF(kN) Footing uplift Residual Drift (%)
UX UZ TOP BOT MAX MIN (mm)
HOLLISTER 154.9 -9.6 13627 7619 -9998 -8911 1917 9.51 0.0538
IMPERIAL 178 -7.6 19542 8221 -10452 -8387 2501 14.57 0.077
KOCAELI 126 -11.1 12591 6798 -10001 -8935 1755 3.97 0.1003
KOBE 212 -6.06 15880 9100 -10452 -8572 2163 20.42 0.16
KOZANI 114.5 -11.1 14570 6775 -9920 -8921 1976 2.38 0.13
LOMA 237 -5.5 18184 9987 -10167 -8838 2457 23.7 0.0075
NORTHRIDGE 178 -8.4 13743 8447 -10510 -8513 2004 13.87 0.122
Average 171.5 -8.5 15448.1 8135.29 -10214 -8725.3 2110.43 12.6 0.093
PIER DISP (mm) B.M (kN-m)     AF(kN)
EQ SF(kN) Footing uplift Residual Drift (%)
UX UZ TOP BOT MAX MIN (mm)
HOLLISTER 105 -12.1 14327.6 9917.6 -10525 -7977.2 2205 0 0.0359
IMPERIAL 159 -12.2 20119.4 13024.2 -10280 -8369.2 2842 6 0.093
KOACELI 95 -12.2 14376.6 9104.2 -10398 -8369.2 2009 0 0.045
KOBE 181 -12.1 17110.8 14278.6 -10231 -8702.4 2822.4 9.2 0.195
KOZANI 104 -11.54 14602 9976.4 -10564 -8045.8 2293.2 0 0.012
LOMA 186 -12.2 19198.2 14562.8 -10153 -8633.8 2979.2 8.35 0.0194
NORTHRIDGE 147 -12.2 15738.8 12808.6 -10192 -8506.4 2489.2 2.87 0.0042
Average 139.6 -12.1 16496.2 11953.2 -10335 -8372 2520 3.8 0.058
PIER DISP (mm) B.M (kN-m)     AF(kN)
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Table 4.11.Average of the maximum values of the seismic loading for PGA 0.6g 
    
 PGA 0.6g 
 Fixed pier 
Conventionally 
isolated pier (CI) 
Conventional 
Rocking Pier 
(CC) 
Rocking pier 
on Pads (CP) 
Controlled 
rocking pier 
(CP+SMA)  
 Horizontal 
movement at  
pier top (mm) 
 
 
pier top (mm) 
79 206 
 
114 
 
171.5 
 
140 
Residual drift % 0.30 0.0037 0.061 0.09 0.058 
Footing uplift 
(mm) 
 
0 
 
0 
 
22.8 
 
12.6 
 
3.8 
Axial forces (kN)    
max /min 
 
-9413/-9413 
 
-9413/-9413 
 
-18371/-4286 
 
-10214/-8725 
 
-10334.8/-8372 
Shear force (kN) 4830 3790 3612 2110 2520 
B.M pier     bottom 
(kN-m) 
 
29902 
 
39148 
 
14654 
 
8135 
 
11953 
B.M pier     
 top (kN-m) 
 
30410 
 
 
0 
 
21388 
 
15411 
 
16496 
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                               (e) 
Fig. 4.19 Identification of the periods for (a) Fixed Pier (b) CI Pier (c) CC Pier (d) CP Pier  (e) 
CP+SMA Pier (Proposed pier) 
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4.9.1 Comparison of Bending Moments and Shear forces in pier:  
The average of the maximum values of responses obtained from Table 4.6, 4.7, 4.8, 4.9 and 4.10 is 
summarized in Table 4.11. It can be observed from Table 4.11 that by using rocking as form of 
isolation, the forces in the pier are reduced. The bending moment at top of CP+SMA pier , CP pier 
and CC pier is reduced by 45% , 48% and 30% respectively  when compared to fixed pier for PGA 
of 0.6g. A significant reduction in bending moment is observed at pier bottom of the rocking piers 
as the foundation is allowed to uplift and thus moments are released at the base of pier. The bending 
moment at the bottom in the classical rocking pier and the proposed controlled rocking pier are 
reduced to more than half the value of bending moment in the conventional fixed pier. In case of 
rocking pier on elastomeric pads only, the reduction at pier bottom is almost one fourth and one fifth 
than that observed in the FIX and CI pier model. Rocking motion also reduces the shear force in the 
pier.  The reduction in shear force for CP+SMA pier model and CP pier model are 47% and 55% 
respectively while for CC pier is 25 % when compared to the FIX pier model. A reduction in shear 
force is an indication of stirrups at large spacing and thus some saving of reinforcement is possible 
in the proposed model. The time history comparison of bending moment and shear force for Imperial 
earthquake is shown in Fig.4.20, Fig.4.21 and Fig.4.22 respectively. 
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Fig. 4.20 Time history comparison of bending moment (B.M) of the proposed pier at bottom for 
Imperial earthquake of PGA 0.6g (a) with Fix pier  (b) with CI pier (c) with CC pier   (d) with CP pier    
 
 
Fig. 4.21 Time history comparison of bending moment (B.M) of the proposed pier at top for Imperial 
earthquake of PGA 0.6g (a) with Fix pier  (b) with CC pier   (c) with CP pier    
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Fig. 4.22 Time history comparison of Shear Force (S.F) of the proposed pier at bottom for Imperial 
earthquake of PGA 0.6g (a) with Fix pier  (b) with CI pier (c) with CC pier   (d) with CP pier    
 
4.9.2 Comparison of Axial Forces in pier: 
It is observed the FIX, CI, CP and CP+SMA piers had negligible axial load fluctuations while the 
same is not observed in case of classical rocking (CC) pier. The axial force (A.F) in the pier for the 
CC model is 2.0 times larger than the maximum axial force in the proposed CP+SMA pier for PGA 
of 0.6g as seen from Table 4.11. The axial fluctuation for the CC pier is due the collision of the 
foundation on the concrete sub-base and hence such system should be modified to avoid such large 
impact forces. In the CP+SMA pier model, such large axial fluctuations are not observed as the 
external restrainers holds down the footing when subjected severe seismic excitations like 0.6g. The 
time history comparison of axial force for Imperial earthquake is shown in Fig.4.23. 
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Fig. 4.23 Time history comparison of Axial Force (A.F) of the proposed pier at bottom for Imperial 
earthquake of PGA 0.6g (a) with Fix pier  (b) with CI pier (c) with CC pier   (d) with CP pier    
 
4.9.4 Comparison of pier displacements and residual drifts:  
The horizontal displacement at pier top of CI pier, CC pier, CP pier and CP+SMA pier, which are 
related to deck displacements, was 2.6, 1.44, 2.17 and 1.77 times the fixed model for PGA of 0.6g. 
The horizontal displacement in the CP+SMA pier was only 23% more than the CP pier as the 
external restrainers (SMA bars) controlled the possible excessive pier horizontal displacements. The 
time history comparison of pier drifts for Imperial earthquake is shown in Fig 4.24. The residual 
drift of 0.30 percent was observed in FIX pier model while the CI, CC, CP CP+SMA piers had 
almost full recentering capacity and did not experience any permanent drift for PGA of 0.6g as seen 
in Table 4.11. Thus, rocking isolation have enhanced post-earthquake serviceability since after an 
earthquake the structure almost comes back to its original position without any major permanent 
displacements 
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Fig. 4.24 Time history comparison of drift (%) of the proposed pier (CP+SMA) for Imperial 
earthquake of PGA 0.6g (a)with Fix Pier (b) with CI Pier (c) with CC Pier (d) with CP pier 
 
 
4.9.5 Comparison of footing uplift:  
 
The classical rocking pier model exhibited a mean uplift of 23 mm at edges of precast footing and 
this would lead to separation of precast footing and the stiff concrete slab below it as 83percent area 
of footing had lost contact as shown in Fig.4.25. The CP pier experienced a mean uplift of 12.6 mm 
for a high PGA of 0.6g. It can be seen from Fig.4.26 and Fig.4.27 that in CP pier 25 percent of pads 
had lost contact while the proposed CP+SMA pier had all pads in contact with negligible mean uplift 
of 3.8 mm as shown in Table 4.11 for PGA of 0.6g. The Fig.4.28 shows variation of footing uplift 
for CP+SMA pier model. 
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Fig. 4.25 Footing uplift of rocking pier for Imperial Earthquake 0.6g CC pier model, t11.59s  
 
 
Fig. 4.26 Footing uplift of rocking pier for Imperial Earthquake 0.6g, CP pier model, t=11.72s  
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 Fig. 4.27 Footing uplift of rocking pier for Imperial Earthquake 0.6g, CP+SMA pier model, t=11.72s 
 
 
Fig. 4.28 Time history of footing uplift for Imperial Earthquake 0.6g (a) CC pier (b) CP pier (c) 
Proposed pier (CP+SMA) 
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4.9.7 Comparison of stresses in elastomeric pads: 
 It can be seen from Table 4.12 which shows average of maximum vertical stress in pad for seismic 
loading with PGA of 0.6g that outer pads are subjected to 70%  more stresses than the inner ones 
for CP pier model  and 45 % more stresses than inner ones for CP+SMA pier model. The outer pads 
(Fig.4.29) in CP+SMA pier model are subjected to 15% less stresses than the CP pier model while 
the inner pads are subjected to 5% more stresses than the CP pier model. This is due the fact that all 
pads remain in contact for the proposed controlled rocking pier and hence outer pad experience less 
stress with minor increase in inner pads when compared to the CP pier model. In both pier models, 
the stress is in permissible limit of maximum 25 MPa as mentioned in Eurocode EN 1337-Part 3. 
 
 
 
 
Fig. 4.29 Plan showing link ID of pad for both CP model and CP+SMA model 
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Table 4.12 Average of maximum vertical stress in pad for the seismic loading of PGA 0.6g 
 
PAD LINK ID MAX STRESS IN PAD 
FOR CP MODEL 
(MPa) 
MAX STRESS IN 
PAD FOR CP+SMA 
MODEL (MPa) 
2 (outer pad) 12.84 11.25 
43(outer pad) 13.14 11.40 
46(outer pad) 12.84 11.25 
47(outer pad) 12.76 11.28 
44(outer pad) 13.06 11.43 
5(outer pad) 12.76 11.28 
16(inner pad) 7.47 7.86 
20(inner pad) 7.69 7.92 
22(inner pad) 7.47 7.86 
23(inner pad) 7.25 7.85 
21(inner pad 7.47 7.91 
17(inner pad) 7.25 7.85 
 
 
4.9.8 Comparison of ductility demands for the pier models: 
The comparison of average ductility demand (µc-ratio of peak drift to yield drift) of the pier from 
nonlinear dynamic time history analysis is shown in Table 4.13. The lower value of ductility demand 
is indication of flexible foundation (Caltrans 2015). The proposed pier (CP+SMA model) has least 
ductility demand as compared to other pier models. For the FIX pier model the ductility demand is 
86 % more than the CP+SMA model while 57 % more when compared to CP model. The ductility 
demand of CC model has reduced to 19% when compared to FIX model due to some flexibility 
achieved on account of concrete to concrete rocking. The CI and CP had nearly the same ductility 
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demand since installation of pads into system make the structure flexible and hence lesser value of 
µc. 
 
Table 4.13 Average Ductility Demand of various pier models from Dynamic THA analysis 
PARAMETER FIX CI CC CP CP+SMA 
Peak Drift  
Δ peak (%) 
0.79 2.04 1.4 1.85 1.29 
Yield Drift, 
Δy(%) 
0.10 0.42 0.23 0.38 0.31 
Ductility 
Demand ,µd 
7.90 4.85 6.08 4.86 4.16 
 
4.9.9 Comparison of Moment rotation curves:  
The energy dissipation capacity is being investigated by plotting moment rotation curves as shown 
in Fig.4.30. This can be quantified based on area enclosed by moment rotation curves. Generally, 
loops passing always through the axis of origin is good indication of self-centering capacity of the 
system. It has been observed from the moment rotation curves plotted  for the pier considered in this 
study that CI, CC , CP and the proposed pier has  good recenetring capacity while the fixed pier did 
not show such a behaviour where some residual rotation is observed. The CP pier show extremely 
limited hysteretic energy dissipation while CI pier showed significant energy dissipation. The 
proposed pier and the CC pier showed low energy dissipation compared to CI and fixed pier and 
this is an acknowledge effect in rocking isolation of piers (Rodgers et al, 2015).  
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Fig. 4.30 Moment rotation comparison for Imperial EQ (0.6g) (a) Fixed based pier with proposed 
pier (b) Conventionally isolated pier (CI)  with proposed pier (c) Conventional rocking pier (CC) 
with proposed pier (d) Rocking pier on pads (CP)  with proposed  
4.9.10 Behaviour of SMA bars:  
 
The Fig.4.31 shows the superlastic behaviour of SMA bars in which the process of yielding and 
successive increase in stiffness allow SMA bars to dissipate large amount of energy with superelastic 
hysteresis while reducing the pier displacements when compared to the CI model. Also, it can be 
seen that restrainers do not have symmetrical response for the Imperial earthquake (PGA 0.6g) 
where the right restrainers (SMA bars) resist more force than the left ones because the earthquake 
pulses are not symmetrical. Note that the bars only act in tension since they have been designed for 
the same as no response in compression zone is observed. 
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(a)                                                                       (b) 
Fig. 4.31 Force-displacement curve for SMA bar in proposed pier for (a) Imperial Earthquake 0.6g 
(b) Kobe Earthquake 0.6g. 
4.9.11 Comparison of bending moment in footing: 
 The Fig.4.32 shows comparison of bending moment in footing at face of pier in the traffic direction 
of bridge where seismic excitation is applied for CP and CP+SMA pier models. It has been observed 
that CP footing is subjected to 35% more bending moment than the CP+SMA footing. This is due 
to the fact that forces in the pads are more in CP pier model as less pads are in contact and is subjected 
to larger uplift than the CP+SMA pier model. While for the other pier models (FIX and CI) the 
footing is fixed and not subjected to moment in footing due the way the seismic excitation is applied. 
The CC pier model is subjected huge uplift and also has significant area of footing not in contact 
and thus subjected to negligible bending moments in the footing. 
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 Fig. 4.32.Time history of footing bending moment at face of pier for Imperial Earthquake 0.6g for CP 
and CP+SMA pier models 
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4.10 Convergence Analysis 
The mesh size of rocking footings (CC, CP and CP+SMA) is decreased from 0.5m to 0.25 m and 
the results are shown in Tables 4.14 & 4.15. The footing uplift and pad stress is shown in Fig 4.33 
by making the footing mesh finer  it can be seen that this has very less effect on variation of pad 
stress. It can be also seen from Tables 4.14 and 4.15 that by change in mesh size the variation in 
results are negligible. Thus chosen mesh size is acceptable. Also note that footing rocks and thus 
very fine mesh is not desirable since this will unnecessarily increase the computation time 
considering when the entire bridge being modelled. 
 
 
Fig. 4.33 Footing (finer mesh) uplift of rocking pier for Imperial Earthquake 0.6g (a) Conventional 
rocking=11.59s (b) Rocking pier on pads with size 425X425X170, t=11.72s (c) Rocking pier on pads 
with size 425X425X170 and SMA bars (40mm dia), t=11.72s 
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Table 4.14  The maximum value for Imperial EQ (0.6g) with finer mesh (0.25m) 
Model  PIER 
UX 
PIER 
UZ 
B.M (kN-m) AXIAL (kN) SHEAR 
FORCE 
(kN) 
Footing 
uplift at 
corner 
node(mm) 
RESIDUAL  
DRIFT% 
(mm) (mm) (mm) TOP BOT MAX MIN    
CC model 137 15.5 28360 14789 -19176 -2990 4446 33 0.0083 
CP model 180 -8.0  19583 8144 -10434 -8362 2486 14.43 0.078 
CP+SMA 
model 
 159.6 -12.4 19987 12812 -10261 -8404 2832 5.2 0.094 
 
Table 4.15  The maximum value for Imperial EQ (0.6g) with chosen mesh (0.5m) 
Model  PIER 
UX 
PIER 
UZ 
B.M (kN-m) AXIAL (kN) SHEAR 
FORCE 
(kN) 
Footing 
uplift at 
corner 
node(mm) 
RESIDUAL  
DRIFT% 
(mm) (mm) (mm) TOP BOT MAX MIN    
CC model 145 17.1 25548 15180 -22452 -2440 4154 36 0.0094 
CP model 178 -7.6  19542 8221 -10452 -8387 2501 14.5 0.077 
CP+SMA 
model 
159 -12.2 20119 13024 -10280 -8369 2842 6 0.093 
 
4.11 Modelling of Elastomeric pads with more than one link. 
The behaviour of the only proposed model with elastomeric pad with 5 links elements with each at 
four corners and one at center is been studied (Fig.4.34) . The following observations are noted: 
1. The displacements and forces gets shared by the five link elements. So if maximum 
force/vertical displacement is required we need to sum up the forces/vertical displacement 
in each element. 
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2. The pier top vertical displacement for stage construction case (all dead load activated) is not 
correctly captured as it shows one fifth of total actual deformation of the pad since each pad 
is modelled with five link elements which results in sharing of the vertical displacements. 
3. Since neoprene pad is flexible it is ideal to the model the same as single link element. The 
modelling of bearings with only single element is also done by the various researchers 
Kappos et al (2012).  
4. Single element can capture the possible maximum stress in pad when a compression only 
link element is used as already adopted in the study. The increase in overall pad stress is only 
7% when multiple link elements for elastomeric pad is adopted. 
 
Fig. 4.34  (a) Vertical deformation for dead load stage case showing deformation at corner node (b) 
Footing  uplift of rocking pier for Imperial Earthquake 0.6g  for the proposed pier using multiple link 
elements for pads. 
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4.12 Validation of bending moments for Fix base 
Consider idealized diagram as shown in Fig.4.35 for a fix base with integral (monolithic) 
superstructure.  
 
 
 
Fig. 4.35   Fix base bending moment validation 
 
 
The axial force from Table 4.6 is 9412.9 kN 
The horizontal force due to seismic = P= Axial load x PGA 
The bending moment at base/ top of pier = P. H / 2 = 9412.9 x 0.6 x 10/2 = 28238.7 kN.m 
This value is compared to the average of the values from seven time history analysis in Table 4.6 
which is 29902.6 kN.m at bottom of pier and 30410.8 kN.m a top of pier. 
The small difference of bending moment (6-8%) is due to the non-linear time history analysis 
performed in the computer programme as against simple check given for bending moment in pier 
following the linear laws of structural mechanics for a pier with both ends being fixed. 
With this as the basis of explanation, the rocking pier should have the bending moment less than the 
fixed base as the pier is allowed to uplift and thus bending moments are significantly drop as seen 
in Table 4.9 and 4.10. 
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4.13 Conclusions 
The proposed rocking CP+SMA pier has been compared with the fixed pier model, conventionally 
isolated pier (CI) model, classical rocking (CC) pier and rocking pier on elastomeric pads (CP) 
model on basis of displacements, drifts and forces in piers which are subjected to horizontal seismic 
motion in the longitudinal direction of bridge which is more critical than the transverse direction for 
wall type piers. Based on the analysis performed the following conclusion were drawn: 
 
1. Conventional rocking pier (CC model) showed negligible residual drift but is subjected to large 
uplift of footing which is greater than 33% while conventionally isolated  (CI model) pier is 
subjected to large bending moments at pier bottom and significant horizontal displacements. 
2. Rocking pier on pads only (CP model) is subjected to less bending moment at bottom but the 
uplift of footing makes 25 percent of the pads to lose the contact with the footing. In order to reduce 
the uplift, large size and thickness of pad is required which tend to increase the initial deformation 
of pad. Also, for higher seismic ground motions, the rocking pier footing on pads alone would thus 
not be an ideal solution as higher uplift would be expected and concerns of stability would arise. 
3. The proposed rocking pier on pad with external restrainers (CP+SMA model) is subjected to 
negligible uplifts with all the pads in contact. It has re centering capability since residual drifts are 
almost negligible and thus seems to be viable solution for controlled rocking isolation. Also, in the 
proposed pier the outer pads are subjected to 15% less stress than compared to the CP pier model. 
4. The CP pier show extremely limited hysteretic energy dissipation while CI pier showed significant 
energy dissipation. The proposed pier (CP+SMA) and the CC pier showed low energy dissipation 
compared to CI and fixed pier and this is an acknowledge effect in rocking isolation of piers [29]. 
5. SMA bars showed super elastic hysteresis controlling the pier displacements and uplift of footing 
in the proposed CP+SMA pier model. 
6. Overall it can be concluded that the proposed controlled rocking resilient bridge pier foundation 
(CP+SMA model) is promising and advantageous especially for areas prone to medium and high 
seismic zones as it has re-centering capability, low ductility demand and is subjected to less forces 
than the conventional bridge pier adopted in the current practice of various design codes. 
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CHAPTER 5  PARAMETRIC ANALYSIS OF 
ROCKING BRIDGE PIER ON ELASTOMERIC PADS 
AND SHAPE MEMORY ALLOY BARS 
 
5.1 Introduction 
A parametric study based on pier modelling with lumped mass approach discussed in previous 
chapter is carried for piers rocking on the pad alone as well as with pier rocking on pad and the 
external restrainers. The purpose of this study is to understand the behaviour of the proposed rocking 
isolation system and the importance of the external restrainers. The parametes considered in this 
study is based on size of bearing, the size and lever arm of SMA bars. The pier size is kept same in 
order to understand the effect of the elements (pads and SMA bars) proposed in the new rocking 
isolation technique. 
5.2 Parametric Analysis for Pier Foundations Rocking on pads only 
In order to understand how rocking pier behaves with change in stiffness of pads and whether it is 
ideal to allow pier to rock on pads, the sizes of pads mentioned in Table 5.1 are considered in the 
study for PGA of 0.6g. 
 
Fig. 5.1 Rocking pier on pads alone (a) Elevation (b) Plan showing pads 
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The following bearing sizes are chosen based on permissible stress based on buckling stability 
criteria given in Eurocode part 3 for elastomeric bearing. 
Table 5.1 Elastomeric pad sizes for parametric analysis 
 
Rubber layers Steel layers H Size of 
pad 
Kv 
 
Stress 
in pad 
Permissible 
stress 
nos Thick(mm) nos Thick(mm) (mm) (mm) (kN/m) (MPa) (MPa) 
4 25 3 5 115 400x400 116221 5.19 7.46 
5 25 4 5 145 400x400 92977 5.19 5.97 
5 30 4 5 170 425x425 69115 4.59 4.68 
5 35 4 5 195 460x460 59970 3.92 4.03 
 
Table 5.2 Time history analysis for 7 different earthquakes for Pad size 400x400x115, Kv=116221 kN/m 
 
 Table 5.3 Time history analysis for 7 different earthquakes for Pad size 400x400x145, Kv=92977 kN/m 
 
 
EQ PIER DISP (mm) SF(kN) Footing uplift Residual Drift 
UX TOP BOT MAX MIN (mm) (%)
HOLLISTER 138 13809 9171 -10105 -8831 1941 10.7 0.0739
IMPERIAL 189 18280 10523 -11187 -7716 2599 26.3 0.0433
KOCAELI 113.5 13956 8232 -10411 -8630 1886 7.2 0.0297
KOZANI 120.5 15283 8773 -9898 -8836 2186 8.9 0.0677
KOBE 188 16419 10484 -10579 -8307 2356 24.8 0.1103
LOMA 238 18916 11395 -11352 -7884 2603 32.7 0.1466
NORTHRIDGE 168 14492 9516 -12253 -7198 2144 18.7 0.047
Average 165.0 15879.3 9727.71 -10826 -8200.3 2245 18.5 0.074
B.M (kN-m)     AF(kN)
EQ PIER DISP (mm) SF(kN) Footing uplift Residual Drift 
UX TOP BOT MAX MIN (mm) (%)
HOLLISTER 147 13220 8644 -10145 -8828 1922 10.9 0.0702
IMPERIAL 184.5 18850 9339 -11200 -7970 2594 21.3 0.054
KOCAELI 114.5 13418 7348 -10171 -8728 1797 5.9 0.0477
KOZANI 118.3 15241 7691 -10238 -8761 2104 7.1 0.1519
KOBE 197 15983 9795 -10569 -8516 2233 22.8 0.1373
LOMA 238.4 18815 10853 -10528 -8649 2551 29.5 0.0528
NORTHRIDGE 171.5 14333 9386 -11147 -8031 2090 15.7 0.0556
Average 167.3 15694.3 9008 -10571 -8497.6 2184.43 16.2 0.081
B.M (kN-m)     AF(kN)
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Table 5.4 Time history analysis for 7 different earthquakes for Pad size 425x425x170, Kv=69115 kN/m 
 
 
Table 5.5 Time history analysis for 7 different earthquakes for Pad size 460x460x195, Kv=59970 kN/m 
  
 
5.2.1 Graphical representation of results (Rocking on Pads alone) 
 
Fig. 5.2 Bar chart showing variation of pier horizontal displacement (Ux) with different pad sizes 
EQ PIER DISP (mm) SF(kN) Footing uplift Residual Drift 
UX TOP BOT MAX MIN (mm) (%)
HOLLISTER 154.9 13627 7619 -9998 -8911 1917 9.51 0.0538
IMPERIAL 178 19282 7938 -10452 -8387 2501 14.57 0.077
KOCAELI 126 12591 6798 -10001 -8935 1755 3.97 0.1003
KOBE 212 15880 9100 -10452 -8572 2163 20.42 0.16
KOZANI 114.5 14570 6775 -9920 -8921 1976 2.38 0.13
LOMA 237 18184 9987 -10167 -8838 2457 23.7 0.0075
NORTHRIDGE 178 13743 8447 -10510 -8513 2004 13.87 0.122
Average 171.5 15411 8094.86 -10214 -8725.3 2110.43 12.6 0.093
B.M (kN-m)     AF(kN)
EQ PIER DISP (mm) SF(kN) Footing uplift Residual Drift 
UX TOP BOT MAX MIN (mm) (%)
HOLLISTER 157.6 13820 7144 -10130 -8823 1891 7.7 0.0474
IMPERIAL 185.8 19671 7795 -10498 -8439 2433 13.24 0.0825
KOCAELI 134.3 12700 6653 -9894 -9016 1686 2.95 0.12
KOZANI 112.6 14735 6327 -9434 -9402 1861 0 0.0957
KOBE 221.2 16629 8815 -10251 -8728 2121 19.53 0.19
LOMA 236.9 18721 9303 -10366 -8640 2389 20.42 0.0351
NORTHRIDGE 181.4 14160 7924 -10705 -8347 1965 12.4 0.129
Average 175.7 15776.6 7708.71 -10183 -8770.7 2049.43 10.9 0.100
B.M (kN-m)     AF(kN)
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Fig. 5.3 Bar chart showing variation of Bending Moment (B.M) in pier with different pad sizes 
 
 
Fig. 5.4 Bar chart showing variation of Shear Force (S.F) in pier with different pad sizes 
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Fig. 5.5 Bar chart showing variation of footing uplift at corner with different pad sizes 
 
 
 
Fig. 5.6 Bar chart showing variation of residual drift (%) with different pad sizes 
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Fig. 5.7 Bar chart showing axial load fluctuation (%) with different pad sizes 
 
 
Fig. 5.8 Bar chart showing variation of fundamental time period with different pad sizes 
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5.2.2 Discussion of Results (Rocking on Pads alone) 
 
With reference to Tables 5.2 to 5.5, the following are the key findings: 
1. The pier bottom B.M is substantially reduced since the base is isolated and all the moments 
are attracted towards fixity at top. Thus, a taper section having slender section at bottom and 
thick section at top of pier is possible. Also with decreasing pad stiffness the bending moment 
and shear forces are reduced as the foundation system becomes more flexible.  
2. The pier horizontal displacements are increased as the pad stiffness decreases. 
3. The pad stiffness has be decreased so that at least 30 % of the pads are in contact for higher 
PGA of 0.6g. This is to ensure to avoid any failure due to excessive uplift and overturning. 
4. Rocking foundation on pads has shown negligible residual drift and thus has better 
recentering capability. 
By increasing the pad thickness and hence decreasing the stiffness, the uplift can be reduced 
(Appendix E shows the footing uplift for piers rocking on pad alone). But to satisfy the buckling 
stability criteria is an issue and thus merely increasing pad thickness does not make rocking pier on 
pad a viable solution for higher seismic excitation as the pier displacements also get increased 
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5.3 Parametric Analysis for Proposed Controlled Rocking Pier Foundations. 
The following parameter are considered: 
1. Bearing size and stiffness. These are shown in Table 5.1 
2. Lever arm for SMA bars. These are varied as 0.5 m, 1m and 1.5m 
3. Diameter of SMA bars. These are 32mm and 12 mm of length 0.3 m.  
4. Length of SMA bars. These are varied as 0.3 m and 0.75 m 
The number of bars are 3 on each side of footing 
 
The following notations are used:                                                                                     
   A= Pad Height (as mentioned in Table 5.1) 
   B= Diameter of SMA Bar 
   C= Length of SMA                                                                
   D= Lever Arm for SMA Bar (as shown in Fig. 5.9) 
 
 
Fig. 5.9 Footing elevation and plan showing parameters used 
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CASE 1   (Dia of SMA bar = 32mm; Length of SMA bar = 0.3 m; Length of Stiff arm =0.5 m) 
 
 
Fig. 5.10 Footing elevation showing parameters used for CASE 1 
 
Table 5.6 Time history analysis for 7 different earthquakes with configuration of 115_32_0.3_0.5 
(A_B_C_D) 
 
 
EQ PIER DISP (mm) SF(kN) Footing uplift Residual Drift
UX TOP BOT MAX MIN (mm) (%)
HOLLISTER 94.75 15005 10924 -10325 -8354 2492 2.44 0.0064
IMPERIAL 156.7 21400 15471 -10947 -8250 3019 11.28 0.0476
KOCAELI 88 14880 10652 -10234 -8559 2194 0.7 0.0113
KOZANI 100.2 14287 11296 -10212 -8456 2413 3.1 0.0496
KOBE 170 16831 16737 -11010 -7890 3072 12.5 0.1521
LOMA 176.9 19457 17099 -10535 -8324 3175 12.33 0.0048
NORTHRIDGE 145.2 16658 14552 -10722 -8124 2646 8.57 0.00056
Average 133.1 16931.1 13818.7 -10569 -8279.6 2715.86 7.3 0.039
B.M (kN-m)     AF(kN)
L=0.5 m 
L=0.3 m; 
Dia =32 mm 
Pad sizes varied as shown 
in Table5.1 
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Table 5.7 Time history analysis for 7 different earthquakes with configuration of 145_32_0.3_0.5 
(A_B_C_D) 
 
 
 
Table 5.8  Time history analysis for 7 different earthquakes with configuration of 170_32_0.3_0.5 
(A_B_C_D) 
 
 
Table 5.9 Time history analysis for 7 different earthquakes with configuration of 195_32_0.3_0.5 
(A_B_C_D) 
 
 
EQ PIER DISP (mm) SF(kN) Footing uplift Residual Drift
UX TOP BOT MAX MIN (mm) (%)
HOLLISTER 100.7 14623 10567 -10403 -8215 2339 0.36 0.0204
IMPERIAL 159.2 20812 14561 -10382 -8610 2949 9.5 0.083
KOCAELI 92.7 14657 9992 -10202 -8627 2073 0 0.0266
KOZANI 103.2 14573 10664 -10369 -8412 2384 1.37 0.0712
KOBE 176 16327 16078 -10828 -7908 3010 11.1 0.1847
LOMA 182.2 19332 16346 -10224 -8549 3082 10.5 0.0133
NORTHRIDGE 147.2 16229 13690 -10397 -8443 2553 7 0.0024
Average 137.3 16650.4 13128.3 -10401 -8394.9 2627.14 5.7 0.057
B.M (kN-m)     AF(kN)
EQ PIER DISP (mm) SF(kN) Footing uplift Residual Drift
UX TOP BOT MAX MIN (mm) (%)
HOLLISTER 109.7 14166 9691 -10554 -7981 2142 0 0.0156
IMPERIAL 160.4 19906 13235 -10343 -8330 2856 5.45 0.1133
KOACELI 96.7 14242 8796 -10464 -8274 1968 0 0.0772
KOBE 184.3 17039 15182 -10284 -8544 2908 0 0.121
KOZANI 106.2 14778 9494 -10580 -8068 2262 7.57 0.2023
LOMA 189.1 19126 15304 -10178 -8675 2965 7.1 0.0328
NORTHRIDGE 152.8 15559 12805 -10253 -8459 2479 3.7 0.012
Average 142.7 16402.3 12072.4 -10379 -8333 2511.43 3.4 0.082
B.M (kN-m)     AF(kN)
EQ PIER DISP (mm) SF(kN) Footing uplift Residual Drift
UX TOP BOT MAX MIN (mm) (%)
HOLLISTER 114.5 13957 9282 -10634 -7848 2057 0 0.0142
IMPERIAL 159 19412 12539 -10297 -8324 2816 3.3 0.122
KOCAELI 98 14006 8190 -10572 -7984 1907 0 0.106
KOBE 187.8 16845 14696 -10376 -8477 2863 5.2 0.189
KOZANI 107.1 14815 8862 -10756 -7836 2191 0 0.136
LOMA 192 18981 14792 -10238 -8594 2911 4.9 0.034
NORTHRIDGE 155 15338 12361 -10299 -8435 2453 1.82 0.032
Average 144.8 16193.4 11531.7 -10453 -8214 2456.86 2.2 0.090
B.M (kN-m)     AF(kN)
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CASE 2 (Dia of SMA bar = 32mm; Length of SMA bar = 0.3 m; Length of Stiff arm =1.0 m) 
 
 
Fig. 5.11 Footing elevation showing parameters used for CASE 2 
 
 
Table 5.10 Time history analysis for 7 different earthquakes with configuration of 115_32_0.3_1 
(A_B_C_D) 
 
 
 
 
 
EQ PIER DISP (mm) SF(kN) Footing uplift Residual Drift
UX TOP BOT MAX MIN (mm) (%)
HOLLISTER 91.5 15104 11463 -10316 -8370 2549 2.1 0.0009
IMPERIAL 154.7 21483 14991 -10422 -8468 3033 11.7 0.0193
KOCAELI 86.6 14869 10966 -10199 -8618 2225 0.29 0.00309
KOZANI 97.8 14353 11755 -10217 -8462 2438 2.1 0.0396
KOBE 168 16860 15789 -10535 -8151 3016 13.76 0.131
LOMA 174.8 19676 16606 -10212 -8710 3166 12.41 0.0014
NORTHRIDGE 142 16940 14641 -10556 -8226 2696 8.1 0.0031
Average 130.8 17040.7 13744.4 -10351 -8429.3 2731.86 7.2 0.028
B.M (kN-m)     AF(kN)
L=1.0 m 
L=0.3 m; 
Dia =32 mm 
Pad sizes varied as shown 
in Table5.1 
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Table 5.11 Time history analysis for 7 different earthquakes with configuration of 145_32_0.3_1 
(A_B_C_D) 
 
Table 5.12 Time history analysis for 7 different earthquakes with configuration of 170_32_0.3_1 
(A_B_C_D) 
 
Table 5.13 Time history analysis for 7 different earthquakes with configuration of 195_32_0.3_1 
(A_B_C_D) 
 
 
 
 
 
EQ PIER DISP (mm) SF(kN) Footing uplift Residual Drift
UX TOP BOT MAX MIN (mm) (%)
HOLLISTER 97.5 14759 10790 -10394 -8226 2400 0.5 0.0127
IMPERIAL 157 20902 14139 -10270 -8555 2921 10.1 0.0625
KOCAELI 90.6 14703 10224 -10264 -8626 2120 0.3 0.0161
KOZANI 101 14315 11188 -10376 -8384 2411 0.59 0.0558
KOBE 173.5 17091 13399 -10411 -8264 2931 12.3 0.167
LOMA 180 19493 15719 -10139 -8602 3078 10.94 0.0087
NORTHRIDGE 144 16412 13745 -10225 -8476 2571 6.5 0.0015
Average 134.8 16810.7 12743.4 -10297 -8447.6 2633.14 5.9 0.046
B.M (kN-m)     AF(kN)
EQ PIER DISP (mm) SF(kN) Footing uplift Residual Drift
UX TOP BOT MAX MIN (mm) (%)
HOLLISTER 105 14327.6 9917.6 -10525 -7977.2 2205 0 0.0359
IMPERIAL 159 20119.4 13024.2 -10280 -8369.2 2842 6 0.093
KOACELI 95 14376.6 9104.2 -10398 -8369.2 2009 0 0.045
KOBE 181 17110.8 14278.6 -10231 -8702.4 2822.4 9.2 0.195
KOZANI 104 14602 9976.4 -10564 -8045.8 2293.2 0 0.012
LOMA 186 19198.2 14562.8 -10153 -8633.8 2979.2 8.35 0.0194
NORTHRIDGE 147 15738.8 12808.6 -10192 -8506.4 2489.2 2.87 0.0042
Average 139.6 16496.2 11953.2 -10335 -8372 2520 3.8 0.058
B.M (kN-m)     AF(kN)
EQ PIER DISP (mm) SF(kN) Footing uplift Residual Drift
UX TOP BOT MAX MIN (mm) (%)
HOLLISTER 109.7 14098 9571 -10613 -7897 2127 0 0.0315
IMPERIAL 159.1 19644 12466 -10246 -8480 2815 3.5 0.105
KOCAELI 96.8 14137 8595 -10546 -8067 1953 0 0.069
KOBE 185 16900 13901 -10448 -8398 2781 6.8 0.196
KOZANI 106 14645 9388 -10777 -7801 2232 0 0.116
LOMA 190 18984 14095 -10200 -8605 2939 6.5 0.0278
NORTHRIDGE 150.3 15433 12442 -10249 -8446 2457 1 0.0031
Average 142.4 16263 11494 -10440 -8242 2472 2.5 0.078
B.M (kN-m)     AF(kN)
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CASE 3 (Dia of SMA bar = 32mm; Length of SMA bar = 0.3 m; Length of Stiff arm =1.5 m) 
 
 
Fig. 5.12 Footing elevation showing parameters used for CASE 3 
 
Table 5.14 Time history analysis for 7 different earthquakes with configuration of 115_32_0.3_1.5 
(A_B_C_D) 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
EQ PIER DISP (mm) SF(kN) Footing uplift Residual Drift
UX TOP BOT MAX MIN (mm) (%)
HOLLISTER 90.5 15169 11992 -10304 -8459 2598 1.56 0.0035
IMPERIAL 150.3 21829 17412 -10157 -8721 3204 8.1 0.0137
KOCAELI 84.5 14860 11138 -10193 -8703 2269 0 0.0021
KOZANI 95.6 14393 12186 -10149 -8494 2465 1.2 0.0331
KOBE 163.4 16908 18916 -10470 -8188 3351 9.2 0.1105
LOMA 165.8 19782 18761 -10150 -8610 3423 8.47 0.0085
NORTHRIDGE 139.4 17564 16233 -10248 -8582 2794 5.7 0.0055
Average 127.1 17215 15234 -10239 -8536.7 2872 4.9 0.025
B.M (kN-m)     AF(kN)
L=1.5 m 
L=0.3 m; 
Dia =32 mm 
Pad sizes varied as shown 
in Table5.1 
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Table 5.15 Time history analysis for 7 different earthquakes with configuration of 145_32_0.3_1.5 
(A_B_C_D) 
 
 
Table 5.16 Time history analysis for 7 different earthquakes with configuration of 170_32_0.3_1.5 
(A_B_C_D) 
 
 
Table 5.17 Time history analysis for 7 different earthquakes with configuration of 195_32_0.3_1.5 
(A_B_C_D) 
 
 
 
EQ PIER DISP (mm) SF(kN) Footing uplift Residual Drift
UX TOP BOT MAX MIN (mm) (%)
HOLLISTER 94.6 14849 11028 -10388 -8311 2450 0 0.0043
IMPERIAL 153.3 21363 16780 -10316 -8631 3159 6.1 0.0358
KOCAELI 88.6 14737 10457 -10129 -8673 2165 0 0.0093
KOZANI 99 14205 11625 -10434 -8342 2429 0 0.0472
KOBE 168 17077 18348 -10147 -8593 3280 7.4 0.146
LOMA 169.6 19581 18117 -10186 -8540 3342 6.4 0.0034
NORTHRIDGE 141.3 16888 15578 -10211 -8561 2753 3.7 0.0003
Average 130.6 16957.1 14561.9 -10259 -8521.6 2796.86 3.4 0.035
B.M (kN-m)     AF(kN)
EQ PIER DISP (mm) SF(kN) Footing uplift Residual Drift
UX TOP BOT MAX MIN (mm) (%)
HOLLISTER 101.8 14412 10198 -10520 -8040 2267 0 0.0233
IMPERIAL 155.5 20620 15753 -10295 -8450 3101 1.61 0.0753
KOACELI 92.7 14441 9458 -10454 -8336 2044 0 0.0286
KOBE 174.6 17199 17613 -10280 -8636 3193 2.88 0.1838
KOZANI 103.3 14360 10484 -10556 -8104 2329 0 0.0723
LOMA 175 19328 17304 -10257 -8563 3245 2.6 0.0126
NORTHRIDGE 144.2 15998 14643 -10194 -8562 2695 0.24 0.0032
Average 135.3 16622.6 13636.1 -10365 -8384.4 2696.29 1.0 0.057
B.M (kN-m)     AF(kN)
EQ PIER DISP (mm) SF(kN) Footing uplift Residual Drift
UX TOP BOT MAX MIN (mm) (%)
HOLLISTER 105.4 14210 9871 -10584 -7930 2189 0 0.0345
IMPERIAL 156.4 20242 15169 -10274 -8511 3066 0 0.0883
KOCAELI 94.5 14259 8989 -10558 -8079 1960 0 0.0457
KOBE 177.5 17118 17212 -10451 -8418 3164 0.6 0.1935
KOZANI 104.6 14460 9970 -10822 -7796 2274 0 0.0919
LOMA 177.9 19194 16921 -10247 -8567 3198 0.3 0.0182
NORTHRIDGE 146.3 15652 14069 -10341 -8330 2653 0 0.0029
Average 137.5 16447.9 13171.6 -10468 -8233 2643.43 0.1 0.068
B.M (kN-m)     AF(kN)
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CASE 4 (Dia of SMA bar = 32mm; Length of SMA bar = 0.75m; Length of Stiff arm =0.5 m) 
 
 
Fig. 5.13 Footing elevation showing parameters used for CASE 4 
 
 
Table 5.18 Time history analysis for 7 different earthquakes with configuration of 115_32_0.75_0.5 
(A_B_C_D) 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
EQ PIER DISP (mm) SF(kN) Footing uplift Residual Drift
UX TOP BOT MAX MIN (mm) (%)
HOLLISTER 96.5 14969 10907 -10243 -8653 2470 2.1 0.0152
IMPERIAL 160.9 21288 13126 -10837 -8139 2909 15.75 0.0806
KOCAELI 90.4 14997 10638 -9941 -8937 2198 1.23 0.0195
KOZANI 102.7 14670 11300 -10252 -8690 2454 3.9 0.0597
KOBE 173.7 17096 13576 -10562 -8437 2824 18.66 0.1765
LOMA 188.3 19921 14706 -10612 -8746 3064 18.1 0.01
NORTHRIDGE 150.4 16879 13907 -10757 -8108 2664 10.6 0.0007
Average 137.6 17117.1 12594.3 -10458 -8530 2654.71 10.0 0.052
B.M (kN-m)     AF(kN)
L=0.5 m 
L=0.75 m; 
Dia =32 mm 
Pad sizes varied as shown 
in Table5.1 
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Table 5.19 Time history analysis for 7 different earthquakes with configuration of 145_32_0.75_0.5 
(A_B_C_D) 
 
 
Table 5.20 Time history analysis for 7 different earthquakes with configuration of 170_32_0.75_0.5 
(A_B_C_D) 
 
 
Table 5.21 Time history analysis for 7 different earthquakes with configuration of 195_32_0.75_0.5 
(A_B_C_D) 
 
 
EQ PIER DISP (mm) SF(kN) Footing uplift Residual Drift
UX TOP BOT MAX MIN (mm) (%)
HOLLISTER 102.5 14565 10573 -10239 -8757 2310 0.76 0.0282
IMPERIAL 163.4 20675 12573 -10480 -8412 2800 13.7 0.111
KOCAELI 93.9 14736 10061 -9994 -8791 2104 0 0.0449
KOZANI 105.3 14924 10629 -9997 -8841 2417 1.96 0.0883
KOBE 179.4 17190 13176 -10345 -8536 2750 16.6 0.2073
LOMA 192.9 19550 14481 -10617 -8485 2985 15.7 0.0279
NORTHRIDGE 154.8 16372 12847 -1022 -8489 2555 10.1 0.0026
Average 141.7 16858.9 12048.6 -8956.3 -8615.9 2560.14 8.4 0.073
B.M (kN-m)     AF(kN)
EQ PIER DISP (mm) SF(kN) Footing uplift Residual Drift
UX TOP BOT MAX MIN (mm) (%)
HOLLISTER 112 14084 9768 -10431 -8496 2112 0 0.0326
IMPERIAL 164 19723 11462 -10609 -8078 2717 9.2 0.1297
KOACELI 97 14297 8827 -10170 -8639 1977 0 0.1089
KOBE 187.5 17093 12342 -10264 -8693 2639 13.3 0.129
KOZANI 107.3 15008 9522 -10321 -8465 2274 0 0.2
LOMA 199.5 19384 13125 -10531 -8402 2896 13.61 0.0342
NORTHRIDGE 159 15885 11620 -10235 -8753 2422 7.5 0.047
Average 146.6 16496.3 10952.3 -10366 -8503.7 2433.86 6.2 0.097
B.M (kN-m)     AF(kN)
EQ PIER DISP (mm) SF(kN) Footing uplift Residual Drift
UX TOP BOT MAX MIN (mm) (%)
HOLLISTER 116.7 13847 9294 -10492 -8361 2031 0 0.0553
IMPERIAL 162.9 19261 10846 -10466 -8299 2682 6.7 0.1156
KOCAELI 99.4 14053 8217 -10268 -8545 1912 0 0.1171
KOBE 190.7 16880 11807 -10239 -8694 2574 11.7 0.1922
KOZANI 108 14992 8828 -10425 -8267 2197 0 0.1482
LOMA 202 19260 12425 -10579 -8300 2844 12.2 0.0442
NORTHRIDGE 160.1 15636 11133 -10337 -8656 2371 5.5 0.0582
Average 148.5 16275.6 10364.3 -10401 -8446 2373 5.2 0.104
B.M (kN-m)     AF(kN)
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CASE 5 (Dia of SMA bar = 32mm; Length of SMA bar = 0.75m; Length of Stiff arm =1.0 m) 
 
 
Fig. 5.14 Footing elevation showing parameters used for CASE 5 
 
 
Table 5.22 Time history analysis for 7 different earthquakes with configuration of 115_32_0.75_1 
(A_B_C_D) 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
EQ PIER DISP (mm) SF(kN) Footing uplift Residual Drift
UX TOP BOT MAX MIN (mm) (%)
HOLLISTER 93.8 15051 11397 -10204 -8643 2523 1.4 0.008
IMPERIAL 158 21476 13657 -10719 -8158 2981 14.6 0.0658
KOCAELI 87.8 15015 11023 -9945 -8835 2253 0.23 0.0128
KOZANI 100.6 14457 11759 -10150 -8728 2471 2.97 0.0505
KOBE 170.7 17000 14022 -10566 -8407 2875 17.4 0.159
LOMA 184.2 19888 15144 -10549 -8795 3111 16.7 0.0062
NORTHRIDGE 148 17048 14266 -10768 -8058 2737 9.8 0.0017
Average 134.7 17133.6 13038.3 -10414 -8517.7 2707.29 9.0 0.043
B.M (kN-m)     AF(kN)
L=1.0 m 
L=0.75 m; 
Dia =32 mm 
Pad sizes varied as shown 
in Table5.1 
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Table 5.23 Time history analysis for 7 different earthquakes with configuration of 145_32_0.75_1 
(A_B_C_D) 
 
Table 5.24 Time history analysis for 7 different earthquakes with configuration of 170_32_0.75_1 
(A_B_C_D) 
 
 
Table 5.25 Time history analysis for 7 different earthquakes with configuration of 195_32_0.75_1 
(A_B_C_D) 
 
 
 
 
EQ PIER DISP (mm) SF(kN) Footing uplift Residual Drift
UX TOP BOT MAX MIN (mm) (%)
HOLLISTER 99 14664 10890 -10341 -8627 2365 0 0.0239
IMPERIAL 161.5 20902 13036 -10385 -8353 2833 12.78 0.0959
KOCAELI 91.9 14825 10311 -10087 -8679 2130 0 0.0288
KOZANI 103.4 14598 11112 -10157 -8660 2435 1.16 0.0712
KOBE 176 17204 13602 -10422 -8477 2801 15.64 0.1965
LOMA 188.9 19575 14879 -10498 -8444 3033 14.51 0.0183
NORTHRIDGE 153.1 16522 13291 -10310 -8380 2609 9.27 0.0009
Average 139.1 16898.6 12445.9 -10314 -8517.1 2600.86 7.6 0.062
B.M (kN-m)     AF(kN)
EQ PIER DISP (mm) SF(kN) Footing uplift Residual Drift
UX TOP BOT MAX MIN (mm) (%)
HOLLISTER 107.7 14205 9928 -10519 -8329 2173 0 0.0021
IMPERIAL 163.5 20041 11951 -10539 -8116 2749 8.7 0.125
KOACELI 95.9 14461 9130 -10361 -8564 2015 0 0.0789
KOBE 184.2 17127 12795 -10266 -8688 2695 12.3 0.2084
KOZANI 106.4 14745 9887 -10483 -8289 2297 0 0.1159
LOMA 196.2 19258 13546 -10548 -8381 2938 12.56 0.036
NORTHRIDGE 158.6 16041 12160 -10283 -8709 2473 6.7 0.026
Average 144.6 16554 11342.4 -10428 -8439.4 2477.14 5.8 0.085
B.M (kN-m)     AF(kN)
EQ PIER DISP (mm) SF(kN) Footing uplift Residual Drift
UX TOP BOT MAX MIN (mm) (%)
HOLLISTER 111.9 13999 9461 -10570 -8198 2092 0 0.0278
IMPERIAL 163.1 19595 11364 -10424 -8366 2716 6.2 0.1286
KOCAELI 97.5 14243 8557 -10433 -8446 1958 0 0.1094
KOBE 187.6 16938 12315 -10331 -8641 2623 10.5 0.1328
KOZANI 107.5 14803 9244 -10635 -8026 2231 0 0.197
LOMA 199 19145 12914 -10578 -8261 2882 11.1 0.0341
NORTHRIDGE 160.1 15816 11691 -10387 -8576 2418 4.87 0.045
Average 146.7 16362.7 10792.3 -10480 -8359.1 2417.14 4.7 0.096
B.M (kN-m)     AF(kN)
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CASE 6 (Dia of SMA bar = 32mm; Length of SMA bar = 0.75m; Length of Stiff arm =1.5m) 
 
 
 
Fig. 5.15 Footing elevation showing parameters used for CASE 6 
 
 
Table 5.26 Time history analysis for 7 different earthquakes with configuration of 115_32_0.75_1.5 
(A_B_C_D) 
 
 
 
 
 
EQ PIER DISP (mm) SF(kN) Footing uplift Residual Drift
UX TOP BOT MAX MIN (mm) (%)
HOLLISTER 91.2 15145 11652 -10174 -8708 2567 1.08 0.0026
IMPERIAL 156.9 21634 14261 -10613 -8306 3045 13.5 0.0504
KOACELI 86.1 15034 11233 -9948 -8830 2291 0 0.0051
KOBE 168.3 16953 14623 -10526 -8502 2941 16.1 0.1467
KOZANI 99 14527 12163 -10071 -8753 2499 2.2 0.0443
LOMA 180.3 19748 15850 -10454 -8781 3163 15.2 0.0033
NORTHRIDGE 145.9 17132 14631 -10635 -8200 2779 9.1 0.0018
Average 132.5 17167.6 13487.6 -10346 -8582.9 2755 8.2 0.036
B.M (kN-m)     AF(kN)
L=1.5 m 
L=0.75 m; 
Dia =32 mm 
Pad sizes varied as shown 
in Table5.1 
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Table 5.27 Time history analysis for 7 different earthquakes with configuration of 145_32_0.75_1.5 
(A_B_C_D) 
 
 
Table 5.28 Time history analysis for 7 different earthquakes with configuration of 170_32_0.75_1.5 
(A_B_C_D) 
 
 
Table 5.29 Time history analysis for 7 different earthquakes with configuration of 195_32_0.75_1.5 
(A_B_C_D) 
 
 
 
EQ PIER DISP (mm) SF(kN) Footing uplift Residual Drift
UX TOP BOT MAX MIN (mm) (%)
HOLLISTER 96.7 14777 11059 -10317 -8640 2414 0 0.0156
IMPERIAL 160 21069 13582 -10367 -8346 2880 11.9 0.0849
KOACELI 90.4 14893 10540 -10082 -8686 2170 0 0.0215
KOBE 173.6 17216 14175 -10415 -8411 2862 14.3 0.186
KOZANI 102 14430 11539 -10172 -8640 2456 0.6 0.0627
LOMA 185.1 19524 15401 -10396 -8420 3086 13.2 0.0124
NORTHRIDGE 150.7 16671 13711 -10207 -8498 2655 8.4 0.0008
Average 136.9 16940 12858.1 -10279 -8520.1 2646.14 6.9 0.055
B.M (kN-m)     AF(kN)
EQ PIER DISP (mm) SF(kN) Footing uplift Residual Drift
UX TOP BOT MAX MIN (mm) (%)
HOLLISTER 104.6 14307 10123 -10493 -8372 2227 0 0.0244
IMPERIAL 162.5 20263 12543 -10471 -8191 2799 7.86 0.1157
KOACELI 94.5 14586 9438 -10339 -8590 2052 0 0.0588
KOBE 181.3 17146 13444 -10221 -8726 2748 11.1 0.212
KOZANI 105.4 14594 10241 -10422 -8352 2325 0 0.0984
LOMA 192.4 19233 14119 -10477 -8460 2985 11.3 0.0321
NORTHRIDGE 156.6 16149 12704 -10260 -8739 2516 5.7 0.0093
Average 142.5 16611.1 11801.7 -10383 -8490 2521.71 5.1 0.079
B.M (kN-m)     AF(kN)
EQ PIER DISP (mm) SF(kN) Footing uplift Residual Drift
UX TOP BOT MAX MIN (mm) (%)
HOLLISTER 108.4 14107 9676 -10546 -8240 2148 0 0.0023
IMPERIAL 162.5 19861 11995 -10305 -8471 2765 5.3 0.1259
KOCAELI 96.1 14384 8892 -10427 -8457 1998 0 0.0869
KOBE 184.4 17012 12980 -10324 -8661 2687 9.1 0.205
KOZANI 106.7 14671 9622 -10645 -8020 2264 0 0.121
LOMA 195.6 19107 13565 -10513 -8359 2928 9.8 0.0353
NORTHRIDGE 159 15940 12256 -10364 -8594 2469 3.9 0.0279
Average 144.7 16440.3 11283.7 -10446 -8400.3 2465.57 4.0 0.086
B.M (kN-m)     AF(kN)
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CASE 7 (Dia of SMA bar = 12mm; Length of SMA bar = 0.3m; Length of Stiff arm =0.5m) 
 
 
 
Fig. 5.16 Footing elevation showing parameters used for CASE 7 
 
 
Table 5.30 Time history analysis for 7 different earthquakes with configuration of 115_12_0.3_0.5 
(A_B_C_D) 
 
 
 
 
 
EQ PIER DISP (mm) SF(kN) Footing uplift Residual Drift
UX TOP BOT MAX MIN (mm) (%)
HOLLISTER 106 14462 9463 -9974 -8693 2214 6.2 0.0288
IMPERIAL 163 20432 11086 -11300 -7949 2678 20.3 0.101
KOCAELI 96.5 14747 8978 -9796 -9058 2036 4.9 0.045
KOBE 183.2 16804 11637 -10353 -8379 2596 24.1 0.197
KOZANI 107.2 14669 9462 -9827 -8801 2267 7.4 0.094
LOMA 200.1 19990 12979 -10530 -8620 2837 24.6 0.025
NORTHRIDGE 155.8 16053 11699 -11805 -7464 2389 15.8 0.0069
Average 144.5 16736.7 10757.7 -10512 -8423.4 2431 14.8 0.071
B.M (kN-m)     AF(kN)
L=0.5 m 
L=0.3 m; 
Dia =12 mm 
Pad sizes varied as shown 
in Table5.1 
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Table 5.31 Time history analysis for 7 different earthquakes with configuration of 145_12_0.3_0.5 
(A_B_C_D) 
 
Table 5.32 Time history analysis for 7 different earthquakes with configuration of 170_12_0.3_0.5 
(A_B_C_D) 
 
Table 5.33 Time history analysis for 7 different earthquakes with configuration of 195_12_0.3_0.5 
(A_B_C_D) 
 
 
 
 
 
EQ PIER DISP (mm) SF(kN) Footing uplift Residual Drift
UX TOP BOT MAX MIN (mm) (%)
HOLLISTER 113.4 14204 8910 -9938 -8972 2122 6.1 0.0251
IMPERIAL 165 19787 10693 -10844 -8235 2663 17.1 0.1296
KOCAELI 98.8 14335 8301 -9899 -9039 1980 3.6 0.101
KOBE 190.1 16826 11472 -10392 -8586 2563 21.8 0.198
KOZANI 108.2 15033 8649 -10117 -8876 2228 5.8 0.128
LOMA 204.3 19493 12455 -10339 -8767 2766 21.9 0.089
NORTHRIDGE 158.8 15751 11300 -10588 -8397 2320 13.2 0.037
Average 148.4 16489.9 10254.3 -10302 -8696 2377.43 12.8 0.101
B.M (kN-m)     AF(kN)
EQ PIER DISP (mm) SF(kN) Footing uplift Residual Drift
UX TOP BOT MAX MIN (mm) (%)
HOLLISTER 124.9 13726 8439 -9988 -8983 1948 4.4 0.0753
IMPERIAL 167 18594 9587 -10385 -8642 2558 12.1 0.101
KOCAELI 102.5 13759 7700 -9594 -9223 1829 0.27 0.095
KOBE 195.6 16577 10995 -10345 -8684 2467 17.6 0.191
KOZANI 107.9 15164 7851 -9724 -9095 2136 1.76 0.171
LOMA 207.8 19145 11903 -9899 -8870 2661 16.7 0.0669
NORTHRIDGE 160.6 15523 9858 -10323 -8651 2208 11.1 0.0692
Average 152.3 16069.7 9476.14 -10037 -8878.3 2258.14 9.1 0.110
B.M (kN-m)     AF(kN)
EQ PIER DISP (mm) SF(kN) Footing uplift Residual Drift
UX TOP BOT MAX MIN (mm) (%)
HOLLISTER 130 13504 8246 -9831 -9077 1910 2.8 0.0765
IMPERIAL 158.5 18423 8915 -10238 -8699 2520 9.3 0.0758
KOCAELI 104.8 13473 7126 -9590 -9248 1762 0 0.066
KOBE 198.1 16453 8971 -10264 -8654 2411 16 0.212
KOZANI 107.7 15079 7385 -9682 -9126 2048 0 0.221
LOMA 209.4 19189 11173 -10001 -8894 2610 15.6 0.081
NORTHRIDGE 161.4 14964 9358 -10353 -8627 2167 8.9 0.075
Average 152.8 15869.3 8739.14 -9994.1 -8903.6 2204 7.5 0.115
B.M (kN-m)     AF(kN)
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CASE 8 (Dia of SMA bar = 12mm; Length of SMA bar = 0.3m; Length of Stiff arm =1.0m) 
 
 
 
Fig. 5.17 Footing elevation showing parameters used for CASE 8 
 
 
Table 5.34 Time history analysis for 7 different earthquakes with configuration of 115_12_0.3_1 
(A_B_C_D) 
 
 
 
 
 
 
EQ PIER DISP (mm) SF(kN) Footing uplift Residual Drift
UX TOP BOT MAX MIN (mm) (%)
HOLLISTER 105.3 14481 9615 -9954 -8716 2226 5.9 0.033
IMPERIAL 164.3 20620 11607 -11254 -7920 2723 19.5 0.099
KOCAELI 96.1 14753 9079 -9766 -9085 2045 4.7 0.039
KOZANI 106.7 14653 9648 -9823 -8815 2278 7.15 0.089
KOBE 181.7 16852 12173 -10564 -8671 2643 22.8 0.193
LOMA 197.8 19945 13483 -10564 -8671 2875 23 0.0218
NORTHRIDGE 154.1 16106 12156 -11607 -7608 2433 14.6 0.0044
Average 143.7 16772.9 11108.7 -10505 -8498 2460.4 14.0 0.068
B.M (kN-m)     AF(kN)
L=1.0 m 
L=0.3 m; 
Dia =12 mm 
Pad sizes varied as shown 
in Table5.1 
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Table 5.35 Time history analysis for 7 different earthquakes with configuration of 145_12_0.3_1 
(A_B_C_D) 
 
 
Table 5.36 Time history analysis for 7 different earthquakes with configuration of 170_12_0.3_1 
(A_B_C_D) 
 
 
Table 5.37 Time history analysis for 7 different earthquakes with configuration of 195_12_0.3_1 
(A_B_C_D) 
 
 
 
EQ PIER DISP (mm) SF(kN) Footing uplift Residual Drift
UX TOP BOT MAX MIN (mm) (%)
HOLLISTER 112.6 14230 9130 -9891 -9004 2136 5.5 0.0167
IMPERIAL 165.8 19842 11174 -10539 -8503 2695 16 0.125
KOCAELI 98.4 14354 8454 -9862 -9073 1987 3.3 0.0966
KOBE 188.6 16890 12073 -10313 -8659 2620 20.5 0.1499
KOZANI 107.8 15023 8886 -10053 -8941 2240 5.4 0.1257
LOMA 201.3 19456 12996 -10270 -8789 2808 20.4 0.0392
NORTHRIDGE 157.5 15748 11644 -10495 -8471 2352 12.5 0.0331
Average 147.4 16506.1 10622.4 -10203 -8777.1 2405.4 11.9 0.084
B.M (kN-m)     AF(kN)
EQ PIER DISP (mm) SF(kN) Footing uplift Residual Drift
UX TOP BOT MAX MIN (mm) (%)
HOLLISTER 123.8 13753 8721 -9921 -9040 1961 3.7 0.0718
IMPERIAL 162.1 18803 10082 -10355 -8602 2603 11.43 0.1074
KOCAELI 102.1 13780 7845 -9591 -9232 1837 0.27 0.0981
KOBE 194.6 16654 11538 -10315 -8715 2521 16.7 0.1878
KOZANI 107.7 15158 8111 -9626 -9192 2150 1.32 0.172
LOMA 205.6 19185 12320 -9901 -8926 2702 15.9 0.0582
NORTHRIDGE 159.7 15241 10249 -10297 -8673 2248 10.3 0.0678
Average 150.8 16082 9838 -10001 -8911.4 2288.9 8.5 0.109
B.M (kN-m)     AF(kN)
EQ PIER DISP (mm) SF(kN) Footing uplift Residual Drift
UX TOP BOT MAX MIN (mm) (%)
HOLLISTER 128.9 13536 8548 -9732 -9104 1934 2.06 0.077
IMPERIAL 159 18409 9388 -10197 -8711 2561 8.73 0.0814
KOCAELI 104.3 13508 7262 -9580 -9254 1580 0 0.0716
KOBE 196.7 16544 10951 -10209 -8670 2464 15.1 0.208
KOZANI 107.5 15080 7568 -9674 -9134 2064 0 0.21
LOMA 207.1 19231 11609 -10002 -8902 2651 14.7 0.0785
NORTHRIDGE 160.5 14992 9769 -10309 -8658 2209 8.1 0.077
Average 152.0 15900 9299.29 -9957.6 -8919 2209 7.0 0.115
B.M (kN-m)     AF(kN)
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CASE 9 (Dia of SMA bar = 12mm; Length of SMA bar = 0.3m; Length of Stiff arm =1.5 m) 
 
 
 
 
Fig. 5.18 Footing elevation showing parameters used for CASE 9 
 
 
Table 5.38 Time history analysis for 7 different earthquakes with configuration of 115_12_0.3_1.5 
(A_B_C_D) 
 
 
 
 
EQ PIER DISP (mm) SF(kN) Footing uplift Residual Drift
UX TOP BOT MAX MIN (mm) (%)
HOLLISTER 104.5 14500 9806 -9925 -8760 2242 5.5 0.0311
IMPERIAL 163.3 20746 12164 -11196 -7988 2768 18.5 0.096
KOCAELI 95.5 14764 9264 -9717 -9123 2055 4.4 0.0352
KOBE 180.3 16901 11791 -10277 -8503 2699 21.6 0.19
KOZANI 106.2 14645 9856 -9808 -8856 2302 6.7 0.0855
LOMA 194.6 19864 13979 -10507 -8736 2920 21.5 0.0185
NORTHRIDGE 152.5 16150 12606 -11366 -7795 2475 13.6 0.0012
Average 142.4 16795.7 11352.3 -10399 -8537.3 2494.4 13.1 0.065
B.M (kN-m)     AF(kN)
L=1.5 m 
L=0.3 m; 
Dia =12 mm 
Pad sizes varied as shown 
in Table5.1 
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Table 5.39 Time history analysis for 7 different earthquakes with configuration of 145_12_0.3_1.5 
(A_B_C_D) 
 
 
Table 5.40 Time history analysis for 7 different earthquakes with configuration of 170_12_0.3_1.5 
(A_B_C_D) 
 
 
Table 5.41 Time history analysis for 7 different earthquakes with configuration of 195_12_0.3_1.5 
(A_B_C_D) 
 
 
 
EQ PIER DISP (mm) SF(kN) Footing uplift Residual Drift
UX TOP BOT MAX MIN (mm) (%)
HOLLISTER 111.5 14264 9362 -9816 -9061 2154 5.1 0.00735
IMPERIAL 159 20051 11718 -10473 -8510 2743 15.4 0.124
KOCAELI 97.9 14381 8680 -9824 -9109 1996 2.9 0.091
KOBE 187 16959 12677 -10212 -8699 2679 19.3 0.2
KOZANI 107.4 15024 9147 -10025 -8965 2265 4.9 0.123
LOMA 198.2 19416 13560 -10177 -8803 2853 18.9 0.0372
NORTHRIDGE 156 15770 11955 -10422 -8543 2385 11.9 0.027
Average 145.3 16552.1 11014.1 -10136 -8812.9 2439.3 11.2 0.087
B.M (kN-m)     AF(kN)
EQ PIER DISP (mm) SF(kN) Footing uplift Residual Drift
UX TOP BOT MAX MIN (mm) (%)
HOLLISTER 122.4 13797 9011 -9886 -9073 1984 3 0.0664
IMPERIAL 161.9 18967 10560 -10351 -8588 2646 10.7 0.109
KOCAELI 101.5 13822 8009 -9584 -9240 1855 0 0.101
KOBE 193.5 16752 12064 -10320 -8675 2578 15.8 0.185
KOZANI 107.4 15179 8399 -9616 -9201 2173 0.85 0.166
LOMA 203 19231 12766 -10005 -8951 2746 15.1 0.0497
NORTHRIDGE 159 15282 10654 -10290 -8673 2289 9.6 0.066
Average 149.8 16147.1 10209 -10007 -8914.4 2324.4 7.9 0.106
B.M (kN-m)     AF(kN)
EQ PIER DISP (mm) SF(kN) Footing uplift Residual Drift
UX TOP BOT MAX MIN (mm) (%)
HOLLISTER 127.5 13592 8850 -9637 -9166 1956 1.32 0.0759
IMPERIAL 163 18425 9901 -10201 -8702 2606 8.1 0.0876
KOCAELI 103.6 13550 7437 -9578 -9258 1793 0 0.0766
KOBE 195.4 16636 11497 -10176 -8662 2522 14.1 0.204
KOZANI 107.3 15115 7780 -9669 -9143 2089 0 0.201
LOMA 204.9 19269 12086 -9986 -8916 2696 13.7 0.0749
NORTHRIDGE 161 15048 10202 -10250 -8696 2251 7.3 0.077
Average 151.8 15947.9 9679 -9928.1 -8934.7 2273.3 6.4 0.114
B.M (kN-m)     AF(kN)
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CASE 10 (Dia of SMA bar = 12mm; Length of SMA bar = 0.75 m; Length of Stiff arm =0.5m) 
 
 
 
 
Fig. 5.19 Footing elevation showing parameters used for CASE 10 
 
 
Table 5.42 Time history analysis for 7 different earthquakes with configuration of 115_12_0.75_0.5 
(A_B_C_D) 
 
 
 
 
 
EQ PIER DISP (mm) SF(kN) Footing uplift Residual Drift
UX TOP BOT MAX MIN (mm) (%)
HOLLISTER 106.3 14470 9435 -10033 -8695 2210 6.35 0.0247
IMPERIAL 165.9 20373 10599 -11855 -7455 2652 22.4 0.108
KOCAELI 96.8 14761 8959 -9808 -9072 2035 5.1 0.051
KOBE 184.4 16807 11364 -10501 -8188 2532 26.2 0.201
KOZANI 107.5 14696 9448 -9845 -8786 2267 7.6 0.0986
LOMA 204.9 20071 12108 -10597 -8547 2822 26.8 0.028
NORTHRIDGE 158.3 16030 11152 -12251 -7127 2379 17.5 0.0015
Average 146.3 16744 10437.9 -10699 -8267.1 2413.9 16.0 0.073
B.M (kN-m)     AF(kN)
L=0.5 m 
L=0.75 m; 
Dia =12 mm 
Pad sizes varied as shown 
in Table5.1 
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Table 5.43 Time history analysis for 7 different earthquakes with configuration of 145_12_0.75_0.5 
(A_B_C_D) 
 
 
Table 5.44 Time history analysis for 7 different earthquakes with configuration of 170_12_0.75_0.5 
(A_B_C_D) 
 
 
Table 5.45 Time history analysis for 7 different earthquakes with configuration of 195_12_0.75_0.5 
(A_B_C_D) 
 
 
 
EQ PIER DISP (mm) SF(kN) Footing uplift Residual Drift
UX TOP BOT MAX MIN (mm) (%)
HOLLISTER 113.7 14186 8839 -10021 -8927 2117 6.1 0.033
IMPERIAL 166 19660 10118 -11464 -7712 2624 18.5 0.1328
KOCAELI 99 14343 8271 -9965 -8960 1979 3.6 0.1045
KOBE 191 16822 10756 -10659 -8351 2501 24.1 0.215
KOZANI 108.4 15053 8583 -10194 -8785 2226 6 0.123
LOMA 208.1 19527 11542 -10432 -8733 2744 24.3 0.0211
NORTHRIDGE 161 15831 10781 -10930 -8170 2284 14.6 0.043
Average 149.6 16488.9 9841.43 -10524 -8519.7 2353.6 13.9 0.096
B.M (kN-m)     AF(kN)
EQ PIER DISP (mm) SF(kN) Footing uplift Residual Drift
UX TOP BOT MAX MIN (mm) (%)
HOLLISTER 125.2 13705 8291 -10102 -8857 1942 4.8 0.0764
IMPERIAL 162.3 18551 9159 -10654 -8392 2526 12.8 0.0981
KOACELI 102.6 13764 7667 -9555 -9295 1828 0.37 0.0926
KOBE 196.3 16550 10035 -10557 -8488 2401 19.5 0.195
KOZANI 108.1 15182 7788 -9829 -9025 2134 1.95 0.1831
LOMA 210.6 19218 11094 -10092 -8764 2639 19.1 0.0737
NORTHRIDGE 162 15284 9416 -10525 -8474 2181 12.2 0.0711
Average 152.4 16036.3 9064.29 -10188 -8756.4 2235.9 10.1 0.113
B.M (kN-m)     AF(kN)
EQ PIER DISP (mm) SF(kN) Footing uplift Residual Drift
UX TOP BOT MAX MIN (mm) (%)
HOLLISTER 130 13484 8067 -9976 -8949 1905 3.28 0.0744
IMPERIAL 158.3 18412 8433 -10517 -8503 2484 10.2 0.071
KOCAELI 105.1 13474 7108 -9585 -9269 1761 0 0.064
KOBE 199.1 16474 9705 -10445 -8549 2347 17.7 0.216
KOZANI 107.8 15095 7360 -9599 -9221 2045 0 0.226
LOMA 211.7 19239 10574 -8774 -10136 2592 17.5 0.0845
NORTHRIDGE 163 15014 8905 -10606 -8407 2139 10.2 0.0725
Average 153.6 15884.6 8593.14 -9928.9 -9004.9 2181.9 8.4 0.115
B.M (kN-m)     AF(kN)
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CASE 11 (Dia of SMA bar = 12mm; Length of SMA bar = 0.75 m; Length of Stiff arm =1.0m) 
 
 
 
Fig. 5.20 Footing elevation showing parameters used for CASE 11 
 
 
Table 5.46 Time history analysis for 7 different earthquakes with configuration of 115_12_0.75_1 
(A_B_C_D) 
 
 
 
 
 
 
EQ PIER DISP (mm) SF(kN) Footing uplift Residual Drift
UX TOP BOT MAX MIN (mm) (%)
HOLLISTER 105.8 14481 9475 -9985 -8678 2220 6.2 0.0264
IMPERIAL 165.7 20412 10711 -11846 -7455 2659 22.1 0.1064
KOACELI 96.5 14777 9018 -9788 -9080 2042 4.91 0.0471
KOBE 183.8 16812 11377 10490 8198 2591 25.4 0.2
KOZANI 107.2 14665 9498 -9830 -8803 2271 7.5 0.0953
LOMA 204 20076 12284 -10582 -8576 2829 26.3 0.0271
NORTHRIDGE 157.8 16093 11272 -12182 -7191 2387 17.1 0.0046
Average 145.8 16759.4 10519.3 -7674.7 -5940.7 2428.4 15.6 0.072
B.M (kN-m)     AF(kN)
L=1.0 m 
L=0.75 m; 
Dia =12 mm 
Pad sizes varied as shown 
in Table5.1 
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Table 5.47 Time history analysis for 7 different earthquakes with configuration of 145_12_0.75_1 
(A_B_C_D) 
 
Table 5.48 Time history analysis for 7 different earthquakes with configuration of 170_12_0.75_1 
(A_B_C_D) 
 
Table 5.49 Time history analysis for 7 different earthquakes with configuration of 195_12_0.75_1 
(A_B_C_D) 
 
 
 
 
 
EQ PIER DISP (mm) SF(kN) Footing uplift Residual Drift
UX TOP BOT MAX MIN (mm) (%)
HOLLISTER 113 14214 8886 -9982 -8943 2130 5.9 0.0283
IMPERIAL 165 17584 10228 -11432 -7739 2631 18.2 0.131
KOACELI 98.8 14367 8345 -9954 -8980 1985 3.54 0.102
KOBE 190.6 16838 10873 -10625 -8370 2514 23.7 0.186
KOZANI 108.3 15040 8658 -10176 -8808 2232 5.8 0.127
LOMA 207.2 19542 11723 -10380 -8745 2750 23.9 0.0387
NORTHRIDGE 160.6 15836 10890 -10885 -8201 2291 14.3 0.041
Average 149.1 16203 9943.29 -10491 -8540.9 2361.9 13.6 0.093
B.M (kN-m)     AF(kN)
EQ PIER DISP (mm) SF(kN) Footing uplift Residual Drift
UX TOP BOT MAX MIN (mm) (%)
HOLLISTER 124.5 13736 8363 -10075 -8889 1952 4.53 0.0756
IMPERIAL 161.7 18543 9215 -10547 -8494 2530 12.7 0.0994
KOACELI 102.4 13795 7739 -9570 -9255 1834 0.24 0.0967
KOBE 196.1 16574 10193 -10551 -8504 2412 19.2 0.193
KOZANI 108.1 15171 7873 -9788 -9056 2140 1.83 0.177
LOMA 210 19205 11275 -10048 -8771 2645 18.6 0.0717
NORTHRIDGE 161.8 15294 9511 -10518 -8480 2189 12.1 0.0698
Average 152.1 16045.4 9167 -10157 -8778.4 2243.1 9.9 0.112
B.M (kN-m)     AF(kN)
EQ PIER DISP (mm) SF(kN) Footing uplift Residual Drift
UX TOP BOT MAX MIN (mm) (%)
HOLLISTER 129.7 13518 8148 -9938 -8989 1908 3.01 0.0749
IMPERIAL 158.7 18381 8532 -10468 -8554 2492 10.1 0.0729
KOCAELI 104.7 13504 7150 -9605 -9244 1766 0 0.069
KOBE 198.5 16457 9826 -10436 -8538 2357 17.3 0.213
KOZANI 107.9 15088 7425 -9655 -9171 2053 0 0.219
LOMA 211.3 19223 10702 -10138 -8780 2598 17.1 0.0823
NORTHRIDGE 162.7 15025 9007 -10574 -8430 2147 10.1 0.0737
Average 153.4 15885.1 8684.29 -10116 -8815.1 2188.7 8.2 0.115
B.M (kN-m)     AF(kN)
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CASE 12 (Dia of SMA bar = 12mm; Length of SMA bar = 0.75 m; Length of Stiff arm =1.5m) 
 
 
 
Fig. 5.21 Footing elevation showing parameters used for CASE 12 
 
 
Table 5.50 Time history analysis for 7 different earthquakes with configuration of 115_12_0.75_1.5 
(A_B_C_D) 
 
 
 
 
 
 
EQ PIER DISP (mm) SF(kN) Footing uplift Residual Drift
UX TOP BOT MAX MIN (mm) (%)
HOLLISTER 105.1 14496 9516 -9987 -8674 2231 6.1 0.0292
IMPERIAL 165 20455 10850 -11821 -7473 2670 21.7 0.103
KOCAELI 96.1 14782 9072 -9766 -9096 2050 4.7 0.0434
KOBE 183.2 16817 11409 -10464 -8217 2600 25.3 0.1985
KOZANI 106.9 14644 9545 -9837 -8812 2277 7.3 0.092
LOMA 202.8 20069 12571 -10562 -8573 2837 25.5 0.0251
NORTHRIDGE 156.9 16099 11399 -12120 -7233 2394 16.7 0.007
Average 145.1 16766 10623.1 -10651 -8296.9 2437 15.3 0.071
B.M (kN-m)     AF(kN)
L=1.5 m 
L=0.75 m; 
Dia =12 mm 
Pad sizes varied as shown 
in Table5.1 
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Table 5.51 Time history analysis for 7 different earthquakes with configuration of 145_12_0.75_1.5 
(A_B_C_D) 
 
Table 5.52 Time history analysis for 7 different earthquakes with configuration of 170_12_0.75_1.5 
(A_B_C_D) 
 
 
Table 5.53 Time history analysis for 7 different earthquakes with configuration of 195_12_0.75_1.5 
(A_B_C_D) 
 
 
EQ PIER DISP (mm) SF(kN) Footing uplift Residual Drift
UX TOP BOT MAX MIN (mm) (%)
HOLLISTER 112.3 14243 8935 -9945 -8945 2142 5.7 0.0227
IMPERIAL 165.3 19757 10367 -11354 -7801 2641 17.9 0.129
KOCAELI 98.6 14387 8420 -9942 -8995 1991 3.3 0.1
KOBE 189.6 16802 11021 -10496 -8441 2524 23 0.2044
KOZANI 108.1 15027 8731 -10171 -8821 2238 5.7 0.126
LOMA 206 19545 12018 -10346 -8758 2756 23.1 0.0398
NORTHRIDGE 160 15835 11004 -10803 -8258 2298 14 0.0374
Average 148.6 16513.7 10070.9 -10437 -8574.1 2370 13.2 0.094
B.M (kN-m)     AF(kN)
EQ PIER DISP (mm) SF(kN) Footing uplift Residual Drift
UX TOP BOT MAX MIN (mm) (%)
HOLLISTER 123.8 13758 8438 -10062 -8907 1961 4.2 0.0734
IMPERIAL 162.6 18655 9371 -10596 -8458 2540 12.6 0.105
KOCAELI 102.1 13812 7802 -9589 -9225 1840 0.12 0.1
KOBE 195.9 16597 10479 -10545 -8515 2428 18.8 0.19
KOZANI 108.1 15159 7961 -9753 -9072 2146 1.7 0.172
LOMA 209.1 19191 11600 -10018 -8762 2653 18 0.066
NORTHRIDGE 161.4 15296 9617 -10511 -8490 2197 11.7 0.067
Average 151.9 16066.9 9324 -10153 -8775.6 2252 9.6 0.110
B.M (kN-m)     AF(kN)
EQ PIER DISP (mm) SF(kN) Footing uplift Residual Drift
UX TOP BOT MAX MIN (mm) (%)
HOLLISTER 129.1 13540 8229 -9903 -9021 1911 2.7 0.0753
IMPERIAL 163 18345 8655 -10432 -8582 2501 10.1 0.0767
KOCAELI 104.4 13535 7194 -9615 -9231 1772 0 0.0737
KOBE 197.9 16487 10059 -10427 -8547 2372 16.9 0.21
KOZANI 107.9 15079 7486 -9685 -9141 2059 0 0.22
LOMA 210.6 19205 10934 -10130 -8787 2604 16.6 0.0804
NORTHRIDGE 162.2 15027 9116 -10549 -8454 2155 9.7 0.075
Average 153.6 15888.3 8810.43 -10106 -8823.3 2196 8.0 0.116
B.M (kN-m)     AF(kN)
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5.4 Graphical representation of parametric analysis of proposed rocking foundation  
 
5.4.1 Variation pier horizontal displacement (Ux) with variation of lever arm with constant 
pad thickness 
 
It can be observed from Fig.5.22 that with change in length of lever arm, the Ux shows little variation 
as the pier displacements are not more dependent on the length of lever arms for the SMA bars 
attachment.  
 
 
 
Fig. 5.22 Bar charts showing variation of Ux with variation of lever arm with constant pad thickness 
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5.4.2 Variation pier horizontal displacement (Ux) with variation of pad thickness with constant 
lever arm 
 
The pier horizontal displacements are increased as the pad stiffness is decreased (Fig 5.23).  But this 
increase in Ux is not very high as the SMA bars control the excessive horizontal displacements and 
thus highlights the importance of the external restrainers. 
 
 
 
 
Fig. 5.23 Bar charts showing variation of Ux with variation of pad thickness with constant lever arm 
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5.4.3 Variation of footing uplift with variation lever arm and constant pad thickness 
 
The variation of uplift in footing at corner node is very little for lever arm of 0.5m and 1 m (Fig.5.24). 
In order to control excessive uplift with increase in lever arm of 1.5m, the SMA bars were connected 
to the tip of the base slab and not away from tip as done for lever arm of 0.5m and 1m. Thus, footing 
uplift has decreased for lever arm of 1.5m as the same base slab is used without increasing the size 
in order to accommodate the length of 1.5m of the lever arm. 
 
 
 
Fig. 5.24 Bar charts showing variation of footing uplift with variation lever arm and constant pad 
thickness 
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5.4.4 Variation of footing uplift with variation pad thickness and constant lever arm 
 
It can be observed from Fig.5.25 that footing uplift is function of pad stiffness. With decrease in pad 
stiffness the footing uplift is decreased as more pre compression in pad is developed due to the 
vertical loads applied on the bridge pier. 
 
 
 
Fig. 5.25 Bar charts showing variation of footing uplift with variation pad thickness and constant lever 
arm 
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5.4.5 Variation of residual drift with variation lever arm and constant pad thickness 
 
With increase in lever arm the recentering capability of pier is improved as the system becomes 
flexible. It can be observed (Fig.5.26) that variation in residual drift is negligible when compared to 
the permissible standard set for the permanent drift allowed in the pier after severe earthquakes. 
 
 
 
Fig. 5.26 Bar charts showing variation of residual drift with variation lever arm and constant pad 
thickness 
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5.4.6 Variation of residual drift with variation pad thickness and constant lever arm 
 
The residual drift is function of pad stiffness as observed in Fig 5.27. The pad with more stiffness 
has better recentering capability than the one with less stiffness as in rocking mode is more 
dominant with flexible pads. 
 
 
 
Fig. 5.27 Bar charts showing variation of residual drift with variation pad thickness and constant lever 
arm 
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5.4.7 Variation of bending moment in pier with variation lever arm and constant pad 
thickness 
 
As shown in Fig.5.28 the bending moment at bottom increases with increase in lever arm which can 
be explained by the fact that additional moment are developed from the SMA bars which are 
connected to the lever arm. The top bending moment in the pier shows little variation with change 
in length of lever arm and constant pad thickness. 
 
 
 
 
Fig. 5.28 Bar charts showing variation of bending moment in pier with variation lever arm and constant 
pad thickness 
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5.4.8 Variation of bending moment in pier with variation pad thickness and constant lever 
arm 
 
As the pad becomes flexible, the bending moment in the pier bottom is reduced as the system 
becomes less rigid and thus the release of moments are observed as shown in Fig.5.29 
 
 
 
 
Fig. 5.29 Bar charts showing variation of bending moment in pier with variation pad thickness and 
constant lever arm 
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5.4.9 Variation of Shear force in pier with variation lever arm and constant pad thickness 
 
As the lever arm increases, it is observed that (Fig 5.30) there is a little increase in shear force. This 
can be explained by the fact that increase in lever arm develops more forces due to additional mass 
of the lever arm for the SMA bars which are attached to the footing. 
 
 
 
Fig. 5.30 Bar charts showing variation of Shear force in pier with variation lever arm and constant pad 
thickness 
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5.4.10 Variation of Shear force in pier with variation pad thickness and constant lever arm 
 
As the pad becomes flexible, the shear force in the pier is reduced as the system becomes less rigid 
and thus the release of moments are observed as shown in Fig.5.31 
 
 
 
 
 
Fig. 5.31 Bar charts showing variation of Shear force in pier with variation pad thickness and constant 
lever arm 
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5.4.11 Variation of pier horizontal displacement (Ux) with variation of length of SMA bar 
with constant pad thickness 
 
With increase in length of SMA bar the footing becomes more flexible and thus increase in 
horizontal displacements are observed as shown in Fig.5.32 
 
 
 
 
Fig. 5.32 Bar charts showing variation of pier horizontal displacement (Ux) with variation of length of 
SMA bar with constant pad thickness 
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5.4.12 Variation of footing uplift with variation of length of SMA bar with constant pad 
thickness 
 
The footing uplift is more dependent on the length of SMA bar as it increases with increase in length 
of SMA bar (Fig 5.33). This can be justified by the fact that displacements are directly proportional 
to the length of the member. 
 
 
 
Fig. 5.33 Bar charts showing variation of footing uplift with variation of length of SMA bar with 
constant pad thickness 
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5.4.13 Variation of residual drift with variation of length of SMA bar with constant pad 
thickness 
 
The permanent drifts are found to be more with increase in length of SMA bar as the system becomes 
more flexible which also increase the pier horizontal displacements. This requires more distribution 
of forces and thus recentering of pier is a bit suppressed. 
 
 
 
 
Fig. 5.34 Bar charts showing variation of residual drift with variation of length of SMA bar with 
constant pad thickness 
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5.4.14 Variation of pier horizontal displacement (Ux) with variation of diameter of SMA bar 
with constant pad thickness 
 
By reducing the diameter of the SMA bar, more flexibility is added into the system and thus pier 
horizontal displacement are increase as shown in Fig.5.35. 
 
 
 
Fig. 5.35 Bar charts showing variation of pier horizontal displacement (Ux) with variation of diameter 
of SMA bar with constant pad thickness 
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5.4.15 Variation of footing uplift with variation of diameter of SMA bar with constant pad 
thickness. 
 
The lesser diameter of bar leads to more uplift (Fig.5.36) as the more force is required to avoid high 
uplift which is not developed in lower diameter bars 
 
 
 
Fig. 5.36 Bar charts showing variation of footing uplift with variation of diameter of SMA bar with 
constant pad thickness 
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5.4.16 Variation of residual drift with variation of diameter of SMA bar with constant pad 
thickness 
 
The explanation for this section is similar as mentioned in 5.4.13 
 
 
 
 
Fig. 5.37 Bar charts showing variation of residual drift with variation of diameter of SMA bar with 
constant pad thickness 
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The following figures shows uplift for Kobe earthquake only (since having maximum footing uplift 
among the other six earthquakes) for all the above 12 cases. 
 
 
 
Fig. 5.38 Footing uplift for KOBE earthquake with different pad sizes (CASE 1) 
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Fig. 5.39 Footing uplift for KOBE earthquake with different pad sizes (CASE 2) 
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Fig. 5.40 Footing uplift for KOBE earthquake with different pad sizes (CASE 3) 
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Fig. 5.41 Footing uplift for KOBE earthquake with different pad sizes (CASE 4) 
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Fig. 5.42 Footing uplift for KOBE earthquake with different pad sizes (CASE 5) 
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Fig. 5.43 Footing uplift for KOBE earthquake with different pad sizes (CASE 6) 
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Fig. 5.44 Footing uplift for KOBE earthquake with different pad sizes (CASE 7) 
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Fig. 5.45 Footing uplift for KOBE earthquake with different pad sizes (CASE 8) 
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Fig. 5.46 Footing uplift for KOBE earthquake with different pad sizes (CASE 9) 
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Fig. 5.47 Footing uplift for KOBE earthquake with different pad sizes (CASE 10) 
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Fig. 5.48 Footing uplift for KOBE earthquake with different pad sizes (CASE 11) 
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Fig. 5.49 Footing uplift for KOBE earthquake with different pad sizes (CASE 12) 
 
 
The following figures shows stress –strain curves of SMA bars for Kobe earthquake only for all the 
above 12 cases. The meaning of legend in the graphs below is as follows: 
115-0.5-32-0.3= Pad height-lever arm-dia of SMA bar- length of SMA bar 
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Fig. 5.50 Stress-Strain curve of SMA bar for KOBE earthquake with different pad sizes (CASE 1) 
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Fig. 5.51 Stress-Strain curve of SMA bar for KOBE earthquake with different pad sizes (CASE 2) 
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Fig. 5.52 Stress-Strain curve of SMA bar for KOBE earthquake with different pad sizes (CASE 3) 
 
It can be seen from Fig 5.50 to Fig 5.52 that SMA bars are fully stressed to their capacity when small 
length and higher diameter of bar is used. Since these are sacrificial elements the overstressing is 
not an issue as they ideally should be designed to fail 
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Fig. 5.53 Stress-Strain curve of SMA bar for KOBE earthquake with different pad sizes (CASE 4) 
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Fig. 5.54 Stress-Strain curve of SMA bar for KOBE earthquake with different pad sizes (CASE 5) 
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Fig. 5.55 Stress-Strain curve of SMA bar for KOBE earthquake with different pad sizes (CASE 6) 
 
It can be seen from Fig 5.53 to Fig 5.55 that by using higher length of SMA bar the stress- strain is 
not fully achieved. Also, increase in length of SMA bar the footing uplift increases as seen in Fig 
5.33. Also, higher length of SMA bar will depend on what re-centering capability of pier is required. 
Thus this length up to mid height of footing can be chosen depending on the what level of seismic 
demand the bridge is been designed. 
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Fig. 5.56 Stress-Strain curve of SMA bar for KOBE earthquake with different pad sizes (CASE 7) 
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Fig. 5.57 Stress-Strain curve of SMA bar for KOBE earthquake with different pad sizes (CASE 8) 
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Fig. 5.58 Stress-Strain curve of SMA bar for KOBE earthquake with different pad sizes (CASE 9) 
 
It can be seen from Fig 5.56 to Fig 5.58 that small diameter of SMA bar is not advisable since it is 
overstressed twice is capacity and thus failure is certain. Thus for higher PGA like 0.6 g and above 
the small diameter with reduced length must be avoided. 
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Fig. 5.59 Stress-Strain curve of SMA bar for KOBE earthquake with different pad sizes (CASE 10) 
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Fig. 5.60 Stress-Strain curve of SMA bar for KOBE earthquake with different pad sizes (CASE 11) 
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Fig. 5.61 Stress-Strain curve of SMA bar for KOBE earthquake with different pad sizes (CASE 12) 
 
It can be seen from Fig 5.59 to Fig 5.61 that by increasing the length of SMA bar with small diameter 
the stress-strain curve of the bars is not reached to its fully capacity. However, depending upon the 
required footing uplift and residual drift this configuration of reduced diameter and increase length 
should be correctly chosen.  
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5.5 Discussion of Results (Rocking on Pads and SMA bars) 
With reference to Table 5.54 the following are the key findings: 
1. The pier horizontal displacements increase with increase in length of SMA bar with lesser 
diameter of SMA bar and with reduced pad stiffness. It shows little variation with change in 
length of stiff arm for the SMA bars attachment. 
2. Uplift of the footing at corner reduces with decrease in pad stiffness and increase in length 
of stiff arm. With reduced diameter and increase length of SMA bar the uplift in footing 
increases. 
3.  The recentering capability of pier is improved with increase in lever arm and decrease in 
length of SMA bar along with reduced pad stiffness. 
4. Bending moment in pier reduces with increasing flexibility of pad and decreasing length of 
stiff arm. With increase length and reduced diameter of the SMA bar the bending moment 
in pier reduces as more flexibility is enforced into the system. 
 
Table 5.54 Comparison of critical parameters with essential components of proposed rocking pier foundation 
Parameter SMA, length, 
Ls 
SMA, diameter 
D 
Pad Stiffness, 
Kv 
Lever arm,  
L 
Pier disp,Δh 
    
Uplift of footing, 
Uz 
    
Residual drifts 
    
Bending Moment 
in pier 
    
 
 Increases (    ); Decreases (   ); Little variation (       ) 
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5.6 Concluding Remarks  
This chapter made an attempt to explore the role of pads and external restrainers of the proposed 
rocking bridge pier foundation. With the pads alone without any external restrainers, the pier system 
is suitable for low to medium seismic excitations (<0.3g) as uplift of footing is a concern and hence 
the overturning of the structure. For higher seismic excitations, pad thickness needs to be increased 
so that pads become flexible in order to control the footing uplift at the corners. This makes it 
difficult to design the pads as per the code requirement. An alternative solution to this, would be a 
combination of the pads as well as external restrainers so that rocking pier foundation can resist the 
seismic demands for strong ground motions. The restrainers control the excessive uplift of pier 
footing and thus provide enhance safety (in addition to the stoppers around the footing) to avoid 
overturning of structure for very high seismic excitations. In case of bridges located in very high 
seismic zones, the lever arm of the SMA bars can be increased in order to achieve enhanced post-
earthquake serviceability. The length and the diameter of SMA bar depends on the value of peak 
ground acceleration that bridge will be designed for. The size of SMA bar can be adjusted keeping 
in mind that these are sacrificial elements and should be used to its full force-deformation capacity 
so that the super elastic hysteresis can be achieved. With reduced diameters of SMA bars the pier 
horizontal displacements increases .Thus for bridges located in higher seismic zones  it is advisable 
to have higher diameter of bar so that excessive uplifts and pier displacements can be controlled. 
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CHAPTER 6    APPLICATION OF PROPOSED 
ROCKING ISOLATION TECHNIQUE TO 
PRESTRESSED INTEGRAL BRIDGES WITH 
SHALLOW FOUNDATION 
 
6.1 Introduction 
The proposed resilient rocking pier concept based on lumped mass approach is now extended to full 
bridge model with the effect of prestressed superstructure. In this chapter, the seismic performance 
of an actual overpass motorway bridge in Greece is compared with the proposed bridge with new 
rocking isolation concept by performing non-linear time history analysis as well as pushover over 
anlaysis. The bridge is modelled using the proposed novel rocking isolation technique shows good 
re-centering capability during earthquakes in the form of negligible residual drifts and reduced 
forces in the pier as compared to the existing bridge considered in this study.  
 
6.2 Description of existing bridge 
An actual overpass bridge (A01-TE20) of the Attiki Odos Motorway (Athens, Greece) is used as 
Reference Bridge forming the basis of developed numerical models.  Besides its simplicity, the 
selected bridge system is similar for 30 percent of the bridges considered for metropolitan 
motorways in general (Anastasopoulous et al 2015). The selected reference bridge is a three span 
semi-integral prestressed concrete voided slab supported on two reinforced concrete circular pier of 
2 m diameter and height 8.8m (Fig.6.1). At the end of the bridge, it is supported on abutment by four 
elastomeric bearings. Each bearing is 0.3m x0.5m (longitudinal x transverse) in plan and has 
elastomeric height t=63mm. The pier footings are founded on stiff clay having undrained shear 
strength of 150kPa. The footing of pier is square in size of 8m, while the abutment consists of 
retaining wall of 9m height and 1.5m thickness. The grade of concrete is C 25 and that of steel is 
S500. 
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Fig. 6.1 Details of Overpass Bridge of the Attiki Odos motorway used as Reference Bridge 
 
6.3 The proposed bridge with new rocking isolation technique 
The proposed bridge pier as shown in Fig.6.2(a) has same configuration as that of Reference Bridge 
but have footing rocking on elastomeric pads and external restrainers [Fig.6.2 (b)] on the same stiff 
clay as that of the existing bridge. The horizontal sliding of footing is avoided by means of stoppers 
to prevent the walking off phenomenon (Makis and Vassiliou, 2017). In practice, a cushion in the 
form of rubber pad is attached vertically alongside of the stopper in order to avoid damage to footing 
due to pounding of the two concrete surfaces. For future replacement of bearings, jack locations are 
shown in Fig.6.2 (c). The pads in the center of footing are replaced first after the stoppers and pads 
at periphery are removed. The diameter of flat jack is based on the capacity of jack as mentioned in 
Freyssinet Flat Jacks Brochure (2016). 
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Fig. 6.2The proposed bridge (a) Elevation (b) Detail Y (c) Footing Plan 
 
6.4 Numerical modelling of analysed bridge systems 
The proposed rocking bridge and the existing bridge are modelled in CSi Bridge 2017 as shown in 
Fig 6.3 and Fig 6.4 respectively. A nonlinear staged construction case for proposed rocking bridge 
is defined in which elastomeric pads are deformed first due to self-weight of pier, footing and dead 
load of the superstructure. The nonlinear time history analysis was performed using the stiffness at 
end of this nonlinear stage construction case. The superstructure was modelled using frame elements 
as per the cross-section of the existing bridge. The dead load mass of the superstructure was activated 
during the construction stage analysis performed in the computer programme. To simulate post-
yield behaviour of piers, a concentrated plastic hinge is assigned to the frame element of the pier (as 
explained in Chapter 4). Deformation beyond the elastic limit occurs only within the hinges 
modelled at the top and the bottom of pier for fixed and rocking pier. Inelastic behaviour is obtained 
through integration of the plastic strain and plastic curvature which occurs within the pre-defined 
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hinge length (Priestly 1996). To capture the coupled axial and bending behavior, hinge is assigned 
to the top and bottom of the piers (with the input hinge model being the moment-curvature graph 
obtained from the section designer of the computer programme which adopts Caltrans seismic 
design criteria). The confinement of reinforced concrete sections has been taken into account using 
the Mander (1988) confined model to represent the stress-strain behavior of the concrete core as 
explained in Chapter 4. 
 
 
 
 
Fig. 6.3 Finite element model of the reference bridge 
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Fig. 6.4 Finite element model of the proposed bridge 
 
6.5 Elastomeric pads supporting the pier footing 
A total of 13 pads with five at each ends of footing and three at center of footing are modelled using 
friction isolators available in the CSi Bridge. The size of bearing is 455mm x455mm with height of 
155mm which consists of five rubber layers of 30 mm thickness and four steel shims of 5mm 
thickness was selected after the design of pad was made as per Eurocode EN 1337-Part 3 (2005). 
This particular size of bearing was chosen to avoid any large uplift of footing and also to control 
large vertical initial compression of pad. A detailed design of pad is given in Appendix A. The 
modelling of the pad is the same as mentioned in section 4.6. The vertical (kv) and horizontal stiffness 
(kh) of bearing is evaluated using equations (4.3 to 4.6) mentioned in Chapter 4. The initial vertical 
deformation of pad with superstructure load is found to be 13.9 mm and the stress in pad is found to 
be 4.45 MPa against permissible stress of 10-25 MPa as per Eurocode EN 1337-Part 3 2005. 
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6.6 Modelling of shape memory alloy bars as external restrainers. 
Three shape memory alloy bars of diameter 32 mm composed of nickel and titanium (Ni-Ti) alloy 
was chosen on each side of the footing and was connected from mid height of footing by stiff arms.  
The SMA bars are activated after the initial deformation of pads of 13.9 mm due to dead load of the 
bridge. The properties (Table 4.4) and basis of modelling is same as discussed in section 4.7. 
6.8 Modelling of prestressing tendon 
All prestressing tendons have been modelled as elements in CSi BRIDGE. At both ends of 
prestressing strands a jacking force of 76.5% of breaking load is applied.  The programme estimates 
friction loss, slip loss and elastic shortening loss quite precisely. For elastic shortening loss software 
automatically accounts for these loss by applying tendon loads as equivalent strains which compress 
the concrete and, through compatibility, relax forces within the tendons. The idea of modelling of 
these tendons is to see the effect of prestress on the vertical deformation of pad. The estimation of 
number of tendons required is shown in Appendix C. 
 
 
Fig. 6.5 Model of bridge showing tendons 
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Fig. 6.6 Extruded view of the bridge (a) 3D view (b) 2D view 
 
6.9 Modelling of soil 
The load deformation curve for the soil is obtained from Plaxis 3D where a surface displacement at 
top of footing kept on soil (stiff clay) of 20 m depth is applied as shown in Fig.6.6. This programme 
uses plastic calculation and automatic load stepping to stimulate the indentation of the footing. The 
material model chosen was Mohr Coulomb and with undrained condition. The elastic modulus and 
shear strength of soil was varied with depth. This load deformation curve (Fig 6.8) obtained is then 
assigned to the area springs to represent soil at the base slab of the developed numerical model with 
the values of curves being negative to represent only compression behaviour of the soil.  
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Fig. 6.7 Soil model in Plaxis 3D 
 
Fig. 6.8 Load settlement curve of soil of existing bridge 
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Table 6.1 Soil parameters 
Parameters Values 
Shear strength , Su 150 kPa 
Youngs Modulus, E 9000 kPa 
Unit weight,ϒ 18kN/mᶟ 
 
 
6.8 Selection of earthquake excitation 
The reference bridge and the proposed bridge with new rocking isolation technique were analysed 
for seven real accelerograms (as per recommendations of Eurocode 8) compatible to ground Type 
C- 1dependent elastic spectra of  Eurocode 8 EN 1998 (2). The Type C also represents for stiff clay 
as mentioned in Eurocode 8 and thus chosen for this study. The peak ground accelerations (PGA) 
selected was 0.60g to represent high seismic excitation by scaling (Kalkan and Chopra, 2010) the 
real accelerograms. The response spectra of the analysed accelerograms are shown in Fig.6.9. The 
response spectra of the acceleration time histories as shown in Fig. 6.10 (a) to 6.10 (g) for 0.6g are 
matched to ground Type C-dependent Eurocode 8-1 elastic spectra using Seismo Match programme 
as mentioned in Chapter 4 and repeated here for easy reference. These time histories are imposed at 
the base of the model, which is free to move along x-x axis which is the longitudinal direction of the 
bridge. The duration of all the time history analyses is 90 sec to allow for the pier models to balance 
after the ground motions for assessing their post-earthquake condition. The horizontal seismic 
motion is applied in the longitudinal direction as well as in the transverse direction of both the 
bridges considered in this study. 
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Fig. 6.9 Response spectra of accelerograms compatible to ground Type C dependent Euro code 8-1 
elastic spectra (PGA 0.6g) 
 
 
Fig. 6.10Acceleration time histories matched to ground Type C-dependent Euro code 8-1 elastic spectra 
for 0.6 g (a) Imperial (b) Hollister (c) Kobe (d) Kocaeli (e) Kozani (f)Loma Prieta  (g) Northridge 
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6.9 Results and discussion 
The effective fundamental period for proposed rocking bridge was 1.49 s while for existing 
motorway bridge was 1.07 s. The increase in fundamental period of vibration is found to be about 
40% since the elastomeric pads provided beneath the pier footing enhanced the flexibility to the 
rocking bridge system. 
The first three modes of both bridges are shown in Fig 6.11 and Fig 6.12. The modal participating 
mass ratio is 0.92 for the first mode of the proposed rocking bridge while is 0.86 for the existing 
bridge.  
The Tables 6.2 & 6.3shows the mean values of responses of pier, which are calculated based on the 
seven acceleration time histories for PGA of 0.6g for the existing bridge and the proposed rocking 
bridge in both the directions of the bridge. 
 
Fig. 6.11Mode shapes of the reference bridge 
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Fig. 6.12 Mode shapes of the rocking bridge 
 
Table 6.2 Average of the maximum values from the seven time history analysis in longitudinal direction 
 
Table 6.3 Average of the maximum values from the seven time history analysis in transverse direction 
 
Pier (Rocking bridge) Pier (Reference bridge)
128 85
0.016/0.014 0.019/0.022
 -15848/-7174  -16828/-5253
12741 15123
42007 76144
Axial forces (kN)in pier (max/min)
Shear force (kN) in Pier
B.M (kN-m) in pier
Parameter
Horizontal movement at Pier top(mm)
Residual drift (%) (P1/P2)
PGA 0.6g(Longitudinal direction)
Pier (Rocking bridge) Pier (Reference bridge)
299 274
0.02/0.016 0.048/0.048
 -12016/-10056  -14417/-9125
3107 4136
28727 38528
Axial forces (kN)in pier (max/min)
Shear force (kN) in Pier
B.M (kN-m) in pier
PGA 0.6g(Transverse direction)
Parameter
Horizontal movement at Pier top(mm)
Residual drift (%) (P1/P2)
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6.9.1 Comparison of bending moments, shear forces and axial forces in pier 
The bending moment and shear force in the piers of rocking bridge are reduced by 45% and 16% 
respectively as compared to the existing conventional system of fixed base pier when seismic action 
is considered in the longitudinal direction of bridge. For transverse direction seismic, the bending 
moment and shear force are both reduced by approximately 25% compared to the reference bridge 
considered in the study. The variation of axial load for both the bridges were negligible when 
dynamic analysis were performed in both the direction of the bridges. 
6.9.2 Comparison of residual and maximum drifts 
The Tables 6.4 and 6.5 shows the comparison of residual and maximum drift for both the bridges in 
transverse and longitudinal direction respectively. The proposed rocking bridge reduces the residual 
drift by 58% in transverse direction and 16% percent in the longitudinal direction with respect to 
conventional pier as adopted in the reference bridge. The maximum drift of the pier with new rocking 
isolation scheme is increased by 9% in transverse direction and 50% percent in longitudinal direction 
due to the flexibility of pads provided beneath the footing of the proposed pier. The pier drift time 
history of the bridges are shown in Fig.6.13 for Kobe earthquake. 
 
Fig. 6.13 Drift time history for Kobe EQ (a) Transverse direction (b) Longitudinal direction 
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Table 6.4 Residual and Maximum drift comparison for both bridges in transverse direction 
 
 
Table 6.5 Residual and Maximum drift comparison for both bridges in longitudinal direction 
 
 
Table 6.6 Average ductility of the pier from Dynamic THA 
 
 
 
 
 
EQ-Transverse Pier P1 Pier P2 Pier P1 Pier P2 Pier P1 Pier P2 Pier P1 Pier P2
h =8.8m h =8.8m h =8.8m h =8.8m h =8.8m h =8.8m h =8.8m h =8.8m
Imperial 0.017 0.014 0.087 0.087 4.818 4.818 3.852 3.852
Hollister 0.004 0.004 0.022 0.022 2.398 2.398 2.523 2.523
Kocaeli 0.000 0.000 0.010 0.010 2.557 2.557 2.500 2.500
Kozani 0.009 0.009 0.001 0.001 2.864 2.864 2.477 2.477
Kobe 0.005 0.005 0.032 0.032 4.091 4.091 3.011 3.011
Loma Prieta 0.024 0.024 0.045 0.045 4.011 3.909 2.943 2.943
Northridge 0.006 0.005 0.141 0.141 3.034 3.034 4.511 4.511
Mean 0.009 0.009 0.048 0.048 3.396 3.382 3.117 3.117
(Rocking Bridge)(Rocking Bridge)
Residual drift (%) 
(Reference Bridge)
Maximum drift (%) 
(Reference Bridge)
EQ-Longitudinal Pier P1 Pier P2 Pier P1 Pier P2 Pier P1 Pier P2 Pier P1 Pier P2
h =8.8m h =8.8m h =8.8m h =8.8m h =8.8m h =8.8m h =8.8m h =8.8m
Imperial 0.014 0.004 0.018 0.027 1.727 1.727 1.170 1.170
Hollister 0.015 0.007 0.007 0.005 1.193 1.205 0.841 0.841
Kocaeli 0.012 0.002 0.010 0.022 1.148 1.159 0.773 0.773
Kozani 0.007 0.003 0.020 0.009 1.193 1.205 0.807 0.807
Kobe 0.022 0.011 0.048 0.059 1.693 1.705 1.114 1.114
Loma Prieta 0.017 0.007 0.008 0.002 1.716 1.716 0.943 0.943
Northridge 0.012 0.023 0.020 0.030 1.500 1.500 1.182 1.182
Mean 0.014 0.008 0.019 0.022 1.453 1.460 0.976 0.976
(Reference Bridge)(Rocking Bridge)
Maximum drift (%) Residual drift (%) 
(Rocking Bridge)(Reference Bridge)
Parameter ROCKING PIER FIXED BASE PIER
Peak Drift (%) 1.46 0.976
Yield Drift (%) 0.51 0.43
Ductility Demand,µd 2.86 2.26
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6.9.3 Comparison of pushover curve and ductility demand 
(a)Implementation of Pushover analysis 
The pushover analysis is a non-linear static analysis in which the equivalent static lateral loads 
approximately represent earthquake-induced forces. The following are the keps steps to be followed 
in order to implement the pushover analysis in the chosen computer programme 
➢ The computation model is first created  
➢ Hinges are assigned to the pier on basis of its moment-curvature capacity  
➢ A non-linear static load case is defined in which permanent gravity loads are first applied to 
the structural model.  
➢ Lateral displacement is then chosen to be applied at the structural location under 
consideration. The option of Conjugate displacement (Fig.6.14 a) is chosen as against 
monitored displacement  in order to avoid convergence issue as suggested by the developers 
of CSi Bridge  
➢ Pushover analysis is then set to run 
In present case, the chosen lateral displacement was 0.3 m and structural location was at pier P1 (Fig 
6.14 a). A slight trial and error approach may be required to choose the correct magnitude of the 
displacement. The idea is to achieve the capacity of the structure till the failure point is reached. 
In this pushover analysis, displacement control approach is preferred to force controlled one as the 
displacement can be measured while force can only be experienced. In order to have positive 
displacement results, a negative scale factor is applied as shown in Fig.6.14 a. The final displaced 
position is shown in Fig 6.14 b after the structure is fully reached is capacity and is at the verge of 
failure. 
Pushover analysis provides a load versus deflection curve of the structure starting from state of rest 
to ultimate failure of structure. To understand the behavior of the structure, pushover analysis can 
be the first guess before a detailed non-linear dynamic Time History Analysis (THA) is performed. 
The displacement capacity of structure can be more easily understood from pushover analysis rather 
than THA analysis where a careful selection of ground motions are required as THA analysis are 
very sensitive to the characteristics of ground motions. Pushover analysis can be helpful to designer 
for pretender stage when bridges are required to be designed for seismic loads as well as decision to 
retrofit can be taken on basis of such analysis. Thus, pushover analysis is also carried in addition to 
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the dynamic nonlinear time history analysis which is indeed more accurate for the final design of 
the bridge. 
 
(a) 
 
(b) 
Fig. 6.14 Implementation of pushover analysis (a) Input parameters (b) Final displacement position 
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(b)Comparison of results 
 
The Fig.6.15 shows the results of displacement controlled non-linear static pushover analyis of both 
the bridges in longitudinal direction and transverse directions. The displacment is applied at deck 
level and the control point is where the displacments are monitored which is  the position of the 
maximum displacment of the superstructure (Kappos and Saiidi, 2012). In both the bridges 
considered, abutmrnt ends are free to move and thus in longitudinal direction each point on deck 
will be subjected to equal displacments. Thus, in this case Pier P1 or Pier P2 can be chosen as the 
control point where displacment will be mointored. Also, as these piers are provided with novel 
foundation and thus pier P1 is pushed in an incremental fashion to observe the capacity of the bridge 
provide with the proposed foundation.The lower lateral force for yielding and failure of rocking 
bridge as compared to the conventional bridge indicates that rocking bridge is subjected to less 
damage than the conventional one. In the transverse direction, both the bridges are stiff as the yield 
displacment is approximately 1.5 times more that in longitudinal direction.Based on the results from 
Table 6.5, a summary of the average ductility demand is shown in Table 6.6. The proposed rocking 
bridge exhibit more ductile  behaviour (26% more) than the conventional monolithic pier 
construction adopted in current bridge design practice. 
 
 
Fig. 6.15 Pushover curve comparison for both the bridges (a) Longitudinal direction (b) Transverse 
direction 
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6.9.4 Comparison of Acceleration displacement response spectra (ADRS). 
The ADRS plot aims at  evaluating the seismic performance point where the capacity of the structure 
matches the demand during an earthquake. If the performance point occurs within the central portion 
of the capacity curve or closer to the point where elastic range of structure ends then it is an 
indication that the structure would suffer less damage during an earthquake (ATC 40). Although, 
the existing bridge is located in less seismic zone (Zone II-0.16g) of Greece, still a highest seismic 
coefficient as per the Greek code is considered to plot the acceleration displacement response 
spectra. The seismic coefficient considered is 0.4 (against a value of 0.36) for high seismic zone in 
Greece. The structural behaviour type B (which are in close approximation of the existing site) was 
chosen to plot the acceleration displacement response spectra. From the Fig 6.16a and Fig 6.16b, the 
spectral acceleration (0.336 g)  of the existing bridge is 10% more than the rocking bridge (0.311g) 
and thus damages in the existing bridge would be more than the rocking bridge. However, the 
spectral displacement of rocking bridge is 27% more than the conventional one as the rocking bridge 
is subjected to more displacement as also observed from the THA analysis  performed. The rocking 
bridge is more flexible since the efffective period  from ADRS curves (Teff =0.85 s) was 16 % more 
than the conventional one (Teff =0.73 s).  
 
Fig. 6.16 Acceleration Displacement Response Spectra (a) Reference bridge (b) Rocking Bridge 
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6.9.5 Stresses in elastomeric pads and uplift of footing of rocking bridge. 
The maximum vertical stress in pads under pier of rocking footing pier of the bridge for all seven 
time histories is shown in Table 6.7. The average maximum stress in pad is 12.58 MPa which is 
within the permissible limit of 25 MPa as mentioned in Eurocode. Thus, the chosen configuration 
of pad and its size suits the geometry of the reference bridge adopted in this study. The footing uplift 
(at corner node) is observed more in case of transverse excitation than the longitudinal one as seen 
in Fig.6.17 as frame action is only available in longitudinal direction while cantilever action prevails 
in the transverse direction. The Fig 6.18 and Fig 6.19 shows the deflection contours in Uz direction 
in longitudinal and transverse direction respectively. The design of footing based on the uplift is 
described in Appendix B. 
Table 6.7 Maximum stresses in pad of the rocking bridge 
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 Fig. 6.17 Time history of footing uplift for rocking bridge pier footing for Kobe Earthquake 0.6g in 
both direction of excitations 
 
EQ EQ-Longitudinal EQ-Transverse
Imperial 14.08 15
Hollister 11.43 11.41
Kocaeli 10.61 11.42
Kozani 11.14 12
Kobe 13.46 13.66
Loma Prieta 14.01 12
Northridge 12.97 12.57
Mean 12.53 12.58
Maximum Stresses (Mpa) in pad
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Fig. 6.18 Deflected shape at t=6.30s for Kobe earthquake in longitudinal direction of excitation (a) 
Full bridge (b) at Pier P1 
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Fig. 6.19 Deflected shape at t=8.72s for Kobe earthquake in transverse direction of excitation (a) Full 
bridge (b) at Pier P1 
6.9.6 Behaviour of SMA bar  
The Fig.6.20 shows the superelastic behaviour of SMA bars in which the process of yielding and 
successive increase in stiffness allow SMA bars to dissipate large amount of energy with superelastic 
hysteresis while reducing the pier displacement if only pads were used without these external 
restrainers. Also, it can be seen that when the seismic excitation in longitudinal direction the 
maximum stress reached in the SMA bars is 579 MPa which within permissible value of 588 MPa 
as mentioned in Table 4.4. This is not true when the seismic excitation is  in transverse direction 
where the maximum stress in SMA bar reaches a value of 798 MPa, which is an indication that 
higher diameter of bar  as well as more numbers of bars would be required in transverse direction of 
bridge to resist the seismic forces.  Since in transvers direction, cantilever action is dominant and 
thus bridge is subjected to larger displacements then in longitudinal direction where integral frame 
action predominant. Note that the bars only act in tension since they have been designed for the 
same as no response in compression zone is observed. 
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Fig. 6.20 Stress-strain curve for SMA bar in the rocking bridge for Kobe EQ (a) longitudinal 
excitation (b) Transverse excitation 
 
6.10 Effect of Prestress on deformation of pad 
The deformation of pad due to dead load is 13.9 mm (Fig 6.21). This can be obtained by dividing 
the load per bearing by stiffness of bearing. The load on outermost corner bearing is 901 kN and the 
stiffness of bearing is 73000 kN/m. This gives a value of 12.3mm against a value of 13.9 mm 
obtained from the programme. The slight difference is due to the fact of soil springs are also 
modelled which contribute to some deformation. After the prestress the deformation is 13.67 mm 
which is close to the value before prestress is applied (Fig.6.22). Since prestress is an internal force 
and the profile given was concordant so that excessive upward and downward forces at pier support 
do not occur. 
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Fig. 6.21 Vertical deformation of pad due to dead load before prestress force applied (a) Full view (b) 
at Pier location 
 
Fig. 6.22 Vertical deformation of pad due to dead load after prestress force applied (a) Full view (b) at 
Pier location. 
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6.11 Concluding Remarks 
This chapter shows the application of the proposed novel rocking bridge to an existing overpass 
bridge for motorways located in Athens, Greece. The seismic performance of conventional fixed 
base pier system is compared with controlled rocking resilient pier foundation which uses 
elastomeric pads at the base of footing and shape memory alloy bars as restrainers to promote 
controlled rocking of the pier. The rocking mode in pier is promoted by restricting the horizontal 
movement by means of stoppers around the footing. Based on nonlinear dynamic time history 
analysis (considering seven earthquake records) and non-linear static pushover analysis performed 
on the developed numerical models, the following conclusions are drawn:  
 
1. The bending moment and shear forces are considerably reduced in the proposed rocking bridge 
as compared to the conventional fixed base pier system adopted in bridges when excitations are 
applied in both directions. 
2. The proposed rocking pier on pad with external restrainers has excellent re centering capability 
since residual drifts are almost negligible for high seismic excitation of 0.6g and thus seems to 
be viable solution for areas subjected to frequent seismic of high intensity. 
3. The proposed rocking bridge exhibit more ductile behavior than the conventional monolithic 
pier construction adopted in current bridge design practice. 
4. SMA bars showed super elastic hysteresis controlling the pier displacements and uplift of 
footing in the proposed rocking bridge model. The uplift of footing can also be controlled as per 
requirement by adjusting the size of SMA bar to perform well in case of  areas where higher 
seismic exciations (more than 0.6g) are expected. 
5. The proposed rocking bridge has better seismic performance than the conventional as seen 
from ADRS plot where the spectral acceleration is less than for the conventional one while the 
period was enhanced which makes rocking bridge more flexible and subjected to less damage 
than the conventional bridge. 
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CHAPTER 7  BRIDGE PIER ROCKING ON 
ELASTOMERIC PADS ON PILE FOUNDATION 
WITH PSC BOX GIRDER SUPERSTRUCTURE 
 
7.1 Introduction 
Majority of bridges and flyovers all over the world are supported on pile foundation. In view of this, 
the proposed rocking isolation technique is applied to pile foundation of an existing rail over bridge 
in India. This chapter describes finite element modelling of pier pile foundation and evaluates 
seismic performance of rocking pier on elastomeric pads installed at top of pile cap. The effect of 
pile soil interaction along with ground response analysis is also incorporated in the full 3D model 
adopted for the study. One dimensional equivalent linear site response analyses were performed to 
arrive at the amplified/attenuated ground motions along the depth of soil. With the help of non-linear 
dynamic time history analysis and nonlinear static pushover analysis, the bridge modelled using the 
proposed novel rocking isolation technique shows good re-centering capability during earthquakes 
with negligible residual drifts and uniform distribution of ductility demand along the piers of the 
bridge considered in this study. 
7.2 Description of bridge models 
7.2.1 Conventional System  
An existing rail over bridge (ROB) located in Visakhapatnam city of Andhra Pradesh in India is 
considered as case study, forming the basis for the developed numerical models. The reason to 
choose this particular bridge is because it has less number of spans so the rocking mechanism can 
be well understood. Also, this existing bridge was designed by the author, of this research, who has 
his own bridge design firm in India. A numerical model of the ROB is developed as per the actual 
soil conditions and restraints in the structure. The existing bridge is four span simply supported 
prestressed concrete box girder with width of 19.75 m and length of 133m. The spans are of variable 
lengths due to the rail lines found below the bridge as shown in Fig 7.1 (a). The height of pier for 
all the span is uniform and is 7.7m. The pier (as shown in Fig 7.1 b) rests on pile cap with pile of 1 
m diameter with different pile configuration as per the actual design made based on geotechnical 
investigation. The abutment pier as shown in Fig 7.1c has been separated from soil by means of 
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reinforced earth (RE) wall and thus all soil pressure is exerted only on RE wall while abutment pier 
is free from any lateral pressure of soil. The superstructure rests on pier cap on POT-PTFE (Poly 
Terta Fluro Ethylene) bearings as per the disposition shown in Fig 7.1d. The superstructure of the 
ROB consists of box girder section as shown in appendix. The ROB is designed according to 
provision of Indian Road Congress (IRC) codes. 
 
 
 
Fig. 7.1 Existing Rail over Bridge in Visakhapatnam, India (a) Elevation (b) Pier details (c) Detail P at 
abutment piers A1 & A2 for both the bridges considered in the study (d) Disposition of bearings along 
span  
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7.2.2 Proposed bridge pier rocking on elastomeric pads 
An alternative proposal to the existing bridge considered in this study is shown in Fig 7.2 (a). In this 
proposal, only the intermediate piers along with its footing rocks on elastomeric pads which are 
placed on top of pile cap as shown in Fig 7.2 (b) while the abutment piers are integral with the pile 
cap. The recess made in the pile cap are for stoppers to restrict horizontal sliding and thus allow only 
rocking of the bridge pier without any translational movements to avoid any walking off 
phenomenon. In practice, a thin cushion in the form of rubber pad is attached vertically alongside of 
the stopper in order to avoid damage to footing due to pounding of the two concrete surfaces. For 
future replacement of bearings, jack locations are shown in Fig 7.2 (c). The diameter of flat jack 
shall be 350mm in the transverse direction of bridge having load carrying capacity of 1100 kN and 
450mm in longitudinal direction having load carrying capacity of 1700 kN  to lift the system by 6 
to 10 mm so that pads can be replaced. The pads in the center of footing are replaced first after the 
stoppers and pads at periphery are removed. The material and geometry of pier and piles are kept 
the same as per the existing bridge for comparative study. The superstructure as shown in Fig.7.2 
(d) is integral with pier in the proposed rocking bridge. 
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Fig. 7.2 Proposed rocking bridge (a) Elevation (b) Rocking Pier details (c) Top plan of footing (d) 
Superstructure section integral with pier 
 
(d) 
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7.2.3 Material and Geometry of pier and piles 
The existing bridge has three intermediate piers (P1, P2 and P3) and two abutment piers (A1and A2) 
with rectangular cross-section and the details are given in Appendix D. 
 The material of piers and the reinforcing steel ratio ρl, conforming to IRC 112 is shown in Table 
7.1 while for piles is shown in Table 7.2. The abutment piers (A1& A2) has five piles while P1 and 
P2 piers have six piles. The pier P3 have eight piles as per the actual design and strata of the soil 
encountered at the site. The pile configuration and reinforcement details of all the piles are shown 
in Appendix D. 
 
 
Table 7.1  Material Properties for Pile 
 
 
 
Table 7.2 Material Properties for pier 
 
 
 
7.3 Numerical modelling of full bridge models 
The proposed rocking bridge and the existing bridge are modelled in CSi Bridge as shown in Fig 7.3 
and 7.4 respectively. The pile soil interaction is considered as per the actual site scenario and the 
displacement time histories that are obtained from independent free field site response analysis are 
applied to pile nodes in the form of multi-support excitation. A nonlinear stage construction case for 
proposed rocking bridge is defined in which elastomeric pads are deformed first due to self-weight 
of pier, footing and dead load of the superstructure. The nonlinear time history analysis was 
Pile Grade of concrete ρl =As/Ac (%)
A1(5nos) M-35 1.56
P1(6nos) M-35 1.56
P2(6nos) M-35 1.56
P3(8nos) M-35 2.15
A2(5nos) M-35 1.56
Pier Grade of concrete ρl =As/Ac (%)
A1 M-35 0.4
P1 M-35 0.52
P2 M-35 0.52
P3 M-35 1
A2 M-35 0.4
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performed using the stiffness at end of this nonlinear stage construction case. The superstructure 
was modelled using frame elements as per the cross-section of the existing bridge. The dead load 
mass of the superstructure and the superimposed dead load due to crash barrier, footpath slab and 
wearing coat was activated during the construction stage analysis performed in the computer 
programme.  
 
 
 
Fig. 7.3 Finite element model of proposed rocking bridge. 
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Fig. 7.4 Finite element model of existing bridge. 
 
7.3.1 Non-linear modelling of pier and piles 
To stimulate post-yield behavior of piers, a concentrated plastic hinge is assigned to the frame 
element of the pier. Deformation beyond the elastic limit occurs only within the hinges modelled at 
the top and the bottom of pier for rocking pier, while the hinge is assigned only at bottom for 
conventional pier because negligible bending moments are expected at the pier top in this case. 
Similarly, for pile the hinge is assigned at top of pile below the pile cap. Inelastic behaviour is 
obtained through integration of the plastic strain and plastic curvature which occurs within the pre-
defined hinge length. To capture the coupled axial and bending behavior (as also mentioned in 
Chapter 4), P-M3 hinge is assigned to the piers and piles at relevant locations with the input hinge 
model being the moment-curvature graph which is shown in Fig 7.5 a for pier P1  and  Fig 7.5b for 
pile P1 only. The moment capacity of piles and pier for axial load due to dead load of superstructure 
is shown in Table 7.3 and 7.4 respectively. The hinge length for pier is of 0.850m and for pile is 
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1.475 m which are calculated as per the equation given by Priestley (1996). The idealized moment-
curvature graph is obtained by balancing the areas between the actual and the idealized M-φ (where 
φ is the curvature) curves beyond the first reinforcing bar yield point as per Caltrans seismic design 
criteria. The confinement of reinforced concrete sections has been taken into account using the 
Mander (1998) confined model to represent the stress-strain behaviour of the concrete core. The 
type and number of elements used for each bridge model is shown in Tables 7.5 and 7.6. The 
numerical model details of the rocking bridge and the existing bridge in both the directions are 
shown in Fig 7.6 to 7.9 along with displacement time history applied at end soil spring element only 
in longitudinal direction of the bridge. 
 
 
Fig. 7.5 Moment-curvature relationship for  (a) Pier P1 with 0.52 %steel (b) Pile P1 with 1.56%steel 
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Table 7.3  Moment capacity of piles 
 
 
 
 
Table 7.4 Moment capacity of Pier 
 
 
 
 
Table 7.5 Elements used in proposed rocking bridge 
 
 
Table 7.6  Elements used in of existing bridge 
 
Pile Axial load Yield Moment Ultimate Moment
P(kN)  My (kN-m) Mu (kN-m)
A1 1400 1770 2450
P1 2140 1980 2600
P2 1900 1900 2540
P3 1500 2210 2940
A2 1100 1700 2350
Pier Axial load Yield Moment Ultimate Moment
P(kN)  My (kN-m) Mu (kN-m)
A1 6150 9320 14440
P1 12470 23590 34550
P2 10620 21910 33350
P3 11230 35220 50720
A2 4530 8320 13510
Component Type of element No. of elements
Superstructure (PSC box) Frame 131
Pier Frame 10
Footing of Pier Solid 32
Pile cap Solid 270
Piles Frame 15
Component Type of element No. of elements
Superstructure (PSC box) Frame 131
Pier cap Frame 10
Pier Frame 10
Pile cap Solid 270
Piles Frame 15
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Fig. 7.6 Numerical model details in longitudinal direction of bridge of rocking bridge pier foundation 
on elastomeric pads 
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Fig. 7.7 Numerical model details in transverse direction of bridge of rocking bridge pier foundation 
on elastomeric pads 
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Fig. 7.8 Numerical model details in longitudinal direction of bridge of conventional bridge pier 
foundation 
 
 
Fig. 7.9 Numerical model details in transverse direction of bridge of conventional bridge pier 
foundation 
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7.4 Elastomeric pads supporting the pier footing 
 
A total of 9 pads (Fig 4C) are modelled using friction isolators available in the CSi Bridge. The size 
of bearing is 465mm x465mm with height of 115mm which consists of three rubber layers of 35 
mm thickness and two steel shims of 5mm thickness was selected after the design of pad was made 
as per Eurocode EN 1337-Part 3 (2005). This particular size of bearing was chosen to avoid any 
large uplift of footing and also to control large vertical initial compression of pad. A detailed design 
of pad is described in Appendix A. The modelling of the pad is the same as mentioned in section 
4.6. The vertical (kv) and horizontal stiffness (kh) of bearing is evaluated using equations (4.3 to 4.6) 
mentioned in Chapter 4. The initial vertical deformation of pad with superstructure load is found to 
be 15.5 mm and the stress in pad is found to be 6.56 MPa against permissible stress of 10-25 MPa 
as per Eurocode EN 1337-Part 3 2005. 
 
For the existing bridge model, the Pot –PTFE bearings are modelled as per the degree of freedom 
rather than stiffness. The behavior of such bearings are dependent on their direction of movement 
rather than stiffness which are quite high since the deformation of these bearings are only 3to 4mm 
resulting in rigid behavior due to top steel plate anchored in the superstructure. 
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7.5 Pile soil interaction 
The pile soil interaction is modelled by using nonlinear discrete Wrinkler springs as adopted by 
Quinn (2015) and Boulanger et al (1999).  The soil profile on which all the piles of the existing 
bridge are found is as shown in Table 7.7. The pile are anchored to depth of 1.5 times the diameter 
in hard rock found at site location of Vishakhapatnam where the ROB was constructed. To simulate 
lateral soil resistance along piles nonlinear springs were attached at 0.5 m interval for a 15m long 
pile. The typical force-deformation (p-y) curves which are obtained from equation (7.1) are only 
shown for soft clay at 6 m depth and hard clay at 10 m depth in Fig 7.10 as per the API method. 
𝑝𝑢 = 3𝑐 + 𝛾𝑋 + 𝐽
𝑐𝑋
𝐷
                                                                                                            (7.1) 
Where pu = ultimate resistance, kPa 
c= undrained shear strength of clay; X= soil depth from top of soil layer to specified node; J= 
dimensionless constant as 0.5 and D= Diameter of pile section. 
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 Fig. 7.10 Typical Force deformation curve for pile soil spring for soft clay (at 6m depth) and hard 
clay (at 10m depth) 
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Table 7.7 Soil profile at all pile locations 
 
 
 
7.6 Selection of earthquake excitation 
The fixed pier pile foundation and resilient pier pile foundation were analysed for seven real 
accelerograms compatible to ground Type 1- C-dependent Eurocode elastic spectra based on the 
recommendations of the Eurocode 8. The Peak Ground Accelerations (PGA) selected was 0.3g 
which is the average of the two maximum seismic zones of India where the existing bridge is located.  
The response spectra and the analysed accelerograms are shown in Fig 7.11 and 7.12 
respectively.The seismic motion is applied only in the longitudinal direction of the bridge. 
 
Fig. 7.11 Response spectra of accelerograms compatible to ground Type C-dependent Euro code 8-1 
elastic spectra (PGA = 0.30g). 
 
 
Soil type Depth,m SPT,N Vs ,m/s ϒ total, kN/mᶟ
Filled Soil 0-3.5 6 178.5 18
Sandy Clay 3.5-6 7 190.7 19.6
Soft Clay 6-8.5 5 165 18
Hard Clay 8.5-12.5 12 240 20.41
Soft Rock 12.5-15 36 385 22
Hard Rock 15-18 100 598 26
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Fig. 7.12 Acceleration time histories matched to ground Type C-dependent Euro code 8-1 elastic 
spectra for 0.3 g (a) Imperial (b) Hollister (c) Chi-chi (d) Kocaeli (e) Kozani (f)Loma Prieta  (g) 
Northridge 
 
7.7 Free field ground response analysis 
In order to obtain the variation of PGA over the depth, 1D equivalent linear site response analysis 
has been performed using a computer program (DEEPSOIL) as shown in Fig 7.13. This program 
requires the user to input the soil properties along with the chosen input acceleration time histories 
in order to provide the varying ground motion histories along the depth of the profile. Similar 
equivalent analysis has been performed for a bridge site in Northeast India using DEEPSOIL 
program. 
A hard rock with a SPT N value >100 was observed in the borehole data at the bottom of the profile 
and hence, the chosen motions are applied considering a rigid bedrock base. The variation of PGA 
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and peak displacement along the depth can be observed in Fig 7.14 (a) and 7.14 (b) where a 
significant amplification of the input waves can be noted. Such amplification can be justified by the 
induced high strains in the soil column and reduced shear strength. The obtained acceleration time 
histories are then converted to displacement time histories which are applied at each pile soil spring 
node as a multiple-support excitation in the developed finite element model. Only excitation in 
longitudinal direction of the bridge is considered in this study.  
 
Fig. 7.13 Free field ground response analysis of the soil profile at existing bridge 
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(a)                                                                                  (b) 
Fig. 7.14 (a) Amplification of PGA for all the seven earthquakes (b) Amplification of relative 
displacement for all the seven earthquakes 
 
7.8 Results and discussion 
The effective fundamental period for proposed rocking bridge was 1.07 s while for existing rail over 
bridge was 1.01 s. The increase in fundamental period of vibration is found to be 6% since the 
elastomeric pads provided beneath the pier footing enhanced the flexibility to the rocking bridge 
system. The first three modes of both bridges are shown in Fig 7.15 and 7.16. The modal 
participating mass ratio is 0.815 for the first mode which is in transverse direction for the proposed 
rocking bridge while is 0.716 bridge in the longitudinal direction for the existing bridge.  
 
The comparison of responses for all the five piers of both the bridges are shown in Fig 7.17 to 
Fig7.20 for Imperial seismic event having PGA of 0.3g. The Tables 7.8 & 7.9 shows the mean values 
of responses of pier and piles, which are calculated based on the seven acceleration time histories 
for PGA of 0.3g for the existing bridge and the proposed rocking bridge. 
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 Fig. 7.15 Modes shapes of rocking bridge (a) First mode (T=1.07sec) (b) Second mode (T=0.87 secs) (c) 
Third mode (T=0.63secs) 
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Fig. 7.16 Modes shapes of existing bridge (a) First mode (T=1.01sec) (b) Second mode (T=0.88 secs) 
(c) Third mode (T=0.86secs) 
    
Table 7.8 Average of the maximum values of the seismic loading for PGA 0.30g (Existing Bridge) 
 
Pier A1 Pier P1 Pier P2 Pier P3 Pier A2
39 17.7 19.5 19 42
0.063 0.102 0.044 0.093 0.05
 -7536/-6605  -12457/-11427  -11702/-11006  -11741/-11016  -5566/-5037
 -3577/-252  -3850/-890  -4360/-630  -4140/10.5  -3330/170
1160 2050 1990 2790 1200
510 300 340 290 530
2360 980 1247 1030 2410
6460 16020 15670 21960 6670
Horizontal movement at Pier top(mm)
PGA 0.3(Existing Bridge)
Parameter
B.M (kN-m) in pile
B.M (kN-m) in pier
Residual drift (%)
Axial forces (kN)in pier (max/min)
Axial forces (kN)in piles (max/min)
Shear force (kN) in Pier
Shear force (kN) in Piles
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Table 7.9 Average of the maximum values of the seismic loading for PGA 0.30g (Rocking Bridge) 
 
     
7.8.1 Comparison of Bending Moments in pier and piles:  
 It can be seen from Tables 8 and 9 that bending moment of piers in rocking bridge is reduced by 
27%, 18% and 50% for piers P1, P2 and P3 respectively as compared to the conventional existing 
bridge. The pier P3 of the existing bridge showed drastic increase in bending moment due the fact 
that the bearings on top of pier were fixed on both sides of pier and also due to the cantilever action 
for the given simply supported bridge considered in the study. For the proposed rocking bridge, the 
bending moment are reduced due to its integral superstructure and footing rocking on elastomeric 
pads provided at the base of pier. However, at abutment piers the rocking bridge showed enhanced 
bending moment of 29 % and 21% at pier A1 and A2 respectively as compared to existing bridge. 
For both the bridges, pier remain elastic as the bending moment did not exceed the yield moments. 
The bending moment in piles of rocking bridge were increased by 16%, 27%, 10% and 12% for 
piers A1, P1, P3 and A2 respectively as compared to the rail over bridge considered in this study. 
The reasoning for this is that the deflection in pile is found to be slightly more in rocking bridge as 
compared to the fixed based system of pier into the pile cap. Thus, the piles of rocking bridge shall 
require stiffer section than that of the conventional one. The pile of pier P2 (being central pier) of 
rocking bridge showed negligible variation in bending moment as that of the conventional pier 
system.  
 
Pier A1 Pier P1 Pier P2 Pier P3 Pier A2
46 19 18.5 19.2 46.8
0.044 0.047 0.044 0.046 0.049
 -6540/-5560  -13710/-11450  -10670/-10270   -11710/-10740  -4880/-4080
 -2500/-91  -3010/-1080  -2840/-1040  -2440/-575  -2170/150
1610 3750 4840 2540 1620
550 360 350 350 550
2740 1250 1250 1130 2720
8340 11720 12910 10920 8100B.M (kN-m) in pier
Axial forces (kN)in piles (max/min)
Shear force (kN) in Pier
Shear force (kN) in Piles
B.M (kN-m) in pile
PGA 0.3g(Rocking Bridge)
Parameter
Horizontal movement at Pier top(mm)
Residual drift (%)
Axial forces (kN)in pier (max/min)
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Fig. 7.17 Time history comparison of Pier bending moment for conventional bridge and the proposed 
rocking bridge for Imperial earthquake of PGA 0.6g (a) Pier A1 (b) Pier P1 (c) Pier P2 (d) Pier P3 (e) 
Pier A2 
 
 
7.8.2 Comparison of Axial Forces in pier and piles:  
 
It is observed that the rocking bridge piers and the conventional bridge piers showed negligible axial 
load fluctuations (Fig.7.18). Also, in the rocking bridge, pier is not subjected to any tension and 
hence uplift of superstructure is not a concern for the proposed new system of bridge piers. However, 
piles of the rocking bridge must be designed for the axial forces (as shown in Table 7.9) that are 
developed during seismic excitations. The abutment pile showed large variation of axial forces as 
the pier was fixed to pile cap unlike the other piers which had the proposed rocking pier footing on 
the pile cap. 
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Fig. 7.18 Time history comparison of pier axial force for conventional bridge and the proposed rocking 
bridge for Imperial earthquake of PGA 0.6g (a) Pier A1 (b) Pier P1 (c) Pier P2 (d) Pier P3 (e) Pier A2 
 
7.8.3 Comparison of Shear Forces in pier and piles:  
The piers of the rocking bridge are subjected more shear forces than the conventional one. This is 
also consistent with results mentioned in Table 4.6 and 4.7 where the pier rocking on pads (CP 
model) is subjected to more shear force than the conventional isolated pier (CI model). Thus, pier 
of rocking bridge shall require closer spacing of stirrups and ties than the fixed based system of pier 
considered in this study. The ratio of shear forces of rocking piers to the conventional piers for A1, 
P1, P2, P3 & A2 are 1.38,1.82,2.43,1.41 & 1.35 respectively. For piles, the variation of shear forces 
for both the bridges considered was found to be negligible. 
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Fig. 7.19 Time history comparison of pier shear force  for conventional bridge and the proposed 
rocking bridge for Imperial earthquake of PGA 0.6g (a) Pier A1 (b) Pier P1 (c) Pier P2 (d) Pier P3 (e) 
Pier A2 
 
7.8.4 Comparison of pier (Ux) displacements:  
The variation in pier horizontal displacement for the intermediate piers for both the bridges were 
negligible as the rocking bridge has integral superstructure with pier and stiff elastomeric pads which 
controls the uplift of footing placed beneath the pier. However, the abutment pier of the rocking 
bridge are subjected to increase of pier displacement of 18% and 11% at Pier A1 and A2 respectively 
as compared to the existing bridge considering the mean values as shown in Tables 7.8 and 7.9. 
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Fig. 7.20 Time history comparison of pier horizontal displacement for conventional bridge and the 
proposed rocking bridge for Imperial earthquake of PGA 0.6g (a) Pier A1 (b) Pier P1 (c) Pier P2 (d) 
Pier P3 (e) Pier A2 
 
7.8.5 Comparison of residual and maximum drifts: 
 The rocking bridge piers showed almost full recentering capacity and did not experience any high 
permanent drift when subjected to PGA of 0.3g as seen in Table 7.9. The existing rail over bridge 
showed residual drift of 0.103% at pier P1 of the existing bridge as compared to residual drift of 
0.047% at pier P1 of the rocking bridge. Tables 7.10 to 7.13 shows the residual drift and maximum 
drift of both the bridges for seven different earthquakes considered in the study. The abutment piers 
of the rocking bridge are subjected to maximum drift 1.20 times more than the conventional one. 
The difference in maximum drift of the intermediate piers of the rocking bridge and the existing 
conventional bridge is negligible. The Fig 7.21a and 7.21 b shows comparison of residual drift and 
maximum drifts along span of the bridges at the pier locations.  
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Table 7.10 Residual drift (%) of existing bridge for seven time histories 
 
 
Table 7.11 Residual drift (%) of rocking bridge for seven time histories 
 
 
 
 
Table 7.12 Maximum drift (%) of existing bridge for seven time histories 
 
 
 
 
EQ Pier A1 Pier P1 Pier P2 Pier P3 Pier A2
h =7.7m h =7.7m h =7.7m h =7.7m h =7.7m
Imperial 0.051 0.069 0.060 0.110 0.090
Chi-chi 0.117 0.095 0.032 0.068 0.039
Hollister 0.065 0.083 0.063 0.124 0.104
Kocaeli 0.026 0.092 0.029 0.066 0.012
Kozani 0.100 0.166 0.104 0.132 0.061
Loma Prieta 0.018 0.084 0.021 0.058 0.020
Northridge 0.063 0.130 0.067 0.095 0.025
Mean 0.063 0.103 0.054 0.093 0.050
Residual drift (%) of Existing bridge
EQ Pier A1 Pier P1 Pier P2 Pier P3 Pier A2
h =7.7m h =7.7m h =7.7m h =7.7m h =7.7m
Imperial 0.084 0.054 0.062 0.057 0.049
Chi-chi 0.007 0.023 0.016 0.020 0.029
Hollister 0.099 0.069 0.077 0.073 0.064
Kocaeli 0.009 0.020 0.013 0.017 0.026
Kozani 0.065 0.094 0.087 0.091 0.100
Loma Prieta 0.017 0.013 0.005 0.010 0.018
Northridge 0.027 0.058 0.051 0.055 0.064
Mean 0.044 0.047 0.044 0.046 0.050
Residual drift (%) of Rocking Bridge
EQ Pier A1 Pier P1 Pier P2 Pier P3 Pier A2
h =7.7m h =7.7m h =7.7m h =7.7m h =7.7m
Imperial 0.844 0.338 0.416 0.338 0.974
Chi-chi 0.305 0.130 0.169 0.143 0.312
Hollister 0.494 0.223 0.238 0.260 0.545
Kocaeli 0.377 0.166 0.208 0.182 0.429
Kozani 0.571 0.208 0.216 0.247 0.631
Loma Prieta 0.519 0.234 0.286 0.221 0.545
Northridge 0.442 0.312 0.247 0.338 0.390
Mean 0.507 0.230 0.254 0.247 0.547
Maximum drift (%) of Existing Bridge
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Table 7.13 Maximum drift (%) of rocking bridge for seven time histories 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 Fig. 7.21(a) Average residual drift variation at pier along span (b) Average maximum drift variation 
at pier along span  
7.8.6 Comparison of Moment rotation curves:  
The moment rotation loops are shown in Fig 7.22 for the conventional bridge and rocking bridge for 
the piers P1, P2 and P3. It can be observed that the loops of the rocking bridge have smaller area 
than the existing conventional bridge. This is an indication that a smaller pier size is possible for the 
rocking bridge as the mean maximum moment for rocking bridge pier is 12910 kN-m, while for 
conventional case is 21960 kN-m. The pinch shape loops of the rocking bridge piers that are almost 
passing through the origin is an indication of the self-centering ability of the system and negligible 
residual deformation after an earthquake. 
EQ Pier A1 Pier P1 Pier P2 Pier P3 Pier A2
h =7.7m h =7.7m h =7.7m h =7.7m h =7.7m
Imperial 0.831 0.312 0.338 0.338 0.831
Chi-chi 0.390 0.169 0.156 0.162 0.390
Hollister 0.558 0.221 0.234 0.234 0.558
Kocaeli 0.455 0.169 0.168 0.171 0.462
Kozani 0.649 0.273 0.260 0.273 0.652
Loma Prieta 0.662 0.255 0.247 0.251 0.665
Northridge 0.701 0.331 0.322 0.325 0.704
Mean 0.607 0.247 0.246 0.251 0.609
Maximum drift (%) of Rocking Bridge
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Fig. 7.22 Comparison of moment rotation response for Imperial Earthquake 0.3g (a) Pier P1 (b) Pier 
P2 (c) PierP3 
 
7.8.7 Comparison of ductility demands for the pier models: 
The comparison of average ductility demand (µc) of the rocking bridge piers and the conventional 
bridge piers are shown in Tables 7.14 and 7.15 respectively. The rocking bridge piers are 
approximately 1.3 times more ductile than the conventional bridge pier except those at abutment 
ends. Thus, uniform distribution of ductility demand is achieved at piers P1, P2 and P3 of rocking 
bridge as seen in Fig 7.23. 
 
Table 7.14 Average Ductility Demand at pier location of rocking bridge from Dynamic THA analysis 
 
 
Table 7.15 Average Ductility Demand at pier location of conventional bridge from Dynamic THA analysis 
 
 
 
Parameter Pier A1 Pier P1 Pier P2 Pier P3 Pier A2
Peak Drift (%) 0.61 0.24 0.24 0.24 0.61
Yield Drift (%) 0.38 0.33 0.33 0.32 0.35
Ductility Demand,µd 1.6 0.72 0.72 0.75 1.74
Parameter Pier A1 Pier P1 Pier P2 Pier P3 Pier A2
Peak Drift (%) 0.49 0.29 0.27 0.29 0.53
Yield Drift (%) 0.52 0.53 0.53 0.45 0.57
Ductility Demand,µd 0.94 0.55 0.51 0.64 0.93
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Fig. 7.23 Average pier ductility demand for THA 
 
7.8.8 Stresses in elastomeric pads:  
 The maximum and minimum vertical stress in pads under each pier of rocking bridge for all the 
seven time histories is shown in Table 7.16. The average of maximum stress in pad is 7.24 MPa 
under pier P1 as it supports a larger span than the other piers. This stress is within the permissible 
limit of Eurocode EN 1337-Part-3(2005) which restricts the limit of vertical stress to 25 MPa. Thus, 
the size of bearing chosen for the rocking bridge is safe as it was designed considering the parameter 
mentioned in design of elastomeric pads as per European practice. 
 
Table 7.16  Maximum and Minimum stresses in pad of the Rocking Bridge         
 
 
 
EQ
MAX MIN MAX MIN MAX MIN
Imperial 7.25 5.39 6.41 5.57 6.48 4.88
Chi-chi 6.99 5.71 6.29 5.69 6.16 5
Hollister 7.26 5.68 6.37 5.64 6.21 4.81
Kocaeli 7.12 5.73 6.34 5.71 6.25 4.94
Kozani 7.3 5.82 6.35 5.65 6.28 4.79
Loma Prieta 7.36 5.4 6.47 5.52 6.56 4.99
Northridge 7.42 5.39 6.45 5.55 6.29 4.61
Mean 7.24 5.59 6.38 5.62 6.32 4.86
Stresses (Mpa) in Pad under each piers
PIER P1 PIER P2 PIER P3
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7.8.9 Footing uplift:  
The Fig 7.24 shows the uplift of footing at left node, central node and the right node of corners of 
the footing below the pier. It has been observed that the contact of footing is not lost with the pads 
placed below the footing and the chosen configuration does not allow uplift of footing. The 
maximum vertical compression which is found in pads below footing of pier P1 is 16.8mm due to 
large span of superstructure supported at pier P1.  
 
 
 
 Fig. 7.24 Time history of footing uplift for rocking bridge for Imperial Earthquake 0.3g (a) P1 pier 
(b) P2 pier (c) P3 pier      
 
7.8.10 Comparison of pushover curves:  
The Fig 7.25 shows the results of displacement controlled non-linear static pushover analyis of both 
the bridges in longitudinal direction only. The displacment is applied at deck level and the control 
point is where the displacments are monitored which is  the position of the maximum displacment 
of the superstructure (Kappos and Saiidi, 2012). In both the bridges considered, the maximum 
displacment is at the abutment ends where longitudinally  sliding bearings are provided. The lower 
lateral force for yielding and failure of rocking bridge as compared to the conventional bridge 
indicates that rocking bridge is sujected to less damage than the conventional one. From the pushover 
curves,it has been found that the ductility capacity (ratio of maximum displacement to the yield 
dispalacment ) of rocking bridge is 1.79 times more for than that of the existing conventional system. 
It can be also noted from these curves that the complete failure of the system (where base shear is 
zero) occur at displacement of 105mm for the rocking bridge while is 65mm for the conventional 
bridge. 
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Fig. 7.25 Pushover curve comparison at pier P1 of rocking bridge and the existing conventional bridge 
 
 
7.8.11 Comparison of Accleration Displacement Response Spectra (ADRS):   
The ADRS plot aims at  evaluating the seismic performance point where the capacity of the structure 
matches the demand during an earthquake.If the performance point occurs within the central portion 
of the capacity curve or closer to the point where elastic range of structure ends then it is an 
indication that the structure would suffer less damage during an earthquake (ATC-40). The site 
seismic coefficients Ca and Cv are both 0.3 and structural behaviour type B (which are in close 
approximation of  the existing site) was chosen to plot the accleration displacement response spectra. 
From the Fig 7.26a and 7.26b,the spectral accleration (0.207 g)  of the existing bridge is 1.30 times 
more than the rocking bridge (0.159g) and thus damages in the existing bridge would be more than 
the rocking bridge. The rocking bridge is more flexible since the efffective period  from ADRS 
curves (Teff =1.20 s) was 20 % more than the conventional one (Teff =0.99 s). The effective damping 
(βeff) for the rocking bridge is found to be 20.2% against a value of 14.4% for the conventional one. 
Thus, the rocking bridge would dissipate more energy during an earthquake than the existing 
conventional bridge. 
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Fig. 7.26 Acceleration Displacement Response Spectra (ADRS) (a) Existing conventional bridge (b) 
Proposed rocking bridge. 
                  
                                            
 7.9 Effect of Prestress on deformation of pad. 
The layout of cable in CSi Bridge is shown in Fig 7.27. The details of cable profile is given in 
Appendix D. It can be seem from Fig 7.28 and Fig 7.29 that effect of prestress on deformation of 
pad is negligible. Since span are of different lengths the deformation of pads at each pier are 
different. Also, prestress is an internal force and the profile given was concordant so that excessive 
upward and downward forces at pier support do not occur.  
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(a) 
 
(b) 
Fig. 7.27 Layout of cable profile (a) 3D view (b) 2D view 
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Fig. 7.28 Vertical deformation of pad due to dead load before prestress force applied 
 
Fig. 7.29 Vertical deformation of pad due to dead load before prestress force applied 
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7.10 Concluding Remarks 
This chapter proposes a novel rocking resilient pier foundation which uses elastomeric pads at the 
base of footing supported on pile foundation. The proposed rocking bridge has been compared with 
the existing rail over bridge which has conventional system of superstructure being simply supported 
on pier cap. The basis of comparison are displacements, drifts and forces in piers. Only horizontal 
seismic excitation in the longitudinal direction of bridge is considered in this study. Based on the 
analysis performed the following conclusions were drawn: 
1. The proposed rocking pier bridge on elastomeric pads on pile foundation is subjected to less 
bending moment (25%less) in pier as compared to the conventional rail over bridge considered in 
this study. Also, the pier bending moments of the proposed bridge remained in elastic range as the 
moments were below the yield moments. The pile moments in the rocking bridge are only increased 
by approximately 15% when compared to the target bridge. 
2. The superstructure of the rocking bridge is not subjected to any uplift as pier was in compression 
and had low axial fluctuations for the given arrangement of elastomeric pads placed beneath the 
footing of the pier. 
3. The shear forces in the pier of proposed rocking bridge were approximately twice than that of the 
conventional bridge. Thus, for bridge with rocking pier the ties/stirrups shall require closer spacing 
and better confinement in the pier section as compared to the fixed base piers. 
4. The rocking pier bridge had negligible residual drifts which was also shown by the moment 
rotation curves which were almost passing through the axis of origin which is good indication of 
self-centering capacity of the rocking bridge system. Thus, the rocking bridge remains functional 
even after the occurrence of the earthquake.  
5. The distribution of ductility demand was uniform in the rocking bridge and the piers of the same 
was 1.3 times more ductile than the conventional pier adopted in current practice of bridge 
substructure design. 
6. The proposed rocking bridge has better seismic performance than the conventional as seen from 
ADRS plot where the spectral acceleration is less than for the conventional one while the period was 
enhanced which makes rocking bridge more flexible than the conventional bridge. The effective 
damping of rocking bridge was 40% more than the conventional one and thus has better energy 
dissipating capacity due to the contribution provided by the elastomeric pads provided at base of 
footing of the piers supported on pile foundation. 
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CHAPTER 8 CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK 
 
8.1 Introduction 
Life line structures such as elevated flyovers and rail over bridges should remain functional after an 
earthquake event to avoid possible traffic delays and risk to general public. Generally, restraining 
the structure by reducing the degrees of freedom often causes serious damages that occurs during a 
seismic event through yielding of the structural components. By allowing the structure to rock 
through uplift using suitable arrangements can be a plausible seismic resilient technique. Simple 
connections are needed and at the same time robust ones to absorb the strong seismic energy for it 
to be functional even after some severe and catastrophic natural events without requiring any major 
repairs. In view of this, research had its focus to understand the behavior of rocking isolation which 
used elastomeric pad incorporated beneath the footing of bridge piers and shape memory alloy bars 
as external restrainers. This chapter summaries the research carried out on basis of numerical 
modelling of novel rocking isolation technique. The research conclusion made in this chapter forms 
the key findings to design and implement such rocking isolation system in bridge design offices all 
over the world. At end of the chapter few suggestions are made for future work in order to make this 
system to be applied on a global scale. 
8.2 Summary of research work 
This research has proposed novel rocking isolation technique which uses elastomeric pad 
incorporated beneath the footing of bridge piers and shape memory alloy bars as external restrainers. 
The fundamental assumption for the proposed novel technique is that the horizontal translation 
movements of footing and pads are restricted by means of stoppers so that only movement would 
be upward as a result uplift of footing is allowed. The advanced numerical model developed was 
able to successfully simulate the rocking of footing by means of uplift and the external SMA bars 
that were exclusively modelled controlled the pier displacements.  
To understand the fundamental behavior of this type of proposed rocking isolation, the research 
started with the lumped mass individual model which involved stage construction.  After the vertical 
deformation of the pad due to transfer of full dead load of superstructure, the external restrainers 
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were activated in the novel model developed. The research compared various models such as 
concrete to concrete rocking (CC), concrete to pad rocking (CP) and the proposed rocking 
(CP+SMA) with the conventional fixed based system adopted in the current practice of bridges. A 
parametric study on the proposed rocking isolation and a rocking isolation with pads alone were 
conducted for bridges with spread foundations. The objective was to show the importance of the 
external restrainers in regions where bridges are subjected to high seismic excitations. These external 
restrainers would act as sacrificial elements which could be easily replaced. The proposed model 
showed negligible residual drifts so that bridge remains functional even after earthquake and this 
was the major objective of this research involving the novel rocking isolation technique. 
The application of the proposed technique was then implemented to two existing bridges in the 
world. An existing semi integral bridge (in Greece) with three span continuous voided slab 
prestressed superstructure on spread foundation was chosen as reference bridge. The effect of 
prestressing was also observed on the vertical deformation of pad based on advance 3D integrated 
modelling.  
The novel concept proposed in this research was also applied to bridges on pile foundation. The pier 
was allowed to rock on elastomeric pads on pile cap. The seismic resilience of the existing rail over 
bridge in India was compared with the novel rocking isolation based on 3d integrated bridge 
modelling which included prestressed box girder superstructure. One dimensional equivalent linear 
site response analysis was performed to arrive at the amplified/attenuated ground motions along the 
depth of soil with the effect of pile soil interaction as per actual soil profile encountered at site of 
existing bridge location. 
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8.3 Research conclusions 
The main conclusion of the present work is summarised as follows: 
• The proposed rocking pier on pad with external restrainers (CP+SMA model) has better re 
centering capability since residual drifts were almost negligible and thus seems to be viable 
solution for controlled rocking isolation. The external restrainers controlled the pier 
displacements and excessive uplift of footing. 
• The forces in pier such as bending moment and shear are reduced since the isolated base is 
rocks on elastomeric pads and leads to release of forces as it loses contact with the pad. Thus 
reduced section of pier is possible which not the case when pier is designed using current 
seismic design philosophy. 
• The distribution of ductility demand is uniform in the proposed system of rocking bridge as 
compared to fixed based pier system. The pier is more ductile than the conventional pier 
adopted in current practice of bridge substructure design. 
• The rocking of pier on elastomeric pads are only suitable for areas subjected to low seismic 
excitation  as the uplift and overturning would be an issue for higher seismic (>0.6g).  
• The effect of prestressing is negligible on the vertical deformation of pad and thus could be 
ignored at the initial tender stage of design. 
• The larger lever arm of stiff arm for restrainers and flexible pads (with less vertical stiffness) 
make the proposed system flexible and advantageous in high seismic zones to have minimum 
damage in the pier. 
• For pile foundation where the pier rocks on pile cap in elastomeric pads, the external 
restrainers may or may not be required as this depends on the pile geometry, soil profile and 
the design seismic force. The piles are subjected to slightly more forces with the proposed 
concept than the other conventional system adopted in current practice. 
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8.4 Recommendations 
Based on the rigorous finite element analysis modelling and practicality the following 
recommendations can be drawn: 
• The horizontal sliding of footing is strictly prohibited which is the fundamental assumption 
on which this research is based on.  
• For bridge on spread foundation, the strata need to be firm for this mechanism to work.  
• The pad should not have very large thickness and ideally the thickness should be within 200 
mm (Te as shown in Fig.8.1) and more importantly should satisfy the buckling stability 
criteria. 
• The SMA bar length should be limited in a way that it is utilized to nearly to its full capacity. 
Practically, the length of the restrained (L) should not exceed 0.3m (one foot approx.) to 
take care of buckling of bar as shown in Fig 8.1. The number and diameter of SMA bars 
depends on seismic demand for which the bridge is designed. This also depends on the uplift 
of footing desired taking into consideration of the stability of bridge pier system in case of 
high seismic excitations. 
• The stiff arm of the restrainer shall be of high grade of concrete with cube strength greater 
than 60 MPa for applying this concept for severe seismic excitations (>0.6g).  It is 
recommended that the length of stiff arm should be correctly chosen so that pier moments 
are also less as well as the residual drifts are in permissible limits as prescribed in suitable 
literature (FEMA 356 and ATC 40). 
• A suitable arrangement to protect the system below the ground shall be made for easy 
inspection of pads and external restrainers when the need be. The pads must be inspected 
for any damage after an earthquake and may be changed by using jacks if required. 
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Fig. 8.1  The proposed novel rocking isolation technique 
 
8.5 Future work 
This research can be further investigated in the following ways in order to implement or propose in 
pretender activities in the interest of being executed in the practical field of Structural Engineering: 
• This research was numerical based and thus a large scale testing of simple pier model can be 
made to get better understanding of the behaviour of this novel rocking isolation technique 
proposed. 
• The numerical modelling of this research can be extended to full integral bridges with the 
effect of various types backfill placed in abutment of the pier at ends. 
• The effect of skew in bridge and curve in plan of the bridge can be incorporated in the 
numerical modelling of this novel technique of rocking isolation. 
• The research can be extended to segmental bridge construction adopted in design of long 
span bridges. 
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 PAD DESIGN 
 
In this section, design basic check of the pads have been made for those mentioned in Chapter 6 and 
Chapter 7 where application of the novel rocking isolation technique is made. 
 
 
 
          
 
Fig A.1 Sectional elevational of Pad showing steel layers 
 
 
Maximum vertical load on Pad under dead load, Fz = 830 kN (Pad 1); Fz =1400 kN (Pad2) 
Pad 1-Bearing size 455 x 455 x155 mm;  4 rubber layers of 35mm and  3 steel layers of 5mm 
Pad 2- Bearing size 465 x 465 x115 mm; 3 rubber layers of 35mm and 2 steel layers of 5mm 
 
A.1 Check on buckling stability  
 
Fz/A'    <
2𝐺𝑎′𝑆
3.𝑇𝑒
  ;  
 
4.29 Mpa < 4.92  Mpa  (Pad 1) 
5.12     Mpa < 6.86    Mpa (Pad 2) 
 
 
 
 
H 
a x b 
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A.2 Check on limitation of distorsion 
ϵcd + ϵqd + ϵad <7 
 
 
                                        
Table A. 1 Check on limitation of distorsion for PAD 1 
 
Table A. 2 Check on limitation of distorsion for PAD 1 
 
 
A.3 Check on Rotational stability 
 
 
 
 
ϵcd = 1.5 Fz
G. Ar.  S
ϵ qd = Vx
Te
ϵαd  = a'²αa+b'²αb ti
2∑tϒi
Case Fz vx αa αb ϵcd ϵ qd ϵαd  
N mm rad rad
DEAD LOAD 940000 0 3.20E-03 0 3.095788 0 0.051729
BRAKING 970000 0 0.0014 0 3.200156 0 0.003233
3.15
3.20
(ϵcd + ϵ qd + ϵαd  <7)
Case Fz vx αa αb ϵcd ϵ qd ϵαd  
N mm rad rad
DEAD LOAD 1400000 0.16 2.19E-03 0.00175 4.410305 0 0.061685
BRAKING 1400000 0.3 0.00517 0.00172 4.417989 0.000245 0.012482
4.471990414
4.430715628
(ϵcd +ϵ qd +ϵαd  <7)
Vz > a'αa+b'αb
Kr
Vz = Fz
Kv
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Table A. 3 Check on rotational stability for PAD 1 
 
 
Table A. 4 Check on rotational stability for PAD 2 
 
 
 
A.4 Steel plate thickness 
         ts > 
𝟐.𝟔 𝑭𝒛 𝒕𝒊
𝑨𝒓  𝒇𝒚
 
 
ts   =  2.6 x 830x1000x35 /(455 x 455 x235)  = 1.55  <  5mm ; ok  (PAD 1) 
ts   =  2.6 x 1400x1000x35 /(465 x 465 x235)  = 2.5  < 5 mm ; ok  (PAD 2) 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Case αa αb Vz (a'αa+b'αb) /Kr
rad rad mm
DEAD LOAD 5.80E-04 0 17 0.086033333
BRAKING 0.0014 0 17 0.207666667
Case αa αb Vz (a'αa+b'αb) /Kr
rad rad mm
DEAD LOAD 2.19E-03 0.00907 15 1.707766667
BRAKING 0.00517 0.00172 14.7 1.044983333
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 FOOTING DESIGN 
 
 
This section describes the design of footing rocking on elastomeric pad and external restrainers  
 
Case 1: Under full dead load (Normal case) 
The forces in pad due to this case is shown in Table C.1 
The lever arms are as follows: a = 0.293 m; b = 1.065m; c = 1.055m 
 
 
 
Fig B.1 Top Plan of rocking footing 
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Fig B.2 Elevation of rocking footing 
 
 
Table B. 1 Forces in Pad under dead load 
 
Pad Id Force (t)
1 91.75
2 89.67
3 88.92
4 89.66
5 91.74
6 94.4
7 93.6
8 94.39
9 91.92
10 90.13
11 89.43
12 90.13
13 91.9
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The bending moment at face of pier (inscribed square) is as follows: 
In Longitudinal direction: 
MLL=89.66x0.293 + 90.13x0.293 + (91.74+94.39+91.9) x1.065 
      =      348   t-m 
      =    3480    kN-m 
 
In Transverse direction: 
MTT = (91.92+90.13+89.43+90.13+91.9) x 1.055 
       =      478.5       t-m 
        =      4785      kN-m 
 
 
Case2: At position of maximum uplift (Seismic case-Longitudinal) 
The forces in pad due to this case is shown in Table C.2 
Force in SMA bar =45t 
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Fig B.3 Showing position of maximum uplift for Kobe earthquake t=6.23s (Longitudinal direction) 
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Table B. 2 Forces in Pad under Longitudinal Seismic 
 
 
The bending moment at face of pier (inscribed square) is as follows: 
In Longitudinal direction: 
MLL=128x0.293 + 126x0.293 + (196+202+192) x 1.065+45*3.707*3 
      =     702    t-m 
      =   7020     kN-m 
MLL= 3x45x2.293-4.15x.293-6x.293 
        =306.5 t-m 
        = 3065 kN-m 
 
 
 
 
 
Pad Id Force (t)
1 0
2 4.15
3 61
4 128
5 196
6 0
7 62
8 202
9 0
10 6
11 61
12 126
13 192
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In Transverse direction: 
MTT1 = (0+4.15+61+128+196) x 1.055 
       =      410.6   t-m 
        =     4106 kN-m 
MTT2 = (0+6+61+126+192) x 1.055 
         =     406.2 t-m 
        =       4062    kN-m 
 
Case 3: At position of maximum uplift (Seismic case-Transverse) 
The forces in pad due to this case is shown in Table C.3 
Force in SMA bar = 65 t 
 
 
Fig B.4 Showing position of maximum uplift for Kobe earthquake t=8.69s (Transverse 
direction) 
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Table B. 3 Forces in Pad under Transverse Seismic 
 
 
The bending moment at face of pier (inscribed square) is as follows: 
In Longitudinal direction: 
MLL= 270.5x0.293 + (276.2+42) x 1.065 
      =   418.1      t-m 
      =    4181   kN-m 
 
In Transverse direction: 
MTT = (276.2+270.5+268.8+270.5+276.2) x 1.055 
        =     1437.1        t-m 
        =      14371       kN-m 
MTT = 65x3x2.293 
       = 447.1 t-m 
        = 4471 t-m 
 
Pad Id Force (t)
1 276.2
2 270.5
3 268.8
4 270.5
5 276.2
6 42
7 35
8 42
9 0
10 0
11 0
12 0
13 0
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Calculation of Steel (Ast): 
 
Table B. 4 Design Constants 
 
 
Case 1: Under full dead load (Normal case) (F=1.35) 
In Longitudinal direction:  (MLL=3480 kN-m) 
Bottom steel = 156.5 cm2  
In Transverse direction: (MTT=4785 kN-m) 
Bottom steel =   215.2 cm2 
 
Case 2: At position of maximum uplift (Seismic case-Longitudinal) (F=1.5) 
In Longitudinal direction:  (MLLbot=7020 kN-m; MTTtop=3065 kN-m ;) 
Bottom steel =   350.7 cm2 
Top steel = 153 cm2 
In Transverse direction: (MTT=4106 kN-m) 
Bottom steel =   205.1 cm2 
 
 
η 1
λ 0.8
x/d 0.583
Z /d 0.7668
fy(Mpa) 500
fck 45
b(cm) 400
d(cm) 90
AST     = MxF
0.87fy.Z
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Case 3: At position of maximum uplift (Seismic case-Transverse) (F=1.5) 
In Longitudinal direction:  (MLLbot=4181 kN-m) 
Bottom steel =   209.1 cm2 
In Transverse direction: (MTTbot=14371 kN-m; MTTtop=4471 kN-m ;) 
Bottom steel =   718.1 cm2 
Top steel =223.4 cm2 
 
Final Summary of steel 
In Longitudinal direction:   
Max Top steel = 153 cm2 (25 Tor @ 125 c/c) 
Max Bottom steel =350.7 cm2 (32 Tor @ 90 c/c) 
In Transverse direction: 
Max Top steel= 223.4 cm2 (32 Tor @140 c/c) 
Max Bottom steel =718.1 cm2 (32 Tor @ 85 c/c in 2 layers) 
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Check Shear (as per Euro Code 2 EN 1992-1-1) - Footing Design 
 
1. Design shear resistance = 𝑽𝒓𝒅𝒄 > 𝑉𝐸𝐷 
 
2. Design shear resistance of the member without shear reinforcement =  𝑽𝒓𝒅𝒄 
 
 
  
𝑉𝑟𝑑𝑐 = 0.12 𝐾 (80𝜌1𝑓𝑐𝑘)
0.33 + 0.15𝜎𝑐𝑝] 𝑏𝑤.𝑑 
 
𝑉𝑟𝑑𝑐𝑚𝑖𝑛= [𝑣𝑚𝑖𝑛 + 0.15𝜎𝑐𝑝] 𝑏𝑤.𝑑 
 
𝜗𝑚𝑖𝑛 = 0.031𝐾
^1.5. √𝑓𝑐𝑘 
 
3. Design shear resistance of the member with shear reinforcement =  𝑉𝑟𝑑𝑠 
 
𝑉𝑟𝑑𝑠 = 𝐴𝑠𝑤/𝑠.z.𝑓𝑦𝑤𝑑. COT 𝜃;         𝑓𝑦𝑤𝑑 = 0.8𝑓𝑦𝑤𝑘 
 
𝑉𝑟𝑑𝑚𝑎𝑥 = 𝛼𝑐𝑤𝑏𝑤. 𝑍. 𝜗1𝑓𝑐𝑑/(COT 𝜃 + TAN 𝜃) 
 
𝑆ℎ𝑒𝑎𝑟 𝑠𝑡𝑟𝑒𝑠𝑠 =
𝑉𝐸𝐷
0.9𝑑. 𝑏𝑤
 
 
𝑀𝑎𝑥 𝑠ℎ𝑒𝑎𝑟 𝑠𝑡𝑟𝑒𝑠𝑠 =
𝛼𝑐𝑤 . 𝜗1. 𝑓𝑐𝑑
(COT 𝜃 + TAN 𝜃)
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Minimum shear reinforcement =    
𝟎.𝟎𝟕𝟐 𝒃.√𝒇𝒄𝒌  
𝒇𝒚𝒌
 = 51.2 8𝑐𝑚2/𝑚 
 
 
 
DESIGN OF STIFF ARM 
 
Ved Vrdc d fck As bw σCP ρ K Vmin vrdcmin
t t mm Mpa mm² mm Mpa Mpa t
276 105.68 900 60 3500 4000 0 0.00097 1.4714045 0.42858 154.3
590 105.68 900 60 3500 4000 0 0.00097 1.4714045 0.42858 154.3
1368 250.53 900 40 71800 4000 0 0.01994 1.4714045 0.34994 126.0
ON NORMAL
Longitudinal SHEEL STEEL REQD
Transverse SHEEL STEEL REQD
A) UNDER NORMAL SHEEL STEEL REQD
B) UNDER SEISMIC 
CONDITION Remarks
PROVIDED
VED VRdS Vrdmax shear stress θ COT(θ) Asw/s SHEAR STEEL LEGGED DIA SPACING
t t t Mpa (cm²/m) (cm²/m) mm mm
276 276 3163.9 0.8121469 21.8 2.5002 29.87 71.39368421 12 12 190
590 590 3163.9 1.7361111 21.8 2.5002 63.852 71.39368421 12 12 190
1368 1368 3163.9 4.0254237 21.8 2.5002 148.05 160.768 12 16 150
C) UNDER SEISMIC 
Longitudinal
Transverse
CONDITION
A) UNDER NORMAL
factor 1.5 DESIGN CONSTANTS
B.M = 80 t-m
η 1
AST     = MxF Q b(cm) d(cm) D(cm) fck fy λ 0.8
0.87fy.Z 0.1595 60 54.4 60 60 500 x/d 0.583
Z /d 0.7668
= 66.132 cm² fy(Mpa) 500
fck 60
= 68.688 cm² b(cm) 400
d(cm) 90
14 NOS 25 TOR
= 0.1595fckbd²
= 169.9 t-m Q b(cm) d(cm) D(cm) fck fy
> 80 OK 0.1595 60 54.4 60 60 500
M.R (with M-35grade CONCRETE & TOR STEEL)
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Check Shear (as per Euro Code 2 EN 1992-1-1) - Stiff arm 
 
 
 
 
 
Minimum shear reinforcement =    
𝟎.𝟎𝟕𝟐 𝒃.√𝒇𝒄𝒌  
𝒇𝒚𝒌
 = 7.69𝑐𝑚2/𝑚 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Ved Vrdc d fck As bw σCP ρ K Vmin vrdcmin
t t mm Mpa mm² mm Mpa Mpa t
120 27.595 544 60 6000 600 0 0.0183824 1.606 0.49 15.9567A) UNDER SEISMIC SHEEL STEEL REQD
CONDITION Remarks
PROVIDED
VED VRdS Vrdmax shear stress θ COT(θ) Asw/s SHEAR STEELLEGGED DIA SPACING
t t t Mpa (cm²/m) (cm²/m) mm mm
120 120 4.9012 4.084967 8.8066 6.4547 8.72924 10.46666667 2 10 150
CONDITION
A) UNDER SEISMIC
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(a) 
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Fig B.5 Footing reinforcement details (a) Elevation (b) Stiff arm detail (c) Section of stiff arm 
 
(b) 
(c) 
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Fig B.6 Footing reinforcement plan (a) bottom reinforcement and shear steel (b) top 
reinforcement  
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 PRESTRESSING CABLES 
 
This section shows the prestressing cables for bridge mentioned in Chapter 6 
The estimation of number of cables required is as follows: 
Prestressing force at support in one cable 12T13 
=98.7x12x189.6x.6x.88x10-3 
=118.6 t 
Stress @ top due to one cable 
=118.6 x 103/ 12.4085 x 104   + 118.6 x 103x (72.74-20) / (3.7683 x 106) 
= 0.96 +1.66 =2.62 kg/cm2 
Prestressing force at midspan of central span in one cable 12 T13 
= 98.7x12x189.6x0.55x0.88x10-3 
=108.7t 
Stress @ bottom due to one cable 
= 108.7 x 103/ (10.5 x 104) + 108.7 x 103 x (88.58-20) /(2.9378 x 106) 
= 1.04+2.54 
= 3.58 kg/cm2 
Prestressing force at midspan of end span in one cable 12 T13 
= 98.7x12x189.6x0.62x0.88x10-3 
=122.5 t 
Stress @ bottom due to one cable 
= 122.5x 103/ (10.5 x 104) + 122.5x 103 x (88.58-20) /(2.9378 x 106) 
= 1.17+2.86 
= 4.03 kg/cm2 
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BENDING MOMENTS 
A) Dead load 
1. At  Support  = 3318 t-m 
2. At End mid span = 2160 t-m 
3. At Central midspan = 949 t-m  
4.  
B) Superimposed Dead load (w = 9.5 x0.2+1.1x2 =4.1 t/m) 
1.  At  Support  = 4.1 x 312x 0.1= 394 t-m 
2. At End mid span = 4.1 x 312x 0.08= 315 t-m 
3. At Central midspan = 4.1 x 312x 0.06= 236 t-m 
 
C) Superimposed Dead load  
        1. At Support = 600 x1.122= 673 t-m 
2. At End mid span = 500 x1.12= 561 t-m 
 3. At Central midspan = 400 x1.12= 449 t-m  
 
 
Number of cables 
@ Support = (3318+394+673) x 105 / (3.7683 x 106x 2.62) = 44 nos 
@ End Midspan = (2160+315+561) x 105 / (2.9378 x 106x 4.03) = 26 nos 
@ Central Midspan = (949+236+449) x 105 / (2.9378 x 106x 3.58) = 16 nos 
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Fig C.1 Elevation showing cables in the proposed bridge foundation 
 
Fig C.2 Details of cables for the proposed bridge 
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Fig C.3 Moment distribution for dead load case validation. 
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MA'A = MAA' = MAB=MBA=MBB'  = WL² /12  = 2462.56 t-m W = 12.3 *2.5 = 30.75 t/m
I AB =IAA'=IBB' = 2.74 m⁴
I AC =IBD = 0.785 m⁴
KAA'  = 3EI/L = 0.2651613 L= 31 m
KAB  = 4EI/L = 0.3535484 L= 31 m
KAC = 4EI/L = 0.3568182 L= 8.8 m
DAA' = 0.28
DAB = 0.36
DAC = 0..36
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 PSC BOX GIRDER DETAILS 
 
The following figures (Fig D.1 and D.2) give details of pier and pile cross-section along with 
reinforcement details of the existing bridge (Chapter 7) and the same is adopted for the proposed 
bridge for comparative study. The superstructure cross-section of the Existing Bridge is also shown 
in Fig D.3. The Fig.D.4 to D.12 shows details of prestressing cables for continuous integral bridge 
adopted in this study. 
 
 
 
Fig D.1(a) Cross-section for pier P1 & P2 with steel ratio, ρl=As/Ac=0.52%. (b)  Cross-section for pier 
P3 with steel ratio, ρl=As/Ac=1.0%.  (c)Cross- section for pier A1 & A2with steel ratio, ρl=As/Ac=0.4 %. 
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Fig D.2 Pile configuration for (a) abutment pier A1 &A2 (b)  pier P1 &P2 (c) pier P3  (d)Cross-section 
for pile A1, A2, P1& P 2 with steel ratio, ρl=As/Ac=1.56%. (e)  Cross-section for pile P3 with steel ratio, 
ρl=As/Ac=2.15%                                                              
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Fig D.3 Superstructure cross-section for both bridges (a) at mid span (b) at Support 
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Fig D.4 Elevation of the proposed bridge with rocking foundation showing cables 
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Fig D.5 Detail X showing anchorage of cables 
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Fig D.6 Superstructure cross-section showing cables at mid span 
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Fig D.7 Superstructure cross-section showing cables at support 
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Fig D.8 Superstructure cross-section showing cables near support 
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Fig D.9 Superstructure cross-section showing cable anchorage in soffit slab 
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Fig D.10 Superstructure cross-section showing cable anchorage in soffit short cables 
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Fig D.11 Superstructure cross-section showing cable anchorage in deck slab 
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Fig D.12 Superstructure cross-section showing cables at midspan of bridge 
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 FOOTING UPLIFT (PAD ONLY) 
 
The following figures (Fig. E.1 to Fig. E.28) shows uplift for each earthquake and each size of pad 
for rocking pier on pads alone. 
 
 
Fig E. 1 Footing uplift of rocking pier on pads (400 x 400 x 115 mm) for HOLLISTER Earthquake  
 
 
 
 
 
 
Fig E. 2 Footing uplift of rocking pier on pads (400 x 400 x 115 mm) for IMPERIAL Earthquake 
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Fig E. 3 Footing uplift of rocking pier on pads (400 x 400 x 115 mm) for KOCAELI Earthquake 
 
 
Fig E. 4 Footing uplift of rocking pier on pads (400 x 400 x 115 mm) for KOZANI Earthquake 
 
 
Fig E. 5 Footing uplift of rocking pier on pads (400 x 400 x 115 mm) for KOBE Earthquake 
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Fig E. 6 Footing uplift of rocking pier on pads (400 x 400 x 115 mm) for LOMA PRIETA Earthquake 
 
 
Fig E. 7 Footing uplift of rocking pier on pads (400 x 400 x 115 mm) for NORTHRIDGE Earthquake 
 
 
Fig E. 8 Footing uplift of rocking pier on pads (400 x 400 x 145 mm) for HOLLISTER Earthquake 
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Fig E. 9 Footing uplift of rocking pier on pads (400 x 400 x 145 mm) for IMPERIAL Earthquake 
 
Fig E. 10 Footing uplift of rocking pier on pads (400 x 400 x 145 mm) for KOCAELI Earthquake 
 
 
Fig E. 11 Footing uplift of rocking pier on pads (400 x 400 x 145 mm) for KOZANI Earthquake 
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Fig E. 12 Footing uplift of rocking pier on pads (400 x 400 x 145 mm) for KOBE Earthquake 
 
 
Fig E. 13  Footing uplift of rocking pier on pads (400 x 400 x 145 mm) for LOMA PRIETA 
Earthquake 
 
Fig E. 14  Footing uplift of rocking pier on pads (400 x 400 x 145 mm) for NORTHRIDG Earthquake 
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Fig E. 15 Footing uplift of rocking pier on pads (425 x 425 x 170 mm) for HOLLISTER Earthquake 
 
Fig E. 16 Footing uplift of rocking pier on pads (425 x 425 x 170 mm) for IMPERIAL Earthquake 
 
 
Fig E. 17 Footing uplift of rocking pier on pads (425 x 425 x 170 mm) for KOACELI Earthquake 
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Fig E. 18 Footing uplift of rocking pier on pads (425 x 425 x 170 mm) for KOZANI Earthquake 
 
 
Fig E. 19 Footing uplift of rocking pier on pads (425 x 425 x 170 mm) for KOBE Earthquake 
 
 
Fig E. 20 Footing uplift of rocking pier on pads (425 x 425 x 170 mm) for LOMA PRIETA 
Earthquake 
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Fig E. 21 Footing uplift of rocking pier on pads (425 x 425 x 170 mm) for NORTHRIDGE 
Earthquake 
 
Fig E. 22 Footing uplift of rocking pier on pads (460 x 460 x 195 mm) for HOLLISTER Earthquake 
 
Fig E. 23 Footing uplift of rocking pier on pads (460 x 460 x 195 mm) for IMPERIAL Earthquake 
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Fig E. 24 Footing uplift of rocking pier on pads (460 x 460 x 195 mm) for KOCAELI Earthquake 
 
 
Fig E. 25 Footing uplift of rocking pier on pads (460 x 460 x 195 mm) for KOZANI Earthquake 
 
  
Fig E. 26 Footing uplift of rocking pier on pads (460 x 460 x 195 mm) for KOBE Earthquake 
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Fig E. 27 Footing uplift of rocking pier on pads (460 x 460 x 195 mm) for LOMA PRIET Earthquake 
 
Fig E. 28  Footing uplift of rocking pier on pads (460 x 460 x 195 mm) for NORTHRIDG Earthquake 
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